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CHAPTER XVII.

The Infleretive.

The imperative verbs occurring in the Cairkam tests can

be classified into three main groups.

Gran]; I: The insist-«tires forum-1;: this group are iden—

tical with the verbal roots. In other words, the

Tamil verbal roots functioning as the Imperative verb

belong to this group. These are used only in the

singular:

Gran]; II: The Imperative fanned by adding the second

person singular termination -i- 9:1 or 53* to the

verbal root, belong to this group.

Group III: The imperative singular forms ending in 4:13,

1115, m, and -ma.t1, and the plurals ending in -m1:_1_ and

-um belong to this group. In other words the forms

ending in —un: the termination of the present-future

uninfleoted verbs of the 01d Tamil, together with

those ending in 215, me, In. mati and «431131 belong to this

group. The latter terminations are all modified forms

of the original -um.
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droun 1:

any verbal root can he used in Tamil as the imperative

second person singular. EX:

iga (Kali 63) t5 (Kali 82) v5 (Kali 42) vai (Peri 3—?3)

kel (Peru 33: Malai 94) kéel (Kali 11) cal (Peri 3—55)

Ran (Aink 306: K.T. 171) uva (Akam 87) eEu (K.T. 11.

Pugam 207) tutu (Kali 63) kfigu (Pagan 253: K311 88)

migu (Kali 89) VEQtu (Kari 1; Akam 68) Smpu (K.T. 181.

Kali 21: 41: 98) ceppu (Kali 93: Peri 8-6?) co1

(Kali 24)

Gregg II:

(a) «~1-

In the following imperative second singular forms,

-1— is directly added to the root:

Ekki (Kali 37) kitti (Kali 147) tégi (Kali 35: 90)

taggi (Kali 73) k§?i(k5) (Kali 105)

Forms of this nature are rare in Tamil. Even in the

Gafikam texts wi- often appears compounded with the suffix

-t-.

kél + ti = ketti (Peri 19—93. Pugpm 289)

kag r t1 = kag§1(k5) (Kali 99)



As the -t1 ending second person singular forms are common

to the Future and the Imperative they have heen treated

under the Third Future. (Ref. pp. 3:10.. 13‘13- )

A particle k5 appears suffixed with Rani (kfini — k5) kfinti

(kinti — hi) and the -ai ending form kantai (kantai - kg).

according to the Zglkagpigar this 'k5' is an expletive.

(h) —si:

The following are the only imperative forms ending in

-si occuring in the Cafiksm texts.

vantai (Kali 63) '

kantai (hali 105: 109: 110: 64: 103)

kentai(ki) (Kali 105)

kintai (Kali 92: 12)

kfintai (-e-pay) (Kali a?)

uraittai (-k-kfin? (Kali as)

The author of Tolkignigam says that when forms like

Rattai, niggai, kittai, kantai etc. are not used in the

second person, then they should be interpreted as expletives?

But the forms oocuring in file texts all are used as impera-

tives. The following are the contexts where these archaic

forms occur.

1. Tolkfiggizam - Collatikfiram. Ea. Cugnfikam

1938, Ofittiram 279.

2. Ibid., Cfittirsm 436.
w
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vantai - core!

'Hatam pfigtu erukal n5 yantai'

 

kaetai - look at!

'nettirum kfintalay hagyai—y-igttar 001'

 

Ragtaikfi - look at:

‘mitei-p-pfiyum veg;éru EEEEEEEE‘

kigtai — look at:

'Rag viyiuk—kfiqtai nagu nutil'

kintaippiy - look at!

'takaiyatu ganteippfiy néficé!‘

uraittai-k-kiq - Speak:

'teru;émar kappatfir tigag untél uraittaikkin’

 

The nature or the suffix «pay appearine in the impera-

tive kigtai-pupfiy is not clear. The -p5y suffix 18 men-

tioned neither by the grammariane nor the commentators.

Therefore it is likely that it should be split as

kagtu — aippay :> Ragtu - aippfiy SL kiytaippfiy.

eippay may be split as 31 - to wonder: —pp— future tense

sign: 5y: second person singular termination.

'Ureittaiok—kag' is interpreted in the Kalittokai

1

commentary as ‘uraittu-k—kfiq‘. This View may be censidered

 

1. Kalittokai. Ed. 2nd: Madras 1938, p. 10?.
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correct on the analory or the fore ‘ninaittu—k—hfin' occurinn

in the context.

‘maintutai max-pig cunanku ninaittukkin'

 

(Kali 18, line 4). Here 'ninraittukkén’ means 'renemher!‘

dinee the conclusion has been reached that the stems of the

imperatives 'kanteippfiy' and 'uraittei-k-kfin' are the

original forms 'kentu' and 'uraittu', it is easier now to

analyse the other forms. 0f the three irperative sinrulars

'vantai' ‘kantai' and 'kantai', the first two are formed

by adding the second person singular termination -ai to the

stems 'vantu' and 'kantu' respectively. The third foam

'kfintai' is only modified form of 'hantaf. It shonla he

recalled at this point the View consistently expressed in

these pages that the 01d Tamil had no tense Sign in the

verbal form, as such, the forms such as 'vantu' 'kantn',

etc. formed by afiding the suffix ~tu to the verbal root,

were used in the singulars of all perSons. (Ref. p. SHBE )

’vantu' appears in the Gafikam language as the stem or the

past and the imperative. Therefore the principle of

nasalization such as -t changing tc -nt- applied to the

formation of the week past stems of the Cankam language

need not be extended to the few archaic imperatives of the
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01d Tamil preserved in the Cefikam texts. The imperatives

of ‘vantai' and ”kantni' type became archaic at the end or

the Cafikem period itself. Therefore the presence of nasals

such as -n— in the imperative forms like 'ventai', signi—

fies some phonetic change-that took place in the Free

historic times .

(0) 5y:

The forms ending in ay such as uraiyiy, kélfiy etc. are

common to the imperative second person singular and the

negative of the same person: EX:

'kéifiy ella tfigi' (Nan: 61, 11ne3)

means 'Oh my friend, 115ten!’ Here 'kéiiy' meaning 'listen'

is used in the imperative-second person singular.

'001113 celletir koiiay' (Nag; 39, line 1)

means 'When I Speak a few words you are not receiving

(koiifiy) them with approval.‘ In this context 'kogisy'

'not rec eiving' is used in the negative second person

singular. A majority of these forms in -Ey are used as

negatives more than imperatives.

—fiy is directly added to the verbal root and only in a

few cases especially when -Ey is added to the roots ending

in vowels Such as ~31, the semi-vowel —y- is added.



The following are the only forms used in the imperative:

uraiyéy (Nag: 123) nigaiyfiy (LT. 343)

kéiay (21.1". 390: Nag; 61-: scam 53)

kfigfiy (Akam 292) pfirrfiy (Kali 12}

Gretna III.

in analysis on the structure of the Group III impera-

tives thrown much light on the nature 01’ the 01:1 Tamil irr-

peratives preserved in the Cafikam texts. The singular-s

end in —m5, m5, -m and mat! . EX: arima, agimé, agim,

agimati. The plurals end in -mi:_1_ and ~um: sag-31mg:

331m.

Here the analysis to be pursued is on the same line as that

—followed on the study of the mar verbs (Ref. 13.3%” 31+?)

On the other hand the understanding of the structure of the

imperatives is very much easier for the simple reason that

the original termination --m:: of the uninfleeted‘ verbs of

'eeyyum' type survives in the imperatives. EX:

'nitagmig 15M egpavar cogfigyagavé'

(Paripfital 14-9)

Here 'ni'tanmin' is an imperative plural meaning 'Please do

not delay’. It is in the negative. 'Virum' also is

in the imperative plural (not negative) and means ‘comel'
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'rotira-ic- kollum karmaa kurar—k-eggum'

(Kali 33. Ref. For further explanation on 'kellum‘ in

p. {23% )

Here 'kellur‘ is used as imperative plural.

Thus the presence of the imperative plurals ‘vfirum‘ and

'kollum' in the Cankam texts show that these are the types

of the uninflected verbs of the 01d Tamil. In the Cafikam

age, however, the -u of the «am is elided in many forms and

some expletives or other terminations were added to this

surviving -m. EX:

ariyum > agim — fix aria: — e:

egim + e-ti: agfim + 13;

Compare the following imperative plurals pakumig

(rzalai 366} kfirumig (Pagan: 173). These should be split

as pukum - in; and kfirum — lg; on the analogy of the

Mae-Fem. plural Etumfir (Kali 92) figumfir J> Etum e fir.

The suffix -ig_might be the second person termination of

the Pre—Cankam Tamil. -1n appears in such imperatives

as netatticig_(Pugsm 255) etc.

In the other forms of the imperative plurals such as

punarm1g_(Negg 224) peymmig_(Pugem 252) etc. the —u- of -um

1s slided. This loss of -u can be esplainefl on the

analogy of the —mEr plurals:
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punarumfir (Xagg 304) ;> punarmfir

(Peri 11-673. (Ref. 1'). 3m: )

That is

punamfir é panamir

punamin <. punemmin.

The same principle can be applied to the analysis of

the singular forms. Forms like nalkumati and kfigumati

should be split as nalkum + a—ti: kfigum + a-ti.

The suffix 'ati' of -mati is only a,modified form of the

second person singular termination -t1. The loss of

—u- is evident in Bush forms as konmati (Pugpm 200). In

forms like momma) not only -u 01’ um is elided but also

the preceding consonant. k0; - um = koggum f> ko;(;u)m

kogm :> konm. This loss or vowel and the coneonant is

acknowledged by the author of Tolkfippigam and it has been

explained earlier when the -um ending present—future forms

were analysed. (Ref. p. 3.57 )

Again the -o- suffixed to such farms as kanECE) (Aink

78: 198) oenp(6) (Puggm 381) is an oxpletive. This is

because in such imperative singulars as konmé (Hall 93)

oelmé (Nag;- 395) 6, instead or I-Ew appears. This foot

becomes still clearer when one finds neither 6 nor is in



such forms as tigm (Pagan 150) unm (Payee 392).

Thus it becomes clear that the imperatives in -F—

and the present—future finites in -m— are originatefl from

the some vehhal form. Compare the following:

'empaE firum avayctu mogimé (K.T. £1):

 

In this context 'fir' (the village) is the subject and

'moxime' (talks) is the prpdicate. he 'mogimé' is used

in the neuter, it should be interpreted as the present-

future finite verb. Therefore the «E appearing in 'mogdm—E'

is en expletive and.'fiogim' is the shortened form of the

present—future verb fmogiyum'.

'kéttagai yéyin ni véttatu cozggé'

(Pugem 46). In this context hi (thou) is the subject and

'ceymmé' (do) 13 the predicate. Here 'ceymmE' is used in

the imperative second person singular.

Thus the similarity between 'mogimé‘ and 'ceymmé' used

in the present-future and the imperative respectively is

noticeable. This proves beyond any doubt that the verbs

of ’ceyyum' type were used in the 01d Tamil as the unin—

flected verbs both in the singulare and plurals. The

presence of -um 1n the optative forms such as véhtum

(Pugam 357: £311 21 etc.) kfitum (Akam 301: Pugem 193 etc.)
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conclusively proves the fact that the indicative imperative

and optative moods as such were non-existent in the prind-

tive Temii. In the pre-Cafikam Tamil there began the

deviation 0? the imperative from the indicative and only

during the Dafikam age, it is likely that the optative dis-

tinguished itself frem the imperative.

The following are the group III imperative verbs.

The forms are given as they appear in the texts, suffixed

with expletivee and particles;

dingular

"121*0

agimfi (Hag; 238) morimfi (K.T. 75) uraimfi (Aink

63: 80) viiaimfi (Nag; 251) vagaimfi (Pugam 256) egma

(LT. 392) koqmfi (Kali 23: Pugam 152: Aink '73: 193:

239: 368) uymmii (Aink 33) akagmfi (Aka!!! ans)

ceypg (Peri: 45: A1111: 7?: 303: Paul; 9-7: Pug-pm

381: Mag; 71) vamma (Pugam 221: Nag; 180: 223: 383)

—m-E:

meme (Kali 23) came; (Nam: 395) came (Puget: 46)

mm; (Nag;- 300) kaiamé (Pagan: 145) teiimé (ILT. 273)
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4:12

1:13:32 (Pagan 392) tigm (P11511122 150)

’05 ‘r‘ um > 135:1 > tam; Similarly

xii—um > van >vam:

tam (Iv'atu 747: Patig 9—5: Puma m3)

vam {Aink 199: 317: 469)

42—5131:

a}1mati (K.T. 115: Raff 355) oginati (Puggm 121)

ignimati (H313 19) Layaimati (Akam 123) uraimati

(Nag; 54: 102) ugaimati (Mata 781) kaigaimnti

(Kali 129) aynrmati (K311 30) firmati (Akam 154)

mgmati (Pagan: 290) kagmmti (Aink 134) ké'qmati

(Pagam 35: 363: Peru 60) koqmati (Pugpm 200)

cggpati {Akam1163: 288: Pugpm 181: Patig,e—3)

varmati (sunk 410: may; 30‘?) eymati (Porn 63)

‘fiekigmati (Aink zoo)

Ekumati (K.T. 18) Ekumati (Nag: 9) vékumati

(1)1111: 395) nalkumati (Timur: 2025: link 179: Pugan

369) 051114131111 (Pagan: 24: 56) muyafikmati (Mm: 148)

tfifikumati (K.T. 290) iyakkumati (Akam 344) Empumati

(v.1. 235) collumati (Aink 479) kfigumati (Akam 330:

Nags; 1W3) pfimmati (Akam 342) kayavumati (Mam 114:

Ray; 321: Akam 254) émati (may; 21).
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Plural

 

—m—in:

kagimig (Perum 296) paqim1§_(Par1 15-34) vatimig

(Lalai 255) anaimi§_(Puggm 152) uraimig_(A1nk 39?:

mag;- 376) tugaimig (mm 391) nigaimig (Pari 15-29)

micaimill (Pemm 262) atumig (Path; 2-3) togumin

(nalai 277: Pugam 152) kogumig (Pugam 3.17) 111331311};

(Pugam'152) pukumin (R3131 386: 491) egum1g_(fiagg 170)

ugmin (Patir 2‘s) kézgmin {Kali 2, 3) kmgmig (Mala: 258)

akaamizg (lialai 2'70} 61-min; (Par-i 11-127) camin (Pugmn

9) pagarmig (Halal 192) purgarmin (Nan- 224) xvi-pig;

(mm 252) peymig (Pagan: 262) twig (Raw 786)

van-4:11;; (Pm-.1: 5-9: Kali 104)

Skumig (may: 42) 1yakkumig (Pugum 152) 5mpum1§_

(Kali 146: K.T. 184) E§umig {Pagan 9?) kfigumin (Pugpm

173: Aink 385) éggumig (Patig 2—8) pfiggumig (Puggm

104: 30.1) utavumig (Pat-.1; 2—8)

—m:

1:0}2'lmn (Kali 32) 173er (Paid 14-43)

sometimes singular farms are used 121' the hanorific

plural; similarly plural forms are used in the singular.

EX:



'veiia: teena vfiy nogi—y—pulavir;'

{?uggm :21: line 10)

Here a poet is addressed as 'yulavir!’ and the verb or

predicate of this -ir ending plural form is ‘vammfi'.

'peamég irattirfiyig cage (Nagy 71. line 3)

Here 'imttir-ayig' goes with 'cegm'.

In both these places the contexts refer to singular; so

is used the predicate ending in ~m~53 but the subjects of

the verbs end in -ir. Generally the Subject ending in 1r

or i:- 13 followed by the predicate in 4519.

'1geppa-t— tugintegir kéqmin manraiiya'

(Kali 2, line 10)

Here both the subject and the predicate are in the plural:

tugintenir ... keemin. But the context refers to a singular.

A note on the use of the form ogn§§,(ekam 222: Nay: 358)

This form is interpreted generally as an imperative

second person singular. But in the contexts Akem 222,

and Nag: 358 the commentators intrepret in the first person

plural indicative future 'shell we go'. Ex:

'kaqafi kefu katavutku uyirwpepeli tEuy-p—

paraviuem varukem eeumfi tfigi'

(Key! 358: lines 6—?;
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Meoninw: (literal) 'Gh my friend (tfigil) shall we go

(oegno) and.oome back (rarukem) after having praised

(porovigem) enfl offered (tfiuy) life sacrifice (uyir_p-peli)

to the god (kngevnthu) surrounded by celestial hosts

(meat 1:35-21)‘ - Thus the 'Laay—in-eaitmg' aearesses the

’Lady‘. It is not possible to interpret 'oegpo‘ 1n the

imperative second person singular because the context

demands a first person plural meaning. In the love poems

of the canham anthologies nowhere the Lady-inéWaiting single

out the Lady and ask her to 'go'. Wherever they go, they

go together. Even in this particular context the verbal

forms qualifying 'oegmo' are in the first person plural:

'parevigem varuham oegnfi'.

The other context is:

'Mnruti—y— agge mén poker pegiiyar

oegmfi vfifi 6551 ...'

(Akam 222, lines 12~13)

This poem is composed by the poet Paraner. Here the 'Lody'

is said as saying that she is unable to bear any more the

love—sick caused by the absence of the lover for a con-

siderable long time. The Lady—1n—Weit1ng replies ”I can

suggest only one thing. We must go out in search of him."
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In this context if 'cegné' is interpreted as 'thou

geest', it is against the Tamil poetic convention. The

Iady-in-weiting never edclreeses like this. She always

identifies herself with the 1.11647 both in her Imppinees

and. sorrow. Therefore the commentator interpreted 'cezgpe'

in the first per-son plural. The editor of the mmentery

says that. ’cegmfi' is the modified form of the first plural

'celI-raez'l. It is not easy to trace the form 'ceggefi'

from 'celicam' . Linguietically (3:351:15 is the modified fem

of the present—future form cel - um:

cellum :> cel(1u)nz j> celm j; cage.

In the Cafikam text -um is used in the first person plural

enly when ccmpeunaed with the suffix kn. tu or gu, 1.9. Rum:

«tum and gum: cellmm: cégum: 'celkam' might be a

modified form of 'celkum‘, and unless some drastic change

has taken place in the form it ie not essay to call 'ceggn'

the modified form of 'celkam'. More evidence is in need

to pronounce any opinion on this subject.

 

1. Akanagfim — manimiyaipavagam. 2nd. Ed. Madras 1949,
life 3102.
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CHAPTER XVIII .

-e1n end ~1kum verbs.

In the language of the Cefikam texts there occur some

archaic forms ending .in -eiy_ or -1kum. EX:

vanticig, kaetikum.

The Tamil grammerians did not include either —eig,er ~1kum

1n the list of the personal terminations. The author of

Tolkaggizanzineluaee -cig_and —1kum 1n the list of the ex-

pletivee of the second pereom:l He says that according

to his predecessors, both -e1g and -1kum may he need in the

other persons as well.2 Thus according to Talkippiyer,

both -eig_and ikum originated in the verbs of the second

person and when they lost their significance they were

enffixecl ee expletivee to the verbs of all the three persons,

though being prominently need. in the Second person.

The fact that the suffixes -1_n_ and —um appearing in 4:11;

and 11mm respectively survive in the second person or the

imperative terminations «mig_end ~um endorses-the statement .

or the anther of TolkipgiIEm. that «ein and -1kum are the

expletzlvee of the second person.

1. Tolkapp1yam - Gollatikaram. ea. Madras 1e41, efittirem

276.

2- Ibid., efittiram 277.
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The forms in wig occuring in the Cafikem texts are used

es finite vet-be mainly in the first person singular in-

dicative and the second person singular- imperative. A

few forms occur in the third person singular. Those verbs

in 01;; oecuring 1n the first and the third persons singular

indicative are used. only in the past tense. Thus whether

in the inflicat‘lve or the imperative, the ~61; finites

do not occur in the plural.

0n the other hand «:11; appears in the pea nominal

terms both in the singular and plural of the third person.

In such nominels -ei:_1_ is suffixed with the personal ter-

minetione 513, 6; and Er: EX:

-5r_3: pukasnticigég (Akam 310)

«'53:: pirinticigfii. (LT. 333)

451-: kegticigfir (fink 85)

In these forms, it is likely, the expletive 431;; and the

persona] termination are later additions suffixea to the

past tense finites 'puke‘r‘mtu'. 'pirintu‘ and 'kqtu'

respectively. Compare the following past flnitee:

aginticig (KJE. 24'? etc.) vanticig (Pug-em 125). Since

the euthor of gg1k£ppixm says that «31;; is an expletive,
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then it follows that agintu(cig) and vantu (01E) are the

pest finite verbs or the 01d Tamil. This View is in

full agreement with the statements mafia in the earlier

pages that the Old Tamil verb is destitute of personal

terminations and the same form, formed by adding such

suffixes as to, tn and -gu to the verbal rent crude er

modified, functioned both as participle and finite vert.

in the singulara of all the persons. These verbs did not

denote any tense in the early stages of the development of

the Tamil language. Thus the forms used in the Cankem

texts as past finite do not create any difficulty in

analysing the structure. The only peculiarity is that

the final —u- or the verb is elidefl in combination and its

place is taken by -i—.

vantu - 013 a vanticixl.

Because of this peculiarity someipeople believe that the

expletive is -icig_and not -cig.

The structure of the form used as imperative is im-

portant for these forms exhibit the character of the 01d

 

1. Purenégfigu with comm. by Anvei Turaicfimirpillei

vol 1, Ed. Madras 1952.
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Tmnil verb more clearly. Here two types of —cig_forms

are used in the ieperative.

The first type has the same stem as that of the past

tense, in fact sometimes the Same fore is used in the

indicative past and the imperative. EX:

'niz kinku vanticigf (Pugem 125)

means 'I came to see you'. Here 'vanticigf (I came)

is in the past tense. The same form is used as imperative

in

'EeE mela—v-iyali vanticig vigiyfi

ina tantai‘ (Aink 1'75)

Kenning: 'Oh my girl! Please come here walking very

slowly.‘

Here ‘vanticigf (please come) is in the imperative.

In such imperatives the verb is 'vanti' and 'cigf

is the expletive. Forms like 'vanti' 'eome!’ may look

as peculiar imperative form, but such forms only threw

much light on the Structure of the 01d Tamil verb.

'Vanti' sheula be split as 'vantu’ — ‘1‘. Here 'vantu'

is the same as the one used in the past tense and —i- is

the second person singular termination. It performs the

same function as 3331 (Pugem 300 etc.) uqti (Kali 85)
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These are the imperative forms and the past forms are

‘eggu' and ’uotz'. The only peculiarity in the structure

of 'vanti' is that the —t— is naealized. In the Cankam

language the principle of neealization is asseoiated.on1y

with exhibiting the character or the verb as week, and

in no way it should te interpreted as showing the tense.

Compare the three imperative second singulars formed from

the root v5 - to come.

vanti (Gig) (Aink 175) come!

vantai (Kali 33) "

venti (Kali 85) '

The last form is a compound verb and the component elements

are vantu — i: i is a verbal root used as imperative;

it has lost its meaning 'to give' and here functiene as

auxiliary suffixed to theform 'vantu'. There occur

many such forms used as imperatives.

eennu & I = eeggi (Akam 46) ’go!‘

kogtu — i = kogti (Kali 14?) 'take!‘

In all such -1— imperatives the stem 13 very clear- It

has been explained earlier how imperatives like 'uraittu 9

kEe' are modified to forms like 'nraittaikfiq‘ (Ref. p. #33 )
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when the use or the auxiliary ‘ka-m' became unnecessary the

imperative form stands as 'uraittai'. Thus ventu -,- e1 —

vantai: ~11 is the second person singular termination

as much as the -i- in venti. Again compare 'venti'

with the emup II (p. 14-30) imperatives: kitti! 1:531! etc.

Thus it is inevitable that the 01d Tamil verbs preserved

in the Central}: texts indicate no tense. For a stud. ent 01’

hodern Tamil, this feature of the 01:1 Tami-1 verb may be

surprising. But fortunately the scanty materials preserved.

in the literature or the period. are more than enough to Show

the character of the verb.

The second type of the -c1:_1_ imperative 18 of netatticig

(Pugam 255) type. Here the verb is ’natatti' and an is

the expletive. Compare this with natattl (Purem 22).

It is likely all the other imperatives could be included

into the previous type. Natetti ((313) does not farm the

past stem in the ~ttu, as natettu, but it is in no way

against the principle of the formation of the archaic 1m-

peretivee, because the question whether a partie: 1ar form

could be used in the past tense as understood in modern

times, has no relation with the study of the archaic forms



of the 01d Twill period at which time the Tan-i] verb in-

dicated no tense specifically.

The following forms occur in the Cafikam texts:

Past tense: Finites:

First Eerson: ding:

egg-lain (LT. :17: Nam; 55: 61) Ragga“;

(Nag! 126: 177: 195: Puzam 22) k5??icig_(Pn£§m

150: Nag: 115) vanticig_(Pu§am 135: 373: 391:

369: 371: Patig 3-5: 2-8: 5—1: 6-4: 7-1: 7-4:

9-2: 9-10: Nagy so) uvanticig‘(K.T. 351) maganticmg

(Akam as) aginticig (K.T. 247: Nag: 273) telinticig_

{Akam 466) ayarnticbg (Akam 147: Puggm 149)

pagarnticig (Pugam 134) kfirnticin (K.T. 216) Eyntici§_

(K.T. 252) cfifinticin (Akam 73: K.T. 11) Eggicig

(kug; 34: Pugpm 151) maruqticig_(Akam 384)

Valitticig (Akam 303).. Both pétuggicig; (Akam

(Akam 135) and paiyinticig_(flagy 114) are compounds.

Third Eerson: Sing:

Mas: cannicin (Nan: 394) perricin (Pugpm 11)

Fem: peggicig (Pugam 11)

Ken: fingicig (Nagy 240: Aink 74b tag—q-eggicig

(Aink 73) is a. compound.-
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Past. Nominals

Third Demon:

Mas: pukagnticigfig (Akam 210)

Fem: pix-inticigfi} (5.x. 333)

iganticirlag. (Aka: 306)

has-Fem: Plus

kagyicigé'r (Aink 85) payanticigfir (Pugam 137)

maganticigfir (Nag-1; 118) iganticinar (Ray: 302)

ciganticinb'r (Nam: 33‘?) nayanticinar (Akam 103:

Per-um 425) pirinticiyflr (Ray; 241: K.T. 94: 350:

Akam 183: 197) arinticinfir (LT. 18: 267) againti—

cigar (KJ‘. 268) Ungamticigar (Pug-am 385) mfiynticigfir

(Pagans 27) ceggicigfir (Nagy: 314: Adam 34) akggicigar

(Akam 311)

magutticigar (Pam;- 5—5) payaitticigar (Pagan 18}

munticipjr (Patir 7-9) is formed from the root.

of the second canjugation. So rarely the roots of

the second conjugation form wig verbs:

munti + 0111 4 5r :- munticiufir.

This example clearly shows that the caplet! vs 15 431;;

and. not —1—cir_1_.
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reygicigfirkku (Pugam 195) pirinticigfirkku (H.T. 35)

urainticigfirkku (Akam 200) uyarnticigfirkku (Pagan 214)

pugarnticigfirkku (Akam 367)

akaggicigfirkku (K.T. 127)

fig?icig6rkku (Pugpm 35?)

ugaggicigfirkku (Patir 8—2) is formed from the causative

root uyagg; ugaggi - cig — 5r - kku.

IEEerative

All fize imperative forms in —cig_are used only in

reference to the second person singular.

Kaqyicig (Akam 99: 369: Aink MOB: 105: Nay: 35:

177: 202: K.T. 112: 220: 359: 349: 240) pfiggicin

(Akam 7) eggicig (Akam 375: Narr 99) kéggicig (Matu 208:

Nag; 78: K.T. 30: Akam 138: Aink 59) naggicig (Puggm

202) vanticig.(A1nk 175: K.T-'367) terinticng (Akam 281)

cfixnticig (Akam 77) nuvaggicig (Nagy 200) Eunicig (Akam

69: 237: 267: Nag; 128: 286: 332: Aink 430)

uraitticigl(K.T. 63: 302: Akam 191: 200: 314:

Nagy 103: 176) vagjttioin {Puram 180) nayattioin (Purar

255)

The ages radical vowel 3 is not Snortened in kagyicig

(Akam 164: 378)
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1:51} ) km; — tu . kagtu - i - 6113 : kazzt'i c113:

kin 1- ti 1- orig = kirgticin. Thus the root 'kEi} ’

have two imperative rams. Compare these with 'kargtai'

and kfigtai (Ref. 113. 4%! 1

'z'iajgieig' (Per-1 8-79) is the only imperative form

formed from the root or the second conjugation.

of the imperative forms discussed ahove, the following

forms without the expletive —cip_ have been treated 1n the

earlier chapters:

natatti (Pugam 23) umitti (Pari 11-92) (Ref. p. 3‘” }

kétti (Par-1 19-93: Farm 989) (Ref. p. 14—30 ).

4:11;; also appears in the following contexts:

  

It is suffixecl to the negative verb egg-u. anru «- ein =

egg-161g (Pagan 289)

The expletive 41!; appears suffixed to another expletive

'maggu'

mar-r1: -'- cir_1_ .-.- marricin (Nag: 272)

In the following contexts 'Efiku' the particle of similarity

meaning 'ljke' is compounded with -c:l;1_ forms which are in

the past tense:

val amtieigaafiku (Aink 44)

milimticigafiku (Pagans 139)
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-ikum verbs

Dnly a few forms appear suffixed with the exnletive

-1kum. These forms are used in the infiicative first

person plural and the imperative second person singular.

The forms in the indicative denote the past tense only.

Ex:

'nig paler pukaa celvam igitu kantikueé‘

 

(Patig 2—1) means ’OL King CéraJE—ta: We have seen (or

saw) (kaetikum) well (ig;tu) your wealth (nig_celvom)

praised by many (paler pukef)'. In this context kaetu -

ikum - kagtikum (we saw) is used in the first person

plural past.

‘onteti matavarag kaptikum koekal'

(Aink 194) means '01:. Lord: (Kogka) Please look at.

(kaetikum) the condition of the Lady wearing shining brace-

lets (°¥E°§i matavaral)‘

Here ‘kaetikum' (look atl) 15 in the second person singular

imperative.

The structure of the —1kum forms is sitilar to that

of the «:13 forms.



Past tense:

First Eerson: Flu:

kaqyikum (link 121: 122:_ 133: 1?4: 125: 196:

127: 128: 198: Akam 103: Payam 251. flag; en:

Peti: 2-1: 5-3: 3-4: 7—5: 9—4) pegyikum (Pugam

3:3) kégyikum (Patig 8-2) pagarntikum (ralai 400)

The last mentioned form is used somewhat in fihe present

tense.

'Smpi vaiiar ngarntikum egig'

means 'If you say (egig) that we are going (payarntikum)

to see the Benefactor who gives liberally without keeping

anything for himself (fimpi vaiial)‘. Here 'pagarntikum'

‘we are going' is in the present.

Imperative:

Only one form is used in the imperative second person

singular.

kantikum (Aink 153: 194: 364: 414: 419)
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CHAPTER XIX

The Ontative

In Tamil, sometimes the Same fore may be either in

the imperative or optative mood. Dr. Caldwell calls the

Tamil flotative 'pclite imperctive'.1 It is quite true

for the dfl’ ference between these moods lies in the weaning

they exprees. For example, the imperative is mainly used

to express the 'comnend' er the 'request’ and fine verbs

denoting such meaning are mainly in reference to the second

person. 0n the other hand the Optative is used to express

such meaning as 'wiahingk 'cureing', 'hlessing', etc.

At the time of the composition of Tolkfipnixam the Optetive

had primarily reference to the third person. The author

of Tolkappizam says that the Optative is not expressed in

a

reference to the first and second persons. However, in

the Gankam language some faces are used in reference to the

first and second persons as well.

 

1. Co aretive brammer or the Dravidian Ian u es: London

3rd Ed., 1913, p. 538.

2. Tolkfippizem — Collatikaram. Ed. Guggakem 1933.

cfittiram 226.
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The meaning an& the context are fize main factors that

decide the nature of the fore. For exarple the -ka enfling

fares are common to the imperative and optativew Forms

like 'vegka' 'long live' can be interpreted only in the

optative because the meaning is 'hlessing'. On the other

hand forms like 'celka' 'go‘ can he only in file imperative.

The other Dptative forms are formed mainly by adding

either -iya or —1yar. Ex: mega 9 1ya = mangiya:

mega - iyar = manniyar.

These forms ending in -1ya and -1yar are also used as 'past

participles's 'optative' and '1nfin1t1ve'.

Past particinles:

'fitiya' (Tirum 52, etc.) type.

ugiiyar (Nag; fie)

Optative:

maggiya (Pugem 6)

ma§§;yar (Patig,6-4)

Infinitive:

uggiya (Kali 85)

kégiyar (Nag; 248)

Thus structurally there is no difference between these

forms: but only the context decides whether the form is



a participle or finite verb. Whether it is in the past

tense, in the Optative or an infiniti ve. This is mainly

the characteristic of the 0111 Terri] verb. In the early

stages of the development of the Tamil language, as the

Cantata; verbs show, the same form functioned in different

capacity and the word order indicated the nature of the

fortr. So, the 01:1 Tamil verb is noted for its simplicity.

It is only in the later stages there arose the tendency to

use one grammatical form to denote one purpose. It should

be borne in mind that the forms occuri ng in the Cafikam texts

are not all originated in the Cafikam age. Man-y forms, it

is likely, were in use from an earlier date and fell out

of use in the Cankam period. itself. For exarqale the ~iyar

for-me used. as past participle do not occur in me post-

Cafikam era, and only a few such terms occur in the earlier

texts of the Bantam. The —-iya and «dyer ending forms

used as infinitives almost went out of use at the beginning

of the post-Carmen: period. In the Modern Tamil the Opta—

tire is expressed. by the -ka ending fame and the -iya

and. -iyar are used only rarely in poetry.

Thus, the -i.ya and -iyar forms originated at a time

when there was neither the personal termination nor the

tense Sign in the form. In short, the'se toms could he
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called the infinitives of the 01d Iaril. (The Structure

of the ~1ya and —iyar forms will be analysed under the

'infinitives'.)

4.2::

—ka is directly added to the verbal root. The -k—

or -ka is doubled when added to the robts forming the

present-future in -kk—.

ati — ka 8 atikka (Patig 7-1)

ciga — ka = cigpkka (Ratu 194)

First nersgg:

pirika (Pugpm 71) pegpka (F.T. 14. Pugpm 379:

Pari 17—53) pukuka (dink 396) kagka (Pugpm 166:

Hag; an?) iyaika (Pari 11-139)

irukka (Par: 18-56)

'virntilafiku vaiyeyiggu-c-ci§po§1-y-ar1vaiyai

peguka -t11-1- amma yfige'

 

{H.T. 14)

In this context 'arjvaiyai peguka ... yég'

means ‘Let me get (pegpka yag) my (desired) girl

(arivaiyai).'

Here ‘pegpka' is used to express the 'wish' and it refers

to the first person singular 'yfig’.
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'viruntu uyga nin tirunt Entu nilai'

enrum kfigka ~til-1— amma yam—e

 

(Puggm 166)

reaning: 'Iay we see (kayku yam) ever this glorious state

of your Lordship entertaining the guests'.

In this context 'kfigka' is used in reference to the first

person plural 'yfim' and expresses the 'wish'.

Second person:

egjka (Pati§_2-8) palika {Akam 156) orika (Pagan

246: 113,135 11, 64. Kali 4, map 340) tag-um (Pug-3m 70)

varuka (Puggm 207: 316: Akam 131) pegpka (Pagan 391)

efiuka (K.T. 219) ka431ka (Pagan 42) puggika (Akam 269}

kigka (Pagan 70: Kali 94) ugka (Pugam 333: 399}

pfiqka (Kali 126) mfiyka (Akam 258) celka (Pugpm 246:

279: Nag-g 53: 68: Kali :37: Akam 224)tav1rka

(Nag: 325) firka (akam 44)

Ekuka (Pagan: 205) Elm (Nag;- 34) nifikuka (Alma: go)

vnrafikuka (Patig 2-8) pfiguka (K.T. 23) Eguka (Aink

396) kfiguka (H311 114) magguka (Pagan 91) katavuka

(Akam 54) v1431y5§uka (Nagy 332).

The last form 18 a compound.

cigpkka (Puggm 259)
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A najority of the forms of the second person are in the

imperative:

'akavsn nakai—e! Eiguka pitté

innum pituka patté'

 

(x.T. 23)

In this context 'patuke' 'sing' is in the imperative.

It is used in reference to the second person singular

'Akavan makai'(1kavag_makail refers to a eirl belonging to

the community of 'fortune-tellers‘ and interpreters of Omens.

In ancient India this community earned their livelihood by

singing songs from house to house and interpreting omens,

etc.)

The form used by a person of higher rank when addres-

sing a person of lower rank is to be interpreted as ex-

pressing the 'command'. This is imperative. The Same

form may be said optative if it comes from the mouth or a

person of lower rank. Thus the optatives used in reference

to the second person are mainly 'polite imperstives'.

Third person:

Among the meanings expressed by the Optative forms

used in reference to the third person, 'cursing' is pro—

minent. The Cefikam bards visit the palaces of the Tamil
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kings especially when the kings return from the battles

with victory. be the subject matter of the poems composed

on such occasions include 'the praising or the kine' and

'cursing his enemies'.

'téyvaga ketuka n19 tevvar Ekkam'

(Mata 195-196) means 'Nay the wealth of your enemies wane

and be perished (ketuka)

Here 'ketuka' is used in reference to the neuter singular

and expresses the 'cursing’ or ’wishing 111‘.

agiua (e.r. 14) cegika (Kali 1e) oxika (Nag: 55:

Pugem 231) kagika (Nag; 2?1: Akam 13. Malai 557)

tahika (Aink 6, Kali 14?) polika (Peri 1—63: kink 1,

300: Pugem 357) mutika (Netu 168) amaika (K.T. 175)

iyaika (Peri 11—13) utaika (Akam 336) kufaika (Pugpm

73) pugaika (Pugam 172) varaika (Aink 6, Puyam 72)

viraika (£311 124) v11aika (Aink 2) ituka (Pat1378-IO:

Puyam 239) uguka (K.T. 248) ketuka (Per-um 38: I-‘atu

196) cutuka (Pugam 239) nakuka (Kali 144) patuka

(Kali e4) taruka (Mata 747) varuka (Kali 115: K.T.

56) alerka (Aink 370: Nag! 15) ivarka (Akam 269)

uyarke (Pugam 58) uharka (Nag; 116) kavarka (Pugem 57)

patarka (Pugam 381) arka (Aink 4) carka (Puggm 261)
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tirka (E.T. 251: Aknm 269) tfirka (Puram 132) ugka

(F.T. 901: Form 156) kanka (Kali 84: Puggr 89)

koaka (Peru 193) niQRa (Pagan 931) celka (Akam 34:

374) niyka (Pagam 386: Aink 5) pafika (Puggm 132)

céyka (dink 88} téyka (Pagan 234) tfiyka (Akam 259)

pfilka (Punam 58) pfiqka (Pugam 146: Nagy 81) malarka

(Nay; :06) ika (Kali 13: Puggm 289)

Eka (K.T. 20: Patig 9-1: Akam 275) Ekuka

(Fari 14—31: Aink 3?1= Nagy 16) agafikuka (Akam 166:

r.T. 154) agufikuka (Aink 357) vagafikuka (Nay: 14a)

fikhuka (Pugam 172: 235) tuficuka (Patig_9—1)

iggificuka (Pugam a) eytuka (Pari 11-119. Akar 905:

Aink 373) Btuka (Aink 4) tiruntuka (Akam 299) nantuka

{Aink 8) varuntuka (Akam 276) iguka (Pat1§.8-8)

péyuka (Patig 6—8) vayuka (Paynm 6) igyuka (Kali 133)

figuka (Aink 3) Eyuka (Kali 136) kfiguka (E.T. 170)

maguka (Kali 80: Akam 144) tagguka (Puggm 396)

mugguka (Pugam 28) tuyigguka (Akam 35) Egguka (Puggm

1?2) Empuka (Pagam 172) eyuppuka (Kali 70) colluka

(Kali 102) magguka (Pari 2-129)

a}1kka (Patic 7—1) muyikka (Aéam 155) kayakka

(Kali 106) cigpkka (Perum 45: Mata 194: Pari 9-85)
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irukza (F.T. 262) cekukka (Pugem 57) kikka (V.T. 80)

pfikka (Pagar e1) vaykka (Nagy lee: Aink 1o) tirkka

(Puram 155) kotukke (Aink e)

- - l ’
The commentator Cegavaraiyar says that -a preceded by

suitable consonant may be considered an eptative termina-
1

ticn. He did net give any example. Compare the fol-

lowing two forms occuring in the Cafikam texts.

'vilaike vayalé—y- aruka-v— irevelar'

 

(Aink 2)

In this context 'aruka' '1et there be fewer (beggars)’

is in the optative as the other optative 'v1131ka'.

The root of the form 'aruke' is 'aruk'. Therefore -a-

is the optetive termination. But similar forms in -a

are used in Tamil only as infinitive: ex: peruke (Peru

194) etc.

'1gafiku katir-k—kefegi nin-n-ilaiyarufi kaverke

 

nanantalai—p-pérfir eriyu nakke

 

miggu nimirntagge n19 c}1§113fiku netquI

eggfir-c- cekuppiyfii cekukkd’...'

CPugem 5?, lines 6—9)

 

1. Tolkfiflnizam - co1lat1karam. Ed. eugnakam 1932,
p. 238-
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in this context 'nakka' 'let it burn' is an nptative

like the other forms 'kavarka‘ and 'cekukka'. But ’nakka'

is formed by adding -a— to the root nakk.

Thus bath in ‘aruka' and ‘nakka', -a is added to the

final consonant -k- or the root. It is significant that

when the optative is formed by adding -a instead of ~ka,

the -a should he added only to a root ending in -k-.

An expletive -m5- is suffixed to 'polika' and ‘tevka'.

polikana (Kali 39) teykami (Nagy 845). The author of

Tolkfiggixam says that -m5- is an explctive that goes with

1

the optative verb. 0n the analogy of the imperative

forms ending in m5, m5, mati, min etc. these -ma forms

can be split as polikam — 5, and teykam - 5- It is signi—

ficant that —m— should appear auffixed only to the -ka

ending forms. It is likely that 'polikam' and 'téykam'

are the remnants of 'polikum' and 'tEykum' respectively.

As both -kum and -kam forms are the earliest extant first

person plurals or the future. it is certain that the optatives

in —kam were once used both in the indicative future and

the optative. In the 01d Tamil, it is pointed out earlier

1. Tolkiynizam. Collatikaram. Ed. Cunnfikam 1938,

c ttirflm 3 l
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(Ref. p. 1+S‘? ) there was no difference between the optetive,

imperative and indicatives: the some form was interpreted

airfarently according t0 the context. Indeed the termino-

tion —um of the Old uninflected verb is still preserved

in the optative forms such as véntum (Akam 138 etc.) kfigxm

(Aink 213 etc.) takum (Aink 153) patum (Aink 290) (These

forms will be treated under the auxiliary verbs.) There—

fore one can see the relationship between the optatives

ending in —ka and —kam on the one hand and the future forms

in —ku, kum and —kam on the other hand. The following

illustrations will show that the Same forms were used in

the 01d Tamil to denote the meanings expressefl in the cafikam

Tamil by the indicative future and the optative verbs:

’Unnafi ko3ka1yot u;an kurent ugeiyum

angei collum gx§§g_ennet§um

{reg eéré iyalpig;poym mqfi—o-

cérdyam pentir kauvaiyum orikam

 

nfitukan akarriye Utiyeh cérar

pati-c- oenra paricilar p61a...’

(than 65: lines 1-6)

In this context the poet describes the 'wish' of the singers

who go to the palace of the King 'Utiyafi carel'. The
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verbal forms the poet selected ta express the 'wish' are the

-kam ending forms 'uykam' and.'ogikam'. These are the

first person plural future forms meaning the same 'We say

escape'.

'Psrutti-p-pentig paguval agge

nerupeu-c-cinan taeinta niqantayafiku korufikuggi
I.

parfiu-k-kan menpaiyeg figmigu peyara

uqkum entai n1: kinku vanticigé'

 

(Pugpm 125: lines 1—4)

The context m? this poem is similar to that of the previous

one. A poet expresses his 'wish' to his patrnn. The

meaning or the fourth line is 'Oh my Lord!. (entai) I came

to.see you (nin kaqku vanticig} with the desire of eating

(uqkum)...'

Here the -k-um ending first persoa plural form 18 used to

express the 'wish'. ‘

'Eggoyu porutum egpaVavarai

firemar aleQa-t- takki—t- t3ro;(u)

avar—p-purafi Rigegfiyig cigenta

paramar ugka? ivagigum girika

aganilai tiriya vagpig avaiyattu-t-

tigagil oruvanei néygi mugeitirintu

melikfil ceytégfikuka...‘
M

III
'0'

0’.
ID.

vagpulafi kevaliglmdgiyég‘pigakku-ei

 

(Film 71, lines 3-9, and 19}



This poem describes the 'vow‘ or 'oeth' taken by the King

'Pfitappiotiyeg'. ibis is the substance of his Speech:

‘1! I am incapable of defeating my enemies, may I be

separated (pirika) from this beauty queen - my wife with

round broad eyes —; may I become (fikuke) a aeSpotic king

acne injustice to his subjects; me? I be born (pigakku)

in my next birth far away in a corner as an ordinary being,

thus escaping from being born in this glorious family of

rulers of the Pandya Kingdom'.

In this context it is important to note that the poet

treats alike the first person singular form 'pirakku'

and the optative forms (ceytég) 'Ekuka' and 'pirika' used

in reference to the first person singular.

Thus the comparative stufly of the archaic fhture forms

and the optatives of the cafikem language yield the following

results.

(a) The suffix -k¢ fundioncd in the verbal forms of

the 01d Tamil period not with any assigned purpose.

It was added to the verbal roots expressing the

actions yet to be done.

(b) The -u- of —ku is the Sign of the singularity.



(c)

(r1)

(e)

(f)

The —em of —kum is the termination of the 01d

uninfleetea verb. The same ~um appears in the

optatives like 739; - um: kit — em.

The —kam is the modified form of the earlier -kum.

The -kam appearing as the termination of the first

person plural of the fliture and the optative forms

was once used probably in all the persons and later

restricted its use to the above places.

The -e— of the imperative and optative termination

-ha is the sign of participle. In the Old Tamil

'ni' celka‘ which is an imperative in the Cayman:

Tamil should have meant 'thou to go'. Thus the

optative 'avan vafika' originally meant 'he to live

leng'. The Cankam language has preserved some

—kk—a ending infinitives:

ex: 'ninaikka' (Purse VD) means 'to remember' but 'alikka'

(Patig.7-1) is used as eptative.

Thus the optatives/imperatives and infinitl ves ending in -a,

-ka and -kka are structurally identical.

—11a

Only two optative forms in -iya occur in the Cafikam

texts. All the other forms in -iya oecuring in the texts



are used either as past participles or infinitive. The

two optatives in -iya are usea in reference to the second

and third person.

'Iagniya peruma ni nilamicaiyfigé‘ (Pugpm 6) means 'Oh Lord!

(Peruma) Long live {maggiyaJ thou (mi) in this world

(nilamicai).

Here 'maggiya' refers to the second person singular 'ni'.

'Avan t5; fgrizgfvé' (Pugem 171) means 'Yay his effort

(or his feet) live long'. In this context 'vagiya'

is used in reference to the third person.

The forms in -iya are:

maggiya (Patig_3-5. Pugem 6, 37?)

1'53in (Patt 220: Perum 431: Kali 14v.

Patir 3-1: Tirum 39: Nag: 34: 190: 251.

137: Pugam171: 198: 34: 55).

em

-iyar is formed by adding —r- to —1ya. Like the

-iya foams these —iyar foams are used as past participle,

optative and infinitive. Many forms in ~1yar are used as

optatives and refer to the first, second and third persons

both as singular and plural.
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'zumai magi mumaiyayigm

:1i-‘f-Eikilar en kazgsvagai

375;: ilziyar 11113 neg/Inca nérpan—E‘

(V.T. 49, lines 3-5)

meaning: (A wife addresses her husband.) ‘Even if we pass

from this birth to the next birth, mayst thou be (ni—y-

ékiyar) my husband, and may I be (ya—u; akiyar) the woman

01' thy heart.‘

Here 'Eikiyar' is'used with reference to the first and

second person singulars .

First person:

yap. fisiyar {H.T. 49)

Second person:

vagiyar (Akam 59: E.T. 139. Patig 2~5z Nagy

1245 248: Pagan“. 204: 137) Ekiyar (LT. 49: Paul; 9-9)

naggiyar (Patig 8-4} ké§iysr (P113332 397) uraiiyar

(Nag-g 139) ugaiiyar (Akam 178) nilaiiyar (Pagan: 56)

niliyar(5) (Pugsm 2).

The root nil- adds an -I— niliiyarL(Pugpm 375)

As in the case of the past stems (Ref. 13. H3 ,)

roots like psgu, pagu etc. modify to pe_rL pati-

respectively. periiyar (LT. 75: 37'?) pagflyar

(581'. 107).
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dome forms of the optative'eecond.porson in -iyar

appear suffixed with 'attai‘.

poeiyiyar-attai (Pagan 6) oeliyarwettei

(Puget 8) niliiyar-attai (Pugom 3?5; 166)

The commentator of Pugenfinfigu says it is an expletivel

Its nature is obscure now.

In the following context ~1yar is not added to the

verbal root but to the stem in -t-.

‘egpata varotigar ego n1 vitutteligf (Kori 39)

means 'When you leave us (ni vituttolig) saying (ego)

you may come (vorutiyar) 1n the evening (egpata)'

In this context 'varutiyar' (you may come) is used

in reference to the second person plural. Though it may

be interpreted in the imperagive, the commentator prefers

the meaning in the optauve." 11- this is compared with

the first person plural future form cEgukam (Patig.5-9)

(mar. p. aet- ) where -lco.m is added to the stem in 49:)

eel — to - oéyu, the presence of —t— in forms like

1. PocanEnfizu, vol. I, Ed. Madras 1952, p. 13.

2. Pattuppfittu with comm. Eflm Madras 1889, p. 271.
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'varu—t—iyer' m6. eeyJ—kam is evidence of —t- not. flanotioning

as a. tense Sign in the 01:1 Tamil verb.

Third person:

vagiyar (Pat-,1); 5—8: Kali 103) eéliyar (Mm: 312)‘

kagaliyar (Aim: 3'76) akiyar (KJI‘. 4o: Pagan: 398:

196: 190) muggiyar (Aink 450} nilaiiyer (Pug-33m

24: Matt: 209) muyiyar (Pagan 171) igiiyar (Akam 49)

iyiiyar (Abram 165: Pugam 210) pegflyar CERT. 83)

payiiyar (Aim: 142: Nag-£- 58: Akam 145) kolgflyer

(N331: 119) celiiyar (K .T. 292: Pug-pm 24: 286)

veli'iyer (Pugam 202).

Of the third person forms mutiyar—o (Page!!! 171) is

important. The form should stand as 121111.31 -- iyar ~_-,

mufiiyer, instead it appears with one -1-‘e1:laed.

‘muyiyar' meaning 'let him finish' is used in reference

to the masculine.

Apart from the -ka. (—kka, -a.) —1ya and dyer forms

discuseecl above there occur some other forms used as

optatives. “1551' (N313 16, etc.) is an optative form

ending in -1-. It is used extensively both in the Cafikam

and the poet-Cafikem literaturee. This should have been

formed on the analogy of the second person singular
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imperatives ending in -1- such as 1:5131 (Kali 105) film-.1

(Kali 37) etc. (Ref. :3. 4'30- ) var - 1 - vEfi-i 'long

live!' Though there appears an -i- in the form,it is

used with reference to all persons. The Cafikam texts

show that 'vfiri' was originated first as a second person

singular optetive. I

Two archaic forms ending in «kka occur in the texts.

These are formed by adding -kka to the archaic imperatives

ending in ai: EX:

magentai + kka s merantaikka

(Kali 27): (neural — kka - ceggeikka.

(K.T. 383)

'poyyinfir purivunta nammaiye magpntaikka'

In this context 'merantaikka' 'let him forget' is used

in reference to the masculine.

Hggai-y- agave: ceggaikka eggi' (Kd‘. 383)

Here 'cenraikka' 'let it be over' is used in reference to

the neuter singular.

Optetives like ‘magantaikka' and 'ceggaikka' occur

in the pest-Cankam literatures such as Nilagiyar,

Gila atikgram, etc.



'igpattig_pakkam 1runtaikka' (Nalatiyir 79)

'eruterin malaruoken iruntaikka'
ll

IW

I| -

'Eya meta makaQir ellirufi kéttaikka'

 

(Cilap 1943?: 13—49)

In the above contexts iruntai — kka 2 'iruntaikka' and

kéttai - kka -’k§ttaikka' are used as optotives.

Sometimes forms in -al are used as optetivee- Suck

forms are more common in the language of Tolkfipgixam.

'Vagfial Empal' 'irrega-k-kigattal' 'Ekkamotu kfiral'

etc. (h1;aviy£kkum c5: 13; 19, so)

In these above contexts 'ampal',’k1;attal‘ and ‘kfiral'

are in the optative mood.

Only one florn occurs in the Cafikam texts:

-nmoo - a1 : maogalz

’totiyay! iggu nig olikural maooal

 

eggatagku' (Akam 369, line 11)

meaning: 'When I told foo, "Oh you wearing bracelets:

Today you should decorate (maoool) your long hair"'

In this context 'maooal' (you) ’should decorate'

is used in reference to the second person singular. —al-

is the termination not only of the optative verb but also

of the first person singular future'tinite, the verbal

noun and the negative verb.



CfiAPTER XX.

Eye Conditional and the concessive-

The conceseive is foamed in Tamil by adding the

partiesfile -um meaning 'even' to the conflitional foam.

In all the other respects the structures of the conditional

and the ooncessive are similar.

The Conditional

The Conditional is formed in Tamil by adding one

of the suffixes ig, 11, 51, 51, or ayig meaning 'if', to

the root, stem or the finite form. The forms in -il,-51

or 31 are rare in the period and the significant fact is

that all such forms appear mainly in the later text

Kalittokai.

Forms in -in:

(a) wig.is directly added to the roots forming the

future stem in -v-. The semi vowel —y- enters

in, when ~ig_is added to the roots ending in vowels

such as -1- ai etc.
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agiyig (Nag: 4) pil‘iyig (Nag; 2Q) magiyig

(Al-:93 1'21?) 1:213:13?in (Nag;- 364) niggiyig (Akam 95)

vigig (Kay;- 71: KJ‘. 153) peril; (Nam: 6: Pugam

235: Patig 4-8) pukig (Pagan: 90: Kali 109) var-1;;

(Nag; 142: Kali 13) ceyig (Nagy 2392 Kali 112)

peyi'g (Nagy 1311) celig (Kali 10: Nag;- 37: 9.32:

Pagan 323) 1313113 (3111!: 2'76: Akam 192: Rag-g 1233

Porn 107. 313.131 400: 424)

up]; (Narr 146: 1.3!. 17) 1:59in {Kali a?) c5511:

(Kali a) c5113 (Pari 8-?0)

nalkig (Nag: 172: Kali 94) tar'ncig (Nag-g 37)

tfikkilg (A1111: 296) ceppig (Ring;- 229) @111 (Nay; 339)

nag-.23 (Kali 5) king (Kali 8) kfigig (Nag; 4: Kali 6)

tégin (Kalli 90) vigavig (Patti: 2-10) 131111115 (Kali 94)

(b) -...n is added to the future 'stema in -p-—.

kégpig (Kali 7, 10: 14: KJ'. 94: 253: Kali

107) véypig (Kali an) tfigpig (Purgam 219) 1:533:11;

(Pagan: 183) 1113:1111; (Pugam 10)

(a) -1n is amazed to the mture stems 111 —pp.

irappin (Pug-am 20:3) imppig (Nag: 1'71: Aink

306: 383) magappizl (Pagan: 175) tugagvpig (LT. 326)



varappig (Kali t2‘8: may: 311) Riyappin (Rm. 370)

keguppin (Ram: 1355) iruppig (E. .T. 3'70) icaippig

{Patig 2—7: 9—10) uraippilg (Kali 146) niriaippig

gratig 3-5: Pari 3-43: 21—27) Erppig (Kali 52)

poyppig (L.T. 25) céppig (Aink 482: Perum 163)

nippig (Kali 3, 4, 5, 78)

(d) Only one for-n: appear-s —1g suffixed to the stem.

in k-

kégkin (Aink 81) This is the earliest form

formed from the root. kéig and the later form is

ké’gpig (Ref. section (13))

Forms in -11:

-11 is added. to the roots directly- vigil (A1111: 429)

piriyil (Ray: 16) pugaril (Nag: 1a) ciyil {K311 89)

veggil (Kali 39)

Forms in ~51:

Only two forms in -5.1 occur in the later text Kalittokai

ké§§51 (Kali 107) igattiral (Kali 25). Here 'kéyyaz'

is formed by adding -Iil to the past participle 'Izétffu'.

In the context 'kégtffil (3an ceyya vggftmxfi', it means

‘if (she) ask‘- Forms of ’kéfifil' type fire the

commonly used Conditional forms in the Harlem Tamil.



In the coniitione] the stem ray he in the past or in the

future the meaning is more or less the sane.

'igettiril' is formed by adding -al to the future

second person plural 'irettir. ‘veficuram irettirfil' means

'1f you cross (i.e. intend to cross} the dangerous desert'.

is Dr. Caldwell points out1 '—k53' also is a condi-

tionel suffix in Tamil. In that capacity it is sometimes

used in the Nodern Colloquial Tamil. In the Cankam

language it merely denotes 'time'. EX: ‘ni pfikufikal'

generally means 'when you go'. Therefore these ’kfil'

ending forms have been analyzed under the 'Adverbial

participles of time- (Ref. paw-MG). However one

can see that the idea of the condition being implied when

the —k51 ending adverhial participle does not refer to any

specific period or time. EX:

'Pelavuru narum cantam patuppavar-kh-allatai

Malaiyule pireppignm malaikk—avaitag an ceyyum

Ninaizufikél nummakal numekkumEfik(u) agaiyale ‘

(Kali 9, lines 12-14)

1. gonnarative Grammar of the Drevidian languages.

3rd Ed. London 1913, p. 523—529.
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Fanning: (Substance) What benefit is there for the

nountein by the sandal grown in it. The Senflal is useful

only to those who make use of it. when you consider

(nineiyufikil) this, namely the relationship between your

daughter and you is of similar nature.

In this context, a wise man advises a mother searching

for her daughter who ran away after her lover. He advises

her saying that the daughters are not intended to live

and be useful to the mothers. When they attain a certain

age it is their duty to find a suitable companion. This

is the law of nature as in the case of the Sandal trees,

though being born in the mountainous region, they are

useful only to the human beings who make use of them.

As 'nineiyufikal' is used in this contour dealing with

arguments, it can be translated as '1: you consider-this‘

instead of 'When you consider this‘.

Thus the particle 'kfil' denoting time 'when’ and the con-

ditional suffix '—§1' meaning 'if’ are seen functioning in

similar capacity.

Forms in —§1.

~51 is suffiixed only to the finite verb. Forms in

51 occur only in Kalittokai.
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Second Sing: vituVEyél (Kali 93)

tugappiyél (Kali 3)

Second Flu: eggi'rél (Kali 142)

Third Bias: vituvazlél (Kali 14?)

sometimes «31 is added to the negative verbs and such

fon33'w111 be treated.under the 'Negntives'.

Forms in -Eyin.

 

The conditional is expressed in the Cafikam language

mainly by mam; the suffix 431;; '11:! to the finite verbs

of the post, the present—future and the future. Though a

majority of the forms 1n-Eyig are in the past tense, they

ao not generally express the past tense as such.

'atu nark(u) scintanai yiyin

 

potu nfikk(u) oximati pulavar matté‘

(Pugpm 121, lines 5-6)

Meaning: 'If you know (agjntagsiyfiyig)that (atu) well

(nagku), please do not treat all poets alike (potu nakku

oximati pulsvanmittu)’

In this context 'agintagsi' 'you know' is a past form

but translated here as 'you know'. There is nothing novel

in this expression. These forms occur mainly in the earlier

texts and.just as some archaic imperatives and Dptatives
I



appear with the past stem, these conditionals also reflect

the characteristic of the 01d Tamil verb (Ref. p.Lp5!c).

Again the author of Tolkéngixam says that the future time

may he denotefl by a past verb especially when the fern is

used to express the 'assertion' 'haste' etc.1 Therefore

some forms of the conditional may be said to relong to the

latter group.

The following are the forms occuring in the Cafikam

texts:

~5yig suffied to the Past forms:

   

Singular

First person:

agintageniyi§_ (Akam 172: 263)

éeeond Eerson:

nayantaggiyayig (dink 473)

vantagaiyayig (Ray; 362)

agjntaggiyiyig_ (Pugam 1213 35: 164}

tauantagaiyiyig (K.T. 354)

amaintagaiyfiyig (Akam 21)

amarntagaiyfiyig (Akam 34o)

uqarntanaiygyig (Akam 327)

 

1. Tolkinnixam - Countikarm. Eel. Limit-as 1952,

cfittiram 245.
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nérntagaiyiyig (;.r. 236)

nontaggiyfiyin K.T. 2?3)

cfifintagaiyéyig (Kay: 137: Akam 19)

képtagaiyayig_ (Puggn 46: hali ififi)

véggagaiyayig (Pugam 228)

ékigaiyayig (N33: 364)

veg‘iykigaiyfiyi'g (Nagy 290)

varuntinaiyayig_ (Akam 220)

amzigaiyayig (My; 234: Aink 175)

taggigaiyfiyig (Pugpm 133)

egginaiyfiyin (Akam 1G)

nigaiyigaiyéyig (Akam 379)

valittauaiyéyin (Akam 327)

Two forms end in —§y—5yin

pugaintiyfiyin (Kali 115)

manappittfiyayin (Kali 50) is formed from the

causative stem magpppi—tt-

Third nerson: Mas:

tugantagagiyin (fink 108)

vantagagéyig (Akam 38)

ugaintanagiyig‘ (Puram 278)

Fem: arintanalayin (Nara 188)



The inflexjonal increment does not arpear in

tantagayig (link 241)

Rev: kangiyatfiyig {Puggm fig)

Plural:

First Eerson:

azintanamfiyin (Akam 328: Kali 42)

ayarntagamayig (Akam 64)

eytjgaméyig (Ppgam V5)

nintigamayig (H.T. 38?)

colliggmfiyig (K.T. 350)

mugittagamayig (Akam 304: 254)

koputtagpmfiyig (Aink 358)

second person:

agintagirayig (Kali 5: 133)

egyagiriyig (Patig 8-?)

Third Eerson: mas—Fem:

nérntagarfiyig (Ray; 393)

tiruttigprayig (Akam 173)

-Exin suffixed to {he future forms.

Singular:

First person:

afiuvénéyin (Kali 37)

amaikuvegayig (Nagy 400: K.T. 137)

vigukkuveniyig (Mar: 350)

485
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decond person:

Efiiuvaiyayig (Pugpr 1?)

celkuvaiyayin (Puggm 1E0: Patig fi-fl: 8-8)

ko%huvaiy5yi§ (Kali 101)

varukuvaiyfiyig (Akar 54)

pa§arknvaiy§yig (Puggm 69)

nalkuvaiyfiyig (Pagam 143)

tunkuvaiyfiyig (Aink 477)

igakkuvaiyiyig (Aink 301)

With the third future forms:

viyutiyiyig (Pagam 159)

piritiyayig (&kam 238)

pa§artiy5yi§ (Pugpm 48)

cfigiyfiyig (Eng; 60: 19: Pugam 263: K.T. 399}

akagiyayig (Nag; 205)

egriyayin (Kali 125: K.r. 148)

dicutiyiyig (Kali 10?)

kayavutiyayig (Aink 366)

vigavutiyéyig (Pngpm 282: 69)

véggutiyayig (dink 196)

eggutiyayig (Akam 191)

eggutiyayig (Akam 131)



vaikutiyfiyiu (Akam 3?G)

tugattiyayig (F.f. 384)

kn§utt1y5y1§ (".T. 362)

Third person: Mas:

VE¥§UV€§ayin (Puggm 292

Fem:

afikuvalayin (Ray: 317)

nigpkkuvaliyin (Akam 28)

Ken: '_

vuruvutayig Nay: 369)

taglkuvutiyig (Nag; 322

piaaikkuvatfiyig (Akam 215)

Plural:

First person:

cclv Tiyig (Akam 199)

kiéalzkuvamiyig (Pagan: 126)

decond persnn:

pa§arkuvir5yin (Perum 37)

ninkuviréyin (Peru 150)

celkuvirayig (015p 145)

With the third future forms:

akarirayin (Ray: 266)

cégirayig (Malai 65)

49?



eggiriyig (a; .T . 124)

vigavutirfiyig (Puggr 191)

eggutirfiyig (Akam S)

igattiriyig {Raff 71)

Third person: has-Fem:

varuvarfiyig (Atom 68)

pirivérayig (z: .r . 174)

pagnrkuvarfiyig (Akaw 75)

irakkuvaréyig (Purom ?3

With the thfiri future forms:

enpavfiyig (Akam 348)

celpovayig K.T. 348)

z§gin suffixed to the present-future forms.

In the following forms -Eyin is suffl zed to the

present-future verbs ending in -um.

cellumfiyig (Puget; 254) tfifimmayig (Allan! 2922)

mikumayig (mm 23) cugsumayiy (Kali 34)

Conditional form followed by tho interrogative ‘ovanfi'.
________~_..___.__d______________._...________._____fifi__

In the earlier texts or the Cafikam, sometimes the

conditional forms in -1g are followed by the interrogative

foam 'evagfi' meaning ’what?‘
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EX: vigevig evagfi (Akam 398) tugiyin ovagfi (F.T. fi33

egiyig evanfi (her; 49) céppig evagc (Aker 340) tafikig

evagfi (fiery 215) kfirig evagfi (F.T. 332: may: 4?)

collig evana (Akan 50: Aink see. K.T. 185}

'tuqiyin evanfi taxi nam fiagaiyé'
——nun-II”. <

 

(L.T. 333: line a) means 'en my friend! (t§:1!)

What is there if you reveal (tueiyig evagfi) our secrets

(new magai). In this context 'tugiyig evagfi' 'What

(is there) if reveal' functions as an idiomatic expression.

Similar expressions such as 'tugiyig egga?‘ are freely

used in the Modern Tamil especially in the colloquial

dialect.

A note on the structure of the form 'perukagpig' (Kali 77)_______H____u__n__.H~____H_____flfla_~__~_~nfi__.._____._*___

This is a unique form occuring in the texts. It

occurs thrice in the same poem. EX:

’pentega—p—pirar kfirum p351 mare—p-pegukagpig'

 

’egguxai vantu nontfu) uraiyfifiag pegukagpig'

 

'nI cernta 11 vinfiy vfirfimag pegukagpig‘

 

(Kali 77, lines 11, 15 and 19)
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In all these contexts 'pegokegpin‘ means 'If I eoulfi get'.

on the other hand.tle conditional form 'regin' in such

contexts as

'eigiya Hat EEEEE—é-y-emakk(u) iyumangé'

(Pagan: 235, line 1) means '11’ he get'. Thus the difference

in meaning between these eonaitionals

'pegp r kal — p - 13' and 'pegu 9 in} is noticeable.

The afldition of the suffix —kal- t) the root 'pegu' gives

the meaning ‘could' or 'oan'. It has been explained

earlier that the suffix '—al'-of the fonn 'Et & a1 - p — él'

also expresses the meaning 'cen‘ or 'to be able' (Ref.

p. I+DS ). These meanings are usaally denoted in the

verbs or the future by the sutfix 'kil' (Ref. p. t+o| ).

Two such ~kil— verbs occur in the conditional:

331 - 1:11 - p ... 1;; —.— agikigmg (.umm 195)

means 'If he could know'.

taro — R11 + p + 5y 1 Eyig terukigpfiyfiyin

(Kali 144) means 'If you could give'.

Thus this analysis shows that the three suffixes '—a1J

'-kal-' and 'kil' in such forms as 'Stagpal' begukegpinf

and 'ayikigpig' respectively denote the same'meening.

It is not possible now to say which of them is historically

earlior a
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The Concessive.

 

The Structure of the concessive is very simple.

A conditional form suffixed with the particle -um— meaning

'even' becomes a concessive.

'Uru n51 2$§§X£§g§_yyv(u) aritu (Nagy 203)

means 'It is difficult (for her) to exist (uyvu aritu)

even if (you are)'separated (piriyigym) for a day (oru

nal).' In this context p1riy1g_+ um = 'piriyigpm'

means 'even if (you are) separated'.

—um suffixed to the conditional forms ending in -1g.

pegigum (Nagy 16: Pugam 182) piriyigum (Nagy

203) ta1arigum (Nag: 10) peyarigpm (Puggm 3: K.T.

373) cérigum (Nagy 253) pigfifigpm (E.T. 373)

nekigigum (Nagy 151) celligpm (Pugfim 397) ceyyinum

(Nagg 24v) kingigum (Narr 253? 1123513112: (11:11: 238)

taggigum (Puram 397) egigum (Nag: 103)

Erpinum (Kali 12) kgtpigum (Aink 84)

pacappigum (Nagy 151) a11pp1gum (Ray; 35)

mutippignm (Nagy 10} nippigum (Aink 283)



—un suffixed to the conditional forms ending in -§yig.___________________.____._~_.__________Hw_________.

Past:

 

Singular

6econd Eerson:

virUmpiuaiyEyigum (Nag: 54)

Third nerson: Has.

pirintagagfiyinum (dink 39) vantagagfiyigpm

(Nag; 119) peyarntagggEyigum (Nagy 235)

Plural:

Third Eerson: mas-Fem.

tugantagariyfigum (Akam 205)

ikantagariyigum (Akam 333)

iggntagarayigum (Akam 197: 231: 295: 387:

393: Ray; 329)

pirintagariyigum (E.T. 237)

cengayarfiyigum (Akam 347: Nagy 164)

akaggagarfingum (Akam 69, 22?, 313)

iyntagaréyigum (akam 213)

poyttagariyigpm (Akar 345)

telittanarayinum (Nag; 358)

Ken:

utavigp Eyigpm (Pugpm 289)
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Future:

Singular:

Second Eersan:

olvaiyiyigum (K.T. 259)

ko;vaiy5yigum (K.T. 259)

ko}kuvaiy5yigum (Puggm 260)

ugkuvaiyayigpm (Puggm 280)

Third nerSDn: Fem.

pagarkuva45yigum (Akar 153)

Ken:

agivntiyigum (Nag: 382)

ogivatayigum (E.T. 42)

1yaivat5yigum (15.1". 26?: Nag;- 52)

peyarvatfiyigum (Nag: 289)

Plural:

 

First person:

urakkuvamayigum (Akam 155)
II



CHAPTER XXI

The Infinitive .

The infinitive forms of the Cafikam Tauil fall into

two main groups.

Group I: The infinitives of this group and in —a- -pa

or —ppa. EX: Eye, keypa, nagappa. The characteristic

sign is -a. These are the most extensively used 1n~

finitives both in the Cafikam and the post-oafikan: Tami] .

Groug II: The infinitives of this group end in dye or

dyer: EX: kiuiya, kiuiyar. These are used mainly in

the Cafikam period.

{iron}; I

Structure of the forms

(a) The roots storming the first future weak stems in -v-

add -a- to form the infinitive. The semi-vowel -y-

enters in when -a- is added to the roots ending in

vowels such as -1- 31 etc.

uuar 'r' a. : ugara.

agi 1- a a-agiya.



(h) The roots forminw the first future weak stems in -p-

with the exception of those enfiing in -n-, form the

infinitive by adding -pa. EX:

keg 1-11.: m ketpa

nil 7 pa = nigpa

In these forms l and 1 change to t and g respectively when

-pa is added to the root.

The -n- ending roots such as kin, on etc. which fern the

future stem in —p— do not form infinitives by adding -pa.

This is a peculiarity of these few roots. They form the

infinitives of the Group I type by adding -a* EX:

kin - a = kind.

“9 — a = unna-

The -n- of the monosyllahic roots preceded by short vowel,

as usual, is doubled.

(c) The roots forming the first future stem 1n -mpe form

the infinitive by adding app-: EX:

nata + ppa = nateppa

kutu - ppa = kotuppa.

A comparison between the conditional fonns ending in

~13 and the infinitives of this group shows close resem-

blance in their structure. (Ref. p.;+71~qnq1
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conditional: unsrin, kEtpin, natappin

infinitive: unara, kEtpa, natappa.

While the conditionalgend in -ig_the infinitives end in

-a, but the structure in both the types is the sare.

Thus the forms of the sections (a), (h) and (c) (p.437;.47?)

of the -ig_conditionals are similar in structure to the

infinitives of the sections (a), (h) and (c) respectively,

of this group. It is important to note that the roots

such as kin, un etc. which form the first future stem in

-p are included neither in the group of the conditionals

ending in ~p—in, nor in the group of the infinitives ending

in —p-a: Thus the conditions rammed from the roots kin

and un are kin e in = kanig and un(n) a in_ = unnin

respectively, and never kinpig and unpig. Similarly

the infinitives formed from the roots tag and un are

ksn + a = Rana and unCn) + a = unna or una respectively

and never kinpa and unpe.

Nature and use of the GrouE I forms:

The infinitives ending in -a- -Pa and —ppa mainly

denote 'the simultaneousness of the action', ‘cause' and

'eifect'. Ex:



'Treim patigmerum porutu kalatt(u} EEEZE:?'

rerun carru mihupatan veraiyfitn iotuttfiy!’

(Pugem 2, lines 15—16)

Meaning: 'Oh you who gave (kotuttayi) innumerable

(varaiyEtu) big heaps of cooked rice (perufi ofirru mike

patam) till these one hundred men (iraim—patigparum}

right (porutu) and die (ofiya) in the battle field

(kalEattu) . 1

In this context the actions expressed by the in-

finitive ‘ogiye' and the finite form (here a nominal}

'kotuttSy' take place simultaneously. The 'giving'

of rice meals to the warriors in no way forms the cause

or effect of the 'death‘ of the warriors, as such the

infinitive '931y9' denotes only the simultaneouSnees of

the action.

'Arum porn; vétkeiyig uttan turegpaap-

pirintugei cfifEti-y— Aiye'

(Kali 18, lines 1-2)

Meaning: 'Oh Lord! (hiya!) Please do not propose

(e535t1)'to go away and live (hirintu urai) because of

 

1. It seems_th§t the 'battle' referred here refers to

the 'hehebherate Wer'.

4 {7'7



the desire (vétkeiyiu) of (acquiring) deer (arum) wealth

(porul) induces (turappa) your mind €u;}ae) to take such a

course.‘

In this context the 'indueing' of the mind forms the

cause or the 'proposing' to depart. Therefore the in-

finitive 'tureppa' denotes the cause of the action ex-

pressed hy the main verb 'e'fzrfiti'.

'Ulakam uvappa valagérpu tiritaru ...'fi§yigp'

(Tirum 1—2) means 'The sun (fifiyiru)eneireling the world

(ulekam velanérpu tiritaru) to the happiness (uvappa)

of the people of the world (ulakam) ...‘

In this context the 'happiness' of the people is the

result of the 'encireling' of the sun. Therefore the

infinitive 'uvappa‘ fienotes the result of the action ex—

pressed by the form 'tiritaru'-

sometimes these infinitivee express the 'purpose'.

a': sage - ‘to see' 'kaygir ties nagyu vefi-y-irii‘

 

(Peru 76) vEtpa - to desire.

'vélfie vfiyil vatpe~k-kfigi (Fare 75)
 

The following are the infinitives oeeuring 1n the

Baikam.tests:
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(a) Forms ending in —a:

agiya (Peru 162) tugiya (Pati; 9-8)'a31ya (Pay?

269) igiya (Patig 4-6: Nagy 269) ogiya (Perum 90:

Kali 2) kagiya (Akam 3) kifliya (Akam 56) pogiya (Tirum

116) mofiiya (Pugfim 17) iriya (Tirum 311: Patig.3-9:

K.T- 321. Puggm 34s: Akam 4a) coriya (Kali 101)

tiriya (Pugam 229) egiya (Ray: 171) cegiya (Tirum 314:

Pay; 155. Ray: 264: 320: 343) ooiya (Akam 78)

mociya (Nagy 74: Akam'400)'fiem1ya (Akam 322) tumiya

(Tirum 307: Mala: 488: Patig.3-8: K.T. 190: Pagan

211: Nag; 338: Akam 68) naliya (Negu 7) poliya

(Perum 482) negiya (Punam 23: 168: 174: Akam 251)

mu§iya (Aink 322) pagiya (Pugam 174) mayiya (Akam 1,

54) aviya (Porn 146: Akam 260) noyiya (Malai 545)

takaiya (Aink 461) akaiya (Akam 339) ayaiya

(N33; 52: Akam 274) kugaiya (Peru 241) citaiya

(Tirum 300: Kali 19: Aink 49. Nagy 23) tataiya

(Patig,4-4: Pugpm 126) tutaiya (Kali 102) putaiya

(Kali 54: K.T. 248: 328: 330: Nag; 316. Akam

8, etc.) igpiya (Kali 2. Aink 52) naggiya (Aink 121.

Puggm 377) puggiya (Akam 117) tolaiya (HQT. 377. Pugfim

39: 41: Ray! 13) malaiya (Perum 486: Aink 403:

Fugam 12) niraiya (Peru 36) magaiya (Aink 197.



34g; 69) micaiya (Pagan ”25) vi1aiya (Palai 98;

karaiya (Patig 3-3) Enfuiya (Halai 334: Nagy “32)

1maiya (Pari 5-29)

paka (Kali 20: Nag! 24) malka (Kali 3-1?7)

ugka {Tirum 243) iaaka (Perum 366) peruka (Porn 194)

oguka (Batu 648: Pugam 8: Kay: 18?) maguka

(Akam 230: Pari 3-13) mfigka (Porn 224: Puygm 354)

magpka (Porn 215: Mata 423) mugpka.(Mala1 132)

muyuka (Akam 64) agafika (Tirum fiQ) nugafika (Porn 184:

Perum 329; Matu 374. Aink 73: Akam 28: Puggm 340,

etc.) mayafika (Akam 31) 1yafika (Patig 2—3) uyafika

(Kali 13: Kay: 393: Akam 328) irafika (Kali 130:

Puggm 21) tirafika (Aink 326: Patig 5—3) iggfika

(Akam 194) uyafika (Pagan 22) kagaéka (Tirum 119:

240: Mata 733: Puggm 78 etc.) kalafika (Paypm 17)

ugafika (Pagan 174) vaqafika (Neyu 22) tu1afika (Akam 56,

186) v11afika (Tirum 112: 147: Perum 465 etc.)

mugafika (Pati: 8—10: Puram 3: Earn 11?) tayafika

(Kali 37: 3.1. 273: Ray; 121 etc.) agufika (Patig

3—1: Nag; 115: Akam 29, 39, 135) magufika (Nata 545:

Pusan 31: Hart 11?) ogufika (Pay; 274: Akam 91)

nayufika (Patig 3-10: Nag: 86: Akam 60) curufika



I‘ari 11—36) nzurufika. ($7.13 344: Pug-am 16) ganufika

(flag; 5?: $514: :lkaatz £38) otuflka (Mm: 134) 3101333.

(law 31: Pagan: 22) véfika (HT. 112) vifika (Kali

32: Akam 51} tfifika (Tirum 49: 55: 237: Porn 110:

Akar-z 76: Forum 54: Reign 28: Pug-am 103: 316)

iyakka (Cigu 37: Pagan: 398: Ray}: 19) pigakka (Pari

21-35) mugakka (Nag; 114) fikka (Bali 3?: Akam 335)

tfikka (Kali 128) tfikkn (Pari 16~45: Aink 179: Akam

21) vékka (puggm 115).

urifi'ca (Akam 3‘73) Scca (Patig 9-9) nacca (Perum

348) pug-icca (Malai 201: Eéatu 4’76: Patig 5-1)

Gta (Kali 127: Aink 494) agunta (Pagam 139)

varunta. (Patti; 2—9) nanta ‘(Eali ‘3'}: Par-1 7—8: Aink

318. Patir 7—9) manta (E.T. 225: Pugam 225) patta

(Kugi 226) Etta (Tirum 93: 221: ratu 778: Kali 2.

Patir 4-7) niflatta (Poru 235: Pari 6—19) {ifitta

(Patig.2-52 Akam 74)

tapa (Par-i 13-1) iyampa (Pay? 1571 Pugam 383

N33;- 364: Akam 354) oilempa (Tit-um 40: Pat-.1; 5-1:

Pagan: 383: Nagy 318) pulampa (Timm 298) tatumpa

(Pari 17-14: Pugém 194: 332) vempa (Mag: 2. :

Akum 311) ampa (Peru 135) kfimpa (Pay? 273: Aink 133.
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3.2. 55. Raff 187) tampa (Pay? 4, Aink 56)

ceppa (Patig 9—2)

ke§a (P33? 277. Kali 142) toga (7.1. 30)

paga (Akam 1, 57) 523 (Pa§t 295) Eta (Kali 13) k632

(mega 5) 753a (pagg 276: Kali 131) viga (Peru 37.

Cigp 14o: Malai 235: 437: 2.1. 333) varuya (Negu

151: Nag;- 312: Akam 306) 123731.121 (Par-1 6-18) 11-31333

(Tirum 115: Nag-g 40) 3111.132. (Peru 105) tevifia

(Nata 660: Kari 217: Aink 453) maruyya (Cigy 147:

2.7. 30) agya (Pugam 202) kayya (Peru 100: Perum 173.

NePu 177 etc.) Egga (Aink 404: Pugam 35) cfi2§a

(Tirum 11?. Pagan: 265)

page. (Akam 34) tega (Aink 392) nEEa (Big: 45:

Pari 3—25) kfiga (Kali 2) alagg (Pat1;_4-9: Akam 83)

uraga (Akam 312) ulaga (Pug-3m 229) kataga (Akam 392)

kagagg (Nag; 147) kuraga (Pay? 238) citara (Pugpm 237)

pi]:i;_-a (Patig 4-2) 15513;? (Tirum 294: K311 31: Pagan]

385) aragya (Kali 124) kavagga. (Nag: 144) kagagga

(Pagan: 384) niflagza (Pagan: 3) tuyigga. (Ah-am 63)

payigga (Nag;- 321) piligga (Akam 14) 1113:1339. (Nam: 380)

cugga (Malai 46. Patig 7-10. Akam 58) agga (Akam 1)

tagga (Kali 27. Ray: 133. Akam 70, 183) pfigga (3.7.

275)
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koya (8.1). 208) koyya. (Mata 271) ceya (138.131.; 125)

peyya (Kali 82. Pnri 20-21. Nagy V) kiya (Pugpm

229) 85,78 ('l‘irum 309. P111313 282. Pagan: 3’78) maya

(Kali 142. P111322)? 21) taya (113121 130) té‘ya (11m:

281. Patig 2-9: Pagan! 20) miiya (Patig 5-2)

citara (Akam 64) ayara (Tirum 197: Peru 18?:

Matu 82:3: 2.1. 144. 1km 112) peyara (Porn 213)

u1ara (Tirum 142. Kali 105: Puyam 132) 1:11am

(Nag-z; 255. Akam 141, 280) ta1ara (Aka)?! 40) va1ara

(Pay? 42) kavara (Kali 6: Porn 223) cuyara (Nag:

393) pagara (Kugfi 46: K.T. 108. Akam 79) pulara

(Tirum 184) 'fiemam (Pari 10—128: Patti}; 8—2) nukara

(Pugam 225) pakara (Pari 11-34: Aink 497: Pam;

2-7: Nagg 38) atira (Pay? 15?: Nagy 105: Pat1g_

5—9 etc.) utira (Tirum 302: 308: Pari 15-41: E.T.

380: Akam 78) and (My. 18) pith-a (Pom 243)

malira (Eng: 11?: Akam 89) m1{1ra (Pugpm 168:

Mean». 41) picira (Patig 2-5) mm (Aka!!! 332) Era

(Nag; 92) viva (Akam 307) Era (Sign 168: Has: 358)

m‘iz-a (Patig 2-10) tfira (Akin!) 181) 0612) (K811 118,

119) 1133113 (131511 24) para (peg-.13 46: Pan; 8-4)

vars (11m: 391) tam (K311 119)
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agala (Yul 85) iyala (Tirum 215) kafiala (K.T.

“40: Akaw 35) kagala (Akam 19) kagala (Pari 10-91)

cugalz (Akam 253) pukala (Pagan 17) rurala (Pay?

153: Fatu 170) maggla (Patigifi—QJ narala (Akan 47)

%arala (Tirum 120: Patig_3-10) cuvala (Akan 21)

c0113. (Kali 13:5) pulla (Par-:1 11—113: Nag;- 55)

calla Par: 2—4) 51a (Porn 190) kala {Perum 331)

ara (Aink 229) toga (Pari 10-131) era (Perum

15—35: KJ‘. 262) 1123321 (zeeyu 130) tinge (Pam; 5—3.

Akaa 139) pizaga (Ray: 390: Akam 84) aviga (013p

ms: gar. 35: 331:1: as: Akant 4) umisa (Kari 291’)

mus-a (Aim: 214, 257) kaluga (Mean: 10) kavi'ra

(Pugam 41) %ekifia (Aink 39: 227: ".T. 11: 316:

may; 282) nekiga (Eng; 9, Aink 97: n.T. 125: Akam 1,

59. my: 208: 256) saga (Kali us) page. (Pagan 299..

Nag! 221: 51:13:32 237) wigs: {Pat}? 232. Pan; 9—0)

koga (Patir 9-1: lid. 12?) koua (01:3: 133)

e%;a (£311 8, 3?) uku§a (Hull 99} Akam 182) urn¥a

(Pagan 229) vagaaa (Peri 3-25)_potu;a (K.T. 155)

teru}a (Kali 43) tev1¥a (Nefu 25)

akawa (Tirum 122. Pa§§ 158: Fat“ 675: Aink 314,

K.T. 191} utéva (Nata 10) kapava (Aink 267) vigpva
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(Pan: 84??) oruva (2:111 52) kaguva. (Abram 9V2) 1702111175:

(Pmi '3-22) ta'r'vuva (Kay: 89: MERIT '78) Izativa (Til-131:1

110) kaliva (firm: 301: Pagan 105: Nagy; 1913)

tfwa (Nagg- 249) kfiva (Kali 10: Par-i 15—41) tfiva

(Pat-i 7—52: Nag; 132)

1113:: (Tim 203) 1125133 (Tirur! 174: Port: '76.

Nag; 335) néqa (Pagan 23) péqa (Par: 3-125) civaga

(Narr 82. Akam 66)

«I

urine. (akam 385) kuguma (Iatu 677)

(1:) Forms ending in 1a.:

kétpa (Porn 133) via-1.11m. (Porn '75) koypa (Tirum

114: E311 145) tatpa (Kali 66)

5:31:21 (Timm 254: Peru '71: Malai 39) niga (Kali

24: 35: 65: 104: 143: Pari 10—43: 11—7:

Pam; 2-3: 7-9: 9—10: Akam 50: 86: Nag-40:

Pugan': 294: 348. 37'?)

(c) For-ms ending in mga:

irappa (Pox-11112: Kali 3) karappa (Pagan: 398:

Akam 18) turappa (Kali 18: Akam 827: Pagan: 8,

$
1

2: 126: 131) igappa (K311 3, 122) ukappa (Pugpm

271: Akam 120) mukappa' (Kali 18) uvappa (Tim 1,



Minx: 51) cigappa (Akar 4?) tugappa (Reign 5'3)

magappa (E-‘oru 23‘: Pagan? 65) vagappa (Kali a)

currapym {Kali 80) tagappa (Reign 19: 2;.1‘. 38:

9.1mm: 50) tig-amm (Pagan: 113. Nag-g 69: Akam 86)

nayappa (Pat-.1: 233) mitappa (Porn 115)

arippa (Natu 753) tirippa (Tirum 111) paripra

(Akar 31, 235) varippa (Akan 108: nan) avippa (Cigp

200. Pagan 358) kavippa (Ray; 271.) afippa (Akam 190)

kiaippa (Puggm 366, 393) kogippa (Mata 974) tegdppa

(I‘atu 666. Ne'lju 16'?) kalippa (Porn 134) valippa

(Mean: 1'53) olipp'a (Kali 81) 1:31:1ppa (Timur 304: Puget!!!

130) tu41ppa (Akmm 235) tegippa (Aink 21)

tumippa (K.T. 189: 227: may; 181: Akam 334)

tegippa (Pug-an; 258: Nag-x: 81: Akasr 4, 289) pagippa

(Tirum 303) pigippa (Pugpm 34a: Akam 153) mitippa‘

(Maui: 151) rauyippa (Pagan: 44)

auaippa (P8131! 3—5: Nag;- 5) takaippa (Akam W)

puknippa (Pug-am 296) ayaippa. (K .T. 118) pufaippa

(Pagan GB: Nag! 110) alaippa (K.T. 393. Pugpm 31:

37:3: Nag}: 58: 149) icaippa (Tit-um 190: Hull 58)

vicaippa (Puyam 120) cilaippa (Tirum 315: Perum 144.

Pugpnzflsa: Patig_fi-9a 9~10) imaippa (Tirum as.

Kali 56) 1ga1ppa (gunk 337: Pugam 23) nagaippa
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(Nagz 208) ugaippa (Per-um 3'79: Nul 23. HE. 104.

242. Pugpm 194. Ray; 334. Akam 25, 56, 107)

rzgaippa. (Maw: 87) Lmraippa. (Akam 140) kua-aippa

(N313- 5. Ail-ran: 314) tilzaippa (Edam 4213: Tina!" 32:

1204: Paid 1'7-24: Pug-an“ 253) turgaippa (Altar '79}

tuvaippa (Putin 6-6: Pari 5-3) pataippa. (Aink 155:

Akam 84) kaippa (B1111 36) naippa. (Peru 2234: ram

302: Pagan 240: Nag;- 1'77) vaippa (Gig-31 149. Akam

129)

1kuppa (Mala: 337: 532: Kali 131: FatigIQ-IO)

tel-cuppa (MT. 376) aguppa (Nagg- 161: Akam 80) iguppa.

(Porn 225: Akam 397) uguppa (Patig 9-”) agappa

(K.T. 34) teguppa (Akam 54, 291) nigunpa (Negu 70:

Akam 2) poguppa (Patig 5-1) mag-apps. (VJT. 34) etjuppa

(Nagy: 62: Akam 1, 71) kotjuppa (P111511; 6-3) tat‘mppa

(013p 192: Pugpm s4) paguppa (Narr 63: Akam a1)

vituppa (Akam 351) mag-.uppn (013:: 159: Maw 2554:

.3ka 105. Pugam 24: 56: 361) imppa (Nagy 2381)

uruppa (latu 598x Pugam 25)

k1}arppa (Aka!!! 282) peynrppa (Kali 111. Hag: 3’74}

vagarppa (Porn 138: Nag: 1'72) viyarppa (.3.ka 49)

veyarppa. (Akam 20'?) utirppa (Akam 363) vitirppa
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(yew 180: 11:33 186) uyir'ppa. (Pat-.11; 4—7) tavir‘ppa

(Been 486: h.'. 229) te1irppa (sink 24: 197: 235:

452. Patig 2—8: Pugem 368: 374: N33; 20) firppa

(Nalai 3:33. Porn 111. Kali as: Akav 41, .link 4‘78.

K.T. 254: Pugpm 115) irppa (Perum 414: Patjg p. 4:

Akarzz 111) Srppa (1‘:an 1'78) tirppa (Par-1 8—124) tame.

(Nag: 373)

avifppa (Aink 44?) fifppa (Peri 8—24: Akmm 339)

055-33133. (Par-i 10—80) 75511133. (I'atu 754: Pusan 33, 113)

uyppa (Peri 7—74) tuyppa (Paéi 8421) moyppa

(Aink 240: 370: 489: Pagan 13) Eyppa (Pager 225)

cayppa (Kali 78) véyppa (Tirum 65)

kappa (Nan: 67: 399: Akam 91: 372) kappa

(0133: 164) cippa (i‘atu 685: Kali 118: 148: Par-1

10—112) oéppa (Peru 20?: I~:.T. 234: Pagan: 127)

nIppa {Hall 70: 121: Pugem 41) pfippa (Cigp 146:

Pugem 119) émfippa (Pay? 195)

Though -ppa ending forms are in use in the Modern

Tamil they are mainly rep;eced by —kka ending forms.

EX: egukka — ’to take', or 'while taking'. Such forms

are extensively used in the colloquial Tamil. Two in—

finitives in -kka oeour 1n the Cafikam texts. 'mgaikka'



(Pugem 70) means 'tc remember': 'megekka' (Aink 4?0)

reams 'te forget'- In these contexts they are followed

by auxiliary verbs used in the Optative.

'nigeiksa véhta‘

'merakka vitnn'

It is a coincidence that these —kka ending forms which are

generally used as 'optatives’ should be associated with

that meening here. Compare these with the following:

valara vehtum (Purse 339)

eeyya végtum (Kali 107)

Here the forms preceded by the optative 'vehtum' are the

infinitives 'valara' 'te grow' and 'ceyya' to do.

Nobody can dispute the nature of the forms 'valara' and

'eeyye' as genuine infinitives. The latter two are

used in the Cafikem texts only as infinitivess valera

(Patt 42), ceya (Patt 125) (Ref. 13. 5153 )

From this analysis it is clear that the 'valara'

(velar — e) and ’ninaikke' (ninai y kk e a) were the types

or the infinitives of the 016.Temil period when 'velarum'

and 'nigeikkum‘ were the types of unififlected verbs. Later

during the Cefikam age when the -kks ending forms were

mainly used as imperatives and eptativee, the -ppa
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infinitives came into existence. Thus the remnants of

the cm Tamil infinitives survive not only in the Cafikam

language but also in the language of the post-Gafikam era.

troop II

41a and -1xar forms.

The —iya and -iyar ending forms have come down pro-

bably from the Old Tamil period. In the Modern Tamil

these are used as optatives (Ref. p. qno— qfu+- ). The

-iya and not the -1yar ending form is used as the past

adverbia] participle. The forms 01’ the Cafikam texts show

that the -1ya and -iyar ending forms were used at that

period as the past adjectival participle, the past ad-

verhial participle, the optative and the infinitive. The

presence or -r- in -iyar has lost its Significance and both

-iya and —iyar forms are used in the place of each other.

Thus the use of the same form both as participle and finite,

as past and future (infinitive) verb, and as indicative

and optative makes the analysis or the structure more

difficult.



The uses of the -ixa forms:

kéeyn & iya = kfieyiya

'vagpfikai kittiya viyal kagavig'

(Akam 39, line 23) means '1n the false dream (vayal kegevig)

that showed (kfiggiya) empty hand (vagpfikai). In this

context ’kiyyiya' is used as a past adjectival participle.

For similar uses of the -1ya forms refer po|25'|1", “0‘17?!

’ ... ... eg_neficam

jeiya itei-k~ko}}um cayal oruttikku

agiyurai Egyyiya celvEn meeiyagmig'

— (Kali 140, lines 9-11)

Meaning: '1 will he going (celvén) there, to Show (kigyiya)

to others my obedience (agiyunni) to the beautiful lady

(ciyal oruttikku) who embraces me (i?ai-k-ke};um) my heart

pressed (6g nefieam igiya)'.

In this context 'kégyiya' the form used as past adjectival

participle in Akam 39, is used as infinitive with the

significance or the future adverbial participle.

Similar -1ya ending forms are used as optatives.

magg ' 133 = 'maggiya‘ (Pugam 6) long live! (Rex. p. Lp1L )
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The uses of the -izar forms:

 

cita§_T iyar = citagfiyar

'Efihagam tanikuvnt(u) éyin

... _,, ... valag

iggiyan kayanka—p— paci-p'

panmalar citaniyar paravugn palikké'

(Nag; 322, lines 1 and 10—12)

meaning: 'Thus (Efikanam) if. it (i.e. the disease) is

cured (tanikuvatu ayin) since the God.messenger 'Yelanf

sacrifices (Vélag palikku) and warships (paravugg) having

sung (pagi) with the sound of the musical instruments

(ingiyam kagefika) and offered (citag;yar) many flowers

(pal; molar) .

In this context 'citagiyar' 'having offered' is used

in similar context as the past adverbial participle, ‘pfiyi'

'having sung‘. The word order is VEIag ... p3§1 ...

eitageyar ... paravugy ... pali. This is an unmistakable

evidence of the -1yar form being used in the past or the

present continuous as the past adverhial participle of the

-i- ending type (p591). Similarly are used pagiiyar

(has: 82) oegfiyar (Nan: 89) ugiiyar (Nay: 58)
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no — f ~ iyar = uyiiyar

3??”"6— cey nalvinai-y-Egtu—c-cegz(u) ugiiyar

uyarntfir ulakattuapdpeyarntanen akaligf

(rugem 174: lines 19-20)

leaning: 'Since he had moved (peyarntageg_§kalig)

to the world of the Great or the Elders (uyerntfir ulakattu)

in order to enjoy (ugiiyar) there (figtu) the fruits of the

good actions done here - in this world (iotu-c-cey

nalvigei)‘

In this context ‘uQIiyar' 'in order to enjoy' is

used as infinitive with the significance of the future

adverbial participle.

perv ~ iyar = pegiiyar.

'pegiiyar' meaning '1n order to get' is usefl as an

infinitive in the following context:

'toti viiafik(u) igaiya toikavin peinyer

uvakkfig tfigi ...'

(1.2.11. 337, 11an 2-3)

The same form is used as an optative with the meaning

'may she obtain' in

'perum peyar ulakam periiyar—E aggei'

 



[L.I. 83, line 2). For similar optative forms, refer

p. Hfi1tL-‘+3”P -

It is significant that the above -iyer forms are used

with reference to singular forms. Thus the —r- of —iyer

does not in anyway indicate the plurality. Beth ~1ya

and -iyar forms whether used as participle or finite are

uses with reference to singular and plural nouns.

The structure or the -11e and —1Ear forms.

The structure of the past adjectival participles

ending in -1ya is much easier to analyse. It has been

explained in p. IQE ' that the past adjectival perm-

ciples ending in -iye are formed by adding the adjectival

Sign -e to the pest sdverbisl participle ending in -1- EX:

atakki — a a stakk1(y)a.

The -y- appearing between -i and -s is the semi-vowel.

Since the ~1— ending terms are used extensively in Tamil

as past adverbisl participle, it is natural that the

adjectival participles sheuld end in «1— . a - 1ya.

Therefore forms like 'stakkiya' ’amaiiya' and '1riiya'

are the genuine adjectival participles or the past. The

important fact is that the same principle could not be
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applied to the few -1yer ending forms such es ’citagiyar'

which are used as the past adverbiai participle. No

rational explanation can be given for the use of the form

‘eitagiyar' in the place of 'citagi'.

Take the ontative and the infinitives ending in -iya

and —iyar. The same forms used in the past tense are usefl

as infinitives and eptatives. Sometimes eg_—I appears

between the root end the termination. is it appears in

the past, optative and infinitive forms this —I— cannot be

identified as a tense sign: cel — i e iye = 'ceJIiya'

(Kali 7) is an infinitive meaning ‘to go'.

No tense can be attributed to this form as the —a— ending

infinitives do not shew any tense. It is likely that

these -iye and -iyar forms which originated during the

01d Tamil period at a time when the Tamil verb knew nothing

or tense and mood. did not possess any tense sign in them.

These should be interpreted as the meaning of the parti«

cular contexts suit. ' ’

The following are the -iya and -iysr ending infini—

tives occuring in the Cankem texts:



kalakkiya (Kali 12“} mayakkiya (Kali 73)

pfikkiya (link 376) ugarttiyn (Kali 73. Pugam 28}

kéygiya ‘(Iiali 140) téggiyu (Kali ’7'}? nyar‘ppiya

(Kali 1:30) ceniya (Aink 3'78) colliya (1’13ng on)

maggiya. (5.3:. r:92) argm'xkiya (Kali 19o) kagagiya

(Kali 76) kavagiya (Bag: 367) firiya (Akam 101)

tiriya (Akam 393) coliya (Pugpm 327: Akam 8: 248:

336) Ragiya (Pug-am 313: Kali 42: 71: Pari 10—43:

h.T. 10: 101: 293: 360: Pat1g_D-l: Aink 151:

420) takaiiya (Akam 330)

cekiiya (Nag; 29) toyiiya (Akam 394) payiiya (Akam

43) agiiya (Kali a4) pegiiya (1km 242) tarliya

(A1111: 469. 3.11. 269: Pugam 205: Mann 3, 199: 238)

tcrIiya (Aka!!! 22) celiiya (Kali 7: Akam 152) koll’iya

(Aink 216) tqgiiya (fl. . 45) ugiiya (Malai 54.

Aink 339. Patig_3-1: Nag: 288: 384. Akam 88: 119:

171: 276: 321)

talaiiyiya (Akam 325) is a peculiar form.

This may be Split as talai—iy-iya. The *1- of -iy stands

as the symbol of the lengthening of the preceding vowel ~u1

and -y— is a semi—vowel.
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The suffix —kk- is added to the rflot kuti — 'to drink'

before the termination '1y2' is adaed. kugikkiya

(H.T. 356) Dr. U.Y. Cirinfitaiyar notefl this peculiarity

and guys that the genuine form should be kuti — iya =
1 l

'kutiiya’.

-m:

kiqiyar (Patig 5-2: 6—10: Nag; 948) pagiyar

(Patig 3-1: 10) vériyar (Patig 8-4) payiyar (Kali 102)

alaiiyar (Akam 106) igaiiyar (F.T. 85) kalaiiyar

(Akam 225: 36?: Narr 137: 322: Puggm 364)

pagiiyar (may; 10) ugiiyar (2.2. 22: as: Akam 59:

108: Pugpm 174: Patig_ 4—2) pagiiyar (".r. 10:

Akam 195: “57: Nagy 93: 11s) kogiiyar (2.1. 51)

ugiiyar (Akam 59) kagiiyar (2.2. 141: Akam 22:

Nagy 134) topiiyar (Kali 94) tariiyar (PatigIG-Et

3: Aink 463: Akam 7?: 298: 303) igiiyar (K.T. 255)

pegiiyar (2.2. 337: Nag; 360: 111. Akam 222)

mikiiyar (Patig 3-8) celiiyar (2.2. 117. Ray: 151:

390: Akam 55: 300: 326)

 

1. Kuguntokai. Ed. Madras 1937. Nfilirfiycci, p. 102.
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Uihfi’TLR XXII .

The agent Noun.

In the language of the Cafikam texts there occur many

forms with the stems ending in -un— —kun- and -kk-un-

ari + un- = sfiyun-

kél ., kun— = kétkun-

agj f kkun = arikkun—

Personal terrinations such as -a1- egg a1, an, or, a etc.

are added to these stems and the forms thus formed are used

mainly as nominals and seldom as finite verbs:

3rd I.F. Plu: agiyun + er = agiyunar (Nagy 392)

kétkun + ar an kétkunar (K .13. 29)

egikkun + ar = agikkunar (Petig 3-2)

Nature and Use of the form:

At the outset, it must be confessed that the term

’Agent noun. applied here to characterize the -un- -kun-

and -kkun- forms is not satisfactory. In English Agent

nouns such as do - er = deer, cut 9 er a cutter, etc. are

used only as nominels but in Tamil these forms in -un-

—kun— and -kkun— named 'Agent nouns' are used both as
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nominals and Verbals. Compare the following uses:

Nominal: mayo} - to try constantly.

'muyal-un-ar’ ‘those who work constantly‘

‘Uotfil ammo-v-iv—v- ulakam

tamakk{u) can muyali noggfih

nigarkkege mugalunar HomaiyEQ-E

(Pugpm 182, lines 1 and 8-9)

Weaning: 'Listen! (Ammo!) This world (iv-v-ulakam)

exists today (Hgtu) because or the fact that there are

(ugmaiyEg-) people who constantly work (muyalunar) aiming

good (n53 t§;) not for their own sake (tamakkega muyali)

but far the sake of the others (pigarkkegg).

In this context 'muyalunar' is used as an 'agent noun’.

The significance of this use 18 the same as that of the

'agent noun' in English.

353%: Past tense .

a3; - to know: ‘ag;(y) un-am'

‘We infonmed'

'ViruntuguttCu) Ergi-y— 1runtagem Eka—o—

Cegmfi peruma-v-em vigavutai nfittege

YEHItag—n— ariyunam Eka'

 

(Pugem 381, lines 4—6}



fififi

Meaning: 'Ihus is we stayed {iruntagem aka) there, at

leisure (5321) having enjoyed great feast (viruntugnttu)

and (later) as we informed {yin agiyunen Eka) him (tag)

"Lord! (Perume!) may we go (cegnfi) to our country (em nittu)

of great festivals (vigavu utei)’

In this contest 'egiyunam' 'we informed' is used as

a first person plural past finite verb - as the other finite

occuring in the context. 'iruntenem' 'we stayed'.

The past use of the form 'egiyunam' in this context is

beyond any doubt.

Future tense

 

'Celkena Eitgng&_mnn k0116 (Nan: 68, line 7)

means ’will she allow (us) to go (vitune; kollfi) saying

'you may go‘ (celka egg)’

In this context 'vitunai' is used as a distinct

future finite feminine.

Present—future

EE-k-kai enaiyun tannqmai

uétkuna; kelleena-k— kalugum en nefibé'

(eksm 63, lines 18—19)



Kenning: 'My mind (e§_negcu) is distressed (kaiugum)

thinking whether she hears (k5§kun33 kOE-J-ege)

the noise or the drum (taggumai) beaten (aggiyum) at the

time of the catching of bulls (cE—k-k6%)'

In this context the feminine finite magi-mm]. ' is

used in the present—future as the two —um ending forms

'agei-yum' and ‘kalugum‘.

Conditional:

KEyunanayig (Reg: 390)

is a conditional form kigunag - Eyig meaning '1: he looks

at it'. I

Concessive:

'epunniyfiyigum vitunaiyfiyinum

ni-y-a%ant(u) aggti nig_puraimai'

(Pugam 33, lines 1-2)

Meaning: 'Even if you kill {agunei—y-Eyigum) him, or

even if you allow him to go away (vigunai-y-Syigum) Oh

Lord: know well (ni-y—a;ant(u) aggti) which of those two

actions is proper to he carried out by you (n11; pureimai)

In this context both 'ayunai—y-Eyinum' and‘vigunai—y-

ayinum) are used as concessives.



The shove contexts show that the —un- forms were used

in the Cafikam texts as verbal fonms in the past, present-fuhnos

future, conditional and concessive, and as nominal.

however, only a for forms are used as verbal. A majority

of the forms are used as nominols and the usage of the

nominals is similar to that of the 'Agent nouns' in English.

Thus the application of the term'Agent noun' to characterize

the -un- -kun- and -kkun- forms or the Cofikam language,

used both as verbal and nominal, is only partially correct.

Structure Of the £01113!

 

The structure of these Agent nouns is similar to that

of the present-future forms ending in -um. It is likely

that the personal terminations were added to the original

verbal forms ending in -un or -om and such forms were

later associated with the nominal usage. This view son

he established by the following comparisons.

The Agent nouns are mainly used in the Mas~Fom. plural

and only a few forms occur in the other persons. In the

Agent nouns explained in p. b'l‘B' the Mos-Fem. plurals are

formed by adding —ar to the stems ending in un-



:Lgiym - er s axiyunar

Icegkun «- m1 = l:§1:.i:unar

al'filfimn — a1" = afiikkunar

These stems 01‘ the Agent nouns may be compared. with the

present-future finites ending in -mn.

agiym (Aim: 8)

15613121321 (Alma: 144)

afiikkmn (Reg: 73)

In these forms the roots are 'alfi', and “52', ‘-um' is the

teminetion, non—personal in character and -y- -k- and

-!:I:— are the phonetic suffixes. 4:14- 11: this particular

£01321 3111—1512-1112: indicates the transitive character of the

form. Thus these presentnfuture finites are split as

33-1 — y - um: kéykeum: air}. - kk - ma. (Ref. :3. $251» "“"

157. ). Similarly the stems of the Agent nouns can be

split as agi 1- y 4- 1:113 k5; + k «f 1111—; egflkkI-unn j

The presence or —n- instead. of ~m- 1n the Agent new:

is noticeable. It has not been established yet whether

-m— or mum is historically earlier. This -un- appears

in the 01d Tamil present-future forms ending in —untu.

tfifikuntu (Pug-31m see)

olikkuntu (Pugam 13'?) (Ref. p. 9:”, )



The Irialayalant verh has -n- in the present. termination

-unnu—- (p.1‘3g- ). Thus it is possible that all the

three suffixes -em— -un- and euntu- appearing only in

the present—future expressions hark back to the same

source.

Another important feature of. the -um-— and ~un— forms

of the Cafikem Tamil is that the vowel -n- of -um- and -un-

is eliderl 1n the late:- stages of the development of the

Tamil verb.

takei - um i: takeiyum > tekaim

1:31.11}: - we a: kalifium > Rang-m (p.157)

Similarly

ugai - un - er a agaiyunar (Pagan: 145) >

useinar (Alien: 59 etc.)

kegai -e- un «- er a ka}a1yunar (Puget: 68 etc.)

kalainar (Pam; 4—10)

Just as the -um forms are used in the present—future,

future. conditional, concesaive and sometimes in the past

tense when denoting the 'habitual present' so are the —un-

forms. There is complete agreement in these respects

between the —1m- and. --un romeo The only difference

exists in the fact that the -um— forms are not need in
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Tamil as nexinals, and on the other bani the -un— forms

are rainly used as naminele, in other words as 'Agent

neuns'. This nominal use of the -un— forms is due - as

it is clearly seen — to the addition of the personal ter—

minatione.

It may be pointed out that the personal terminations

such as a1, ag, at, am, er a added to the -un- forms are

found with initial short vowel. (—ai though a long

letter is considered at times as short in Tamil poetry).

It is a remarkable coincidence that the 'm-Er' ending

Mus-Fem. forms are not used as nominale whereas the

m—er ending forms are used only as neminale.

Verbal: ugmir, kegmfir, tigpfir

egmar, kagmar, etc. (Ref. 1337787?)

Nominal: Ingmar (Patig 3—4) Reamer (Hatu 514) timer

(Patig 3—4) egmar (Par-ti. 12—49) kargnar (mam 513)

Why is it that —ar and net —§r suffixed to the axe unin—

flected mum forms to conwert them to MasAFem. plural

unminals? ‘It is because -ar is historically earlier than

-ir and the first modification took place in converting

the -um finite to nominal. only in the later stages

that the ~um finitee were restricted to the neuter as

such -Er was added to the -um form to denote the Mas-Fem.
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plural. Therefore 'uomor' which is an Agent noun seams

to be historically earlier than the 'unmér' finite.

The same principle applies to the formation of the

Agent nouns ending in -un-or: the verbal use of some

of the ~un- fommo oocuring in the Cafikom texts fully sup-

ports the ViBW that the -un— forms on the analogy of the -um

forms were used once only as verbal and later the personal

terminations were added to these forms to convert them to

nominal use. Therefore some or the agent nouns exhibit

their original verbal oharaoteristioa.

The following are the forms ensuring in the Cafikam

texts:

Forms used.as finite verbs.

Singular

Second person: aginai (Furor 381)

Third person: Fems' vitunae (Nagy 68)

pegukunalc (Altar: 324}

1:513th (Akam so)

Plural

First nerson: agfiyunam (Puggm 381)

Third person: Neuter: tolaiyuno (Nag! 390)

kagpkknna (Kali 13)



Conditional: Third person: Mas:

Icaqunalgayixg (Nag: 390)

Concessive

Second Person: Sing:

ayunaiyayigm (Pagan: 36)

v1§unaiy5yigum (Pagan! 38}

Third person: Mas—Fem. Plu:

tappunariyigum (Paul: 2-?)

Forms used as "Agent nouns' .

diggglar:

Third. 11- erson: Hat's“

agiyunag (Pagan 388)

Empunag (Pagan 215)

ménqaagunm; (Pagan: 43) is a compound

Fem:

viguna; {ékam 302) pagaiyana;

(Pagan 323) utalunal (Akam 203)

maqgunafi (3.1mm 62} 1111113911323; (Nag;-

32¢)

uvaklmna} (Aka!!! 203)

5577



Plural

Third g'rersog: Mas-Fess:

ayiyumr (39,133 39.2) agiyunar (Pagan: 102: 154)

 

egiyunar (Patti; 41ml) kaisiyunar (Aim: 289) teriylmar

(Path; 8-4). vatiyunar (L'alai 492) afaiyunar (Pug-pm

14:5: Akam 103) kal;ai'yuna1= (Farm 88: Ray; 63:

Akam 1m) tmgaiyunar (£9.11 1.45) uyunar (Hag; 94:

220: mean; 71} cegunav (Patir 9-2: Nam: 50: Akam

46) keymar (F: .T. 130) cufunar (Nagy: 2'78) agunar

(Ray: 47) tamnar (fiatu E535: Patig 2—3: 5153.111 '73)

vamnar (K1131 m2. A1111: 335: Eur. 4'7) tog-unar-

(Pari 8—102) ikagunar (Pugam 213) v'a-gunar (Pang; 5-9)

vig-unar (Kali 8, 66) patamnar (Par-1 19-11) o'énmr

(Pagan 361) ténmar (Pm 22-34) nuvalunar (Pagan: 169)

muyalunar (Pagan 182: Aka!!! 322) kalzunar (flaw 597:

Pm 11—35: 11:2. 133: Alma: 16) cellunar (A131: 331:

Akam 151: 395) kegunar (Akam 90) koyyunar (P113311:

215: Aink 311).

Ekunar (Pari 9-450) ikunar (Pagan 235) nalkumu-

(Altm 361) pawl-ml" (Pugam 68) pfikunar (Aka!!! 283)

vaikunar (41km 313) iym‘akunar‘ (2.13.131 18: Nag: 25‘?)
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mymalmnar (Kay; 29: Alum: 1, 109) vilafikunat' (Pat-Jig

2-1) tafikunar {patig 5—1: 5) tfifikunar (Pari 17—37)

Ekmmar (Putin 8-»1) toyakkunar (Pagan; (We) tmmuna

{Mien 15:3) Bccunar (Katy: 321‘: awn-jump (Kali 23)

ceppunar (1-. .1“. 98: Nagy 8) Etunar (Pagan: 29: 221)

pfifiunar (Paul: 9-2: 6: Pug-am 135: 221) kfi‘fdmar

(Altair: 292} véqgunar (Pm-um 4433 Farm 366) v3§§unar

(Aink 461) pfig’funar (Putin 5—3) kfigmar (Patig 2-1:

Pugewi ‘72) utaggunar (11319.1 426) akamnar (Kali 15:

42: Am 97: 298) Rag-Lamar (Kay. 1133

'kfivunar (Par-1 9—65) vauvunar (ARM: 1) ugalunar

(P313131 5-»8: Pugam 122: 201: 111mm 138) uflumr

Luann: 29: 72: 231) tuHunar (Kali 4) conunar

(R313: 68) pal-unnat- (Purim: 20?: 346) 812331.111“ (Akam

43)

The following forms appear with the -n- of -un

elided:

arinar (Matt: 1102 Aink 19D: Pug-am 423‘ Nam: 275)

muyinar (Matt: 1314) muginar (Link-814: Kfl‘. 213)

ugainar (13.1111: 496: :1ka 59: lid. 143: Pagan 163)

magainar (Pagan: 42) pugninar- (Liam 512) vigaimr

(Pam; 7—3) kagainar (Kata 511) ka§a1nar (Patti; 4-10)



ulgarnar (Par-i 9-83) pakamar (Natl: 117: 506: Akam

25) makignar (Nag;- 70) vggnar (P3151; 4-7) 7-8:

Pugam 161: 375: Abram 315: Nag; 135)

The following farms and in -kk—un—ar:

agikkunar (Patig 3—2) tegikkunar (1:311 30)

cégikkunar (Pugam 378) uraikkunar (If .T. 310)

takaikkunar (Akam 4B) malaikkunar (Pagan: 61)

cegukkunar (Path; 3-2) pogukkunar (P11313131 63)

malarkkunar (Puram 103) péykkunar (Pari 12-29)

yakkunar (Pagan: 378)

These Agent nouns in -kkun- may be compared. with the

second future forms in —kkuv— EX: tufakkuvar (K .1‘.

237) (Ref. p. 381-362)

In kéilzk'unar (Pari 12—33. LT. 29, 86) the stem

ends in —kun-. I

acc: ugunarai (Nagg- 94)

inst: ugainarogu (Rd. 145) pakamarogsu (Mata 117)

Bat: kapyunarkku (Penna 66) nasaiyunarklm

(Akam 270) pukagunarklm (1:31am '73) oallunarklm

(Akam 151) cérunarkku (Pug-pm 361) varunarkku

(Pagan: 10, 29, 130, 177, 343: Paul; 2-8: Ku_r_1

202) uPnaI-kku (Narr 136: 349) Eyunarkku (Pugam
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221) pagunarklau (Pug-yr. 99: 151: 165: 221: 235

240: 361: 369) véggunarkku (Pugam 868: Per-um 443)

ugainarkku (Pugam 163) vignarkku (Pugam 9, 28 ,

Pat-.1; 4-7: Alma: 143) I

Neuter:

 

peguna (Akam 234: 374) tapuna. (P313131 4-2) tappuna.

(Pugam 189) takuna (Pagan: 41: Akam 267)

mémpatuna (Forum 456) is a compound.

pigpsna (Patig.2-3)

-!-:k-un-: tayukkuna. (P3121; 2—3) nigaikkuna (Akam 11)

Agent nouns ending in 41—51;, «In—Er and -m-ar.

 

The structure of the Agent nouns ending in 1116:}, m5:-

and -—mar 13 similar to that of the -m§1= finitoa analysed.

in p - 39‘!- .

Thus 'koyyumog' (Pagan: 252) is formed by adding the

masculine termination -fin to the 01:1 Uninflootod present-

future form 'koyyum’

koyyum - 59 - 1:0nyme '11:; who cuts'
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'A1—1-ilai—t-t§;i koyyumEn-é

 

:11 vaganlm matamayil pinikkum

col valai véttuvan iyinag mnné'

(Pagan: 252, lines 3—5)

In this context the subject is 'keyytmfin' 'he who cute'

and the predicate is 'vEttuvagiéyinan' 'became a hunter'.

‘koyyumag'ie the only Agent noun ending in 'm—Ey'

preserved in the Canker. texts. It is fortunate to see

that this solitary form appears with the original —u- of

the termination -um unelided.

-m—-5'r :

 

The following are the -m5r- ending Agent nouns

used in the Nae-Fem- plural.

nigeiyumo'r (Nag-g 104) vagumfir

(Patel! 8—1) utalumfir (km 316) véyumfi'r (Peri

12—11; 12—16)

Bat: kanumfi'rkku (Pam; 9-3)

nigkm'firkku (Pagan: 297)

The -u— 01’ «m is preserved in all these tome.

Thus these Mee‘l‘em. plural Agent nouns are formed. by adding

the personal termination -5r to the present—future fume

ninaiymn, via-um, kanum. utalum, via-yum and nigkmn.
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These forms are used only as nominels.

It Should he noted that while forms like r-unnrum .. Er

(Ray; 304) are used only as verbal, forms like nineiyum -- 5r

(Nagg- 104) are used only as nominal. Thus the font is

to be flistinguished as finite or norina] from the personal

termination added to the -um form.

 

The following are the Agent nouns ending in 4231'.

ugmaar (Patir 3-4) kinmar (l’atu 513) konmsr (lfatu 514)

enmar (Par-i 12-49) unmar- (Patig 3-4) Inner (Pugam

74)

In all these Agent nouns used in the Was-Fem. plural

the -u- of on is elided. This elision of the -u— of -—um

is in accordance with the requirements of the Tamil phone-

tic laws, Le. when a. termination with initial short vowel

is added to a form ending in consonant, normally the short

vowel preceding that final consonant is elided.

EX: on 1- um + ar .-..- unnumer > unnmar > unmar.

Compare the Agent noun konmar (Mata 514) with the imperative

second person singular form 'konmeti' (Pagan: 200) (Ref. 13.

M0 )-



150:1. - um -— ati = kofiumati > koflmati >

kolmati 2;: konmati.

k0}: - um 4.- ar = koifiumar ‘p koflmar A

kaynar > kmgmar.

It has been explained in p. #38 that forms like

'tigm' (1:113 - um - tiggum > 1:199:21 > tigm)

in such contexts as

'ir-um p51" okkalotu Elfin; ega-t-tarutalig'

(Pug-3m 150) are used in Tamil as finite verbs. When

-ar is added to this form 'tigm' it. turns to be a. nominal

of the Mas—Fem. plural.

'tugmar-um timer-um var-31 kfil. agiyiitu '
 

(Pam; 3-4, line 18).

In this context 'ulgm - er' a 'uxgmar'

and 'tign ,. ar' . 'tigmar' are used in the same meaning

'thoee who eat' . These are the Agent nouns proper.
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CHAPTER XXIII o

The Verbal Noun.

In Tamil, the verbal noun is formed by adding one

of the following suffixes to the verbal root: al, tel,

ttel, am, ~ka1, —vai, -ci, pu, etc. The forms in -a1

—tal and —tta3 are extensively used in the literature of

the period: 5t — al a Stal means ‘running’:

a5; — tal = agital means 'knowing':

etu ~ ttel a etuttal means 'taking'.

As the principles involved in the formation of these

forms help the understanding of the verbal structure clearly.

it may be proper to analyse them here.

Forms ending in -al.

Only those verbal roots forming week stems in Tamil

suffix -al: Ex: pey —- a]. - peyal. atafik - 9.1 =

atefikal. The verbal stems of these roots are:

Past: peyt- Pro-Put: pey-y—(um)

Fut: peyv-

Past: atzlfiki— Pre—Fut: atank-(um)

Fut: atankuv-



some of these roots forming verbal nouns in -a1

may form causative stems in -tt— —kk- and. -pp.

M: 130131.: - to touch, to join.

Past: togg- tofutt—

Pre—Fut: tog-(um) tofu k!c-(um)

Put: . toéuv- togupp-

Theta are two forms in the verbal noun as well:

toy-a1 (Aink 327) toga-ttal (Pagan: 275)

The following are the -al forms occunlng in the texts:

viyal (K311 3, so) 1:01.531 (Mnk 327) peyal

.(Pari 14-1: 7-8) togal (Pagan: 20) taral (Kali 65)

koZEal (Kali 32: Pari 2—34) koyal (Kali 23)

51:31 (Nagy 2202 Kali 93: 9’?) pfikal (Hum: 183)

kugukal (Farm 128) nalkal (112.1“- 3‘?) mgar'lkal (Aka!!!

20) muyafikal (Akam 26) vafafikal (Akam 190) togafikal

(83.11 3) atafikal (K311 122) til-aka]. (01.13! 211.

Akam 173) muyukkal (New 85;) nah-Ital, (Kali 49)

aflcal (Kan 105) c5mpa1 our. 45) Sppal (Nag! 49)

tappal (K.'1'. 121) ceppal (Km. 268) vat-.1331 (Mom

231) miygal (Farm 21) pfiggal (Akam 200) mamfgal

(Alma: 158) 13123331 (K.‘I'. 2112) kunzal (Nam: 32?)
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tam-31 (Pari P—‘és. Pug-an 3'76: $1111: 309) 0533.1

(Patir: 3-5) térgal (Kali 73) tfiggal (RE. 32)

tuvaggal (3:211:11 363) pullal (Kali 94) 801181 (Jugi

145) 113:1;31 (an. 31: Patig 2-3: Akam 133)

“filial (Pam. 1-36) paraval (Pari 10—116) villaval

(Farm 70: Hrr. 2.68. Nag;- 308: Kali 115) vavval

(Alien 396) novval (Akam 93) cigaval (KJI‘. 332.

Kali 115. Pagan: 292) kazlaggal (Kali 14s)

nix-anal (Tirum 193) aruttal (Pagan 304)

inst: taggalag (Akam 378)na1k9.1§g (Bar. 400)

Bat: uyagku (K.T. 57: may; 76) knigagku (1:311. 38:

48: 58: Pagan 181: 213) celagku (Pagan: 208.

Kali 113. Akm 199. 240: 283) cellagku (Akam 138}

taragku (£9.11 19: K.T. 331) vamgku (Kali 33:. 141:

Nam: 33:): Pat-.1: 5—9: 6-7: Puram 34) 1:113:13er

(Kali e4) mi’ggagku (Pagan: 21) agagku (Par! 11-49)

kagagku (£9.11 33) muyafikarku (am. an Pugm 151)

tappagku (Aink 302).

abl:

magukalig (Kali 150) timkalig (Akam 135) mag-tang;

(Mul 73) opkaug (Kd‘. 355: Akam 308) algafikalzlg,

(Akam 333) muyafikalig (Kali 146) vagaékang {Mata

650) nInkaligg (Aka!!! 6'7) tfikkaug (Akam 95: 219)

takkaug (Nag; 299) tuyakkaug (Akam 24s) fitalig
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(Ragg 249) nintalig (Aizam 160) Izuttalig (Kali 106)

Raglgalii; (1113.15. 45) taggalig (Akam 228) akérgalig

(Kali 142) payiggalig (imam 52: 81C!) tfiggalig

(Kali 53) kolalig (Kali 72) ka'raalig (Pagan: 94)

Ragalig (Kali ?5) viggvalig_(Pugpm 179. Akam 86:

98) cigavalig (Kali 2) vauvalig (Nag: 379. Kali

104: Akam 291) vavvali§_ (Akam 136) afiuttalig

(b21131 171)

These forms with the post-position -1n are used both

in the ablative and the instrumental. Similarly are used

the *tal-ig_and —ttal-1g,forms.

Forms endggg in —tal.

The roots funming verbal nouns in -tal form weak

stems in Tamil. A majority or the rants forming past

stem 1n -nt— and - few roots of the seoond conjugation add

-ta1 to form the verbal noun.

ag; — to know: Past stem: agint—

Verbal noun: agital (Akam 8)

tifik - to hear: Past stem: tifikiw

Verbal noun: tifikutal. (Puggmgfl)

The ordinary form formed from the roots of the second

conjugation such as tifik- is tfifik-al (Akam 173. Clay 211)

 



The following are the atal forms scouring in the texts:

anital (01m 107: 11mm 8, Nam: 145) egital

(Pagan: 391) cor-ital (Maui 410) pirital (11m: 353:

119.11 92) magma} (11.1. 136: Pagan“: 19231229,me

(Nagy 21o) Rag-ital (£311 :37: 113.131 254) marital

(11m; 36) acaital (Timur 1’76) ugaital (Tirum 77:

139: :49) 1211111111 (Akam 327) vagaital "Pugam 228)

10121119.). (Kugi 2. 1.1. 258: Page!!! 76} malaital (mm

283) citaital (Puram 25) ukutal (Nag-g: 88) pukutal

(c133: 211) mk'uta.) (Pari 4-5:: Kali 147) pa§uta1

(11.1. 144) vigutal (Kali 56) pegutu (11m: 442.

Pagan) 297) tegutal (Pugm 29. Kali 2, 8) varutal

(Nay;- 333. Akam 2, Pagan 31: 3.1. 68: 11:11: as)

tarntal (Akam 123: Hag 126). agutal (Pagan: we, 7‘8)

351113111 (89.11 147) agutal (Pug-fin) 320) malartal (11m:

299) ugartal (01:1: 214) purgartnl (Kali 92) pagartal

(Pagan 39) peyartal (was: 10) taIEai‘tal (013;): 282)

firtal (1.1. 371. Hag;- 210) can.“ (K311 as)

tirtal (Pugram 320) nelcif'hal (Kd‘. 371. E311 122)

makigtal (H311 122) vagtal (3.1. 33: Aink 213)

ceytal (Nag-g 283: 102) peytal (Kali 92) kaytal

(Pugam 258) :3th (11m: 457) piyta1 (Pugs!!! 23)
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maytal (A1535: '71) Ital (52.1. 63. Pug-am 38) natal

(Pagan 192:) natal (Pug-am 192. E2311 8.5) Ragga

(Nagzg 147: K.T. 30: Paul: 2—2: Purina 216) 11131-331

(Pagan: 182) 35131331 (Patig 2-2) akagal (I{.T. '79:

Kali 2) eggal (Nag: 342: Puggm 196: Akam 3702 215)

cégal (Tit-um 125: Akam 336: Pars. 11—44) 11613231

(Puggm 157) niggal {Pugpm 69).

ital (Cigu 308) Ekutal (K.T. 360: Puggm 141:

Pari 2—25) tifikutal (Pill-am 93: Nag; 39) Emma

(Pagan 312) vayakkutal (Kali 1'7) pagiccutal (Pari

10—116) taguvutal (22.11. 361) veriutal (Eugi 137)

11513111181 (Pagan: 157) nifaggutal (Aink 35) .

~ta1 is added to the base in aka: tavirkutal

(A1111: 451) .

inst: _

vanatalag (Nan: 353: 383)

iyafikutalfil (Pari 17—41)

Bat: nakutagku (1:311 23) agitagku (Her. 37'?)

tagging-kn (3.1111: 210) koymgku (Aink 388) 1:3th

(K311 ma) Ekutacuu (Akam 283) kégquu (Pat-1;; 2—2)

kintagku (Nagg 2'71) .
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21151: par-italig (Pagan: (3‘?) coritalig (2131211 410)

1:3?italifl (Nag-1; 181) pogitalizl (altar: 8%: 164)

usaitalig (Patti; 8-1) niraitalig (Par: 16-11)

1201311531113 (112mm 222) citaitalig (Akam 366) .

ugutalizl (mm 45) tegutaug (A1111: 322. Akam :31:

55: 1413: 164: 295: Kali 150) vamtalig (Nagy:

3512: 268) imirtalig (Kali 123) kavartalia (Ram:

138: 393) peyartalig (Mata 542) payartalig (Akam 171)

liaqutalig (Akam 66) ing-talin (Kali 81)‘ceyta11§_

(Pagan: 342) kaytalin (Alum 89) paytalixl {Pagan 36:

Hug 178: 31:32: 24: 366: M111 68) eggalig (Paula.

6-43 9-3: 21km 98) 1531315312113 (Aim: 288) uggaun

(3.1". 137. Pagan 325) Ekutalin (Pagan: 5532)

Forms endigg in —tta1.

The verbal roots forming strong :3th in Tamil tom

the verbal noun in ~ttal.

Ex: egu- eigutt- o'gukk- egupp—

Verbal noun: eguttal

naya- naEBnt- nafakk— nayapp-

Verbal noun: ngfattal.

It is significant. that the roots ending in --a. such as

naya, Ram, etc. have -nt-— in the past stem, but -tt-— in

the verbal noun.
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The following forms in -t.t..11 occur in the texts:

curattal (Patii; 5-4) irat‘bal (Kali 2: Pagan; 33)

turattal (diam 31) karuttal (Nag; 332) ugattal (Kali

2: K.T. 302) tuggttal (K.T. 296) iggttal (Akam 19)

uvattnl (Akam 111) pulattal (Akam 23: Nagg 34o)

tanattal (MT. 168) mayattal (525?. 188) 118133151331

(Pugam 157) unyittal (Kugfi 211) mucittal (01:9 213)

alcittal (01g) 210: Pugam 29: Kali 11) uraittal

(cari 1—32) utaittal (Nag: 203) nagpittal {F.T. 348)

takaittal (Nag; 3:08) ko’guttal (81m 217) kaiguttal

(LI. 136) tctuttal (Pagan: 275) pcguttal (Pagan 2)

maguttal (Pugam 196) irattal (Kali 23: Pagan: 44)

cekuttal (Kali 74) ugarttal (Kali 91) peyarttal

{H.T. 186: Matt mac) carttal (Kali 31) tuyttal (Patig.

2—5: K.r. cs) Egttal (Kali 20) nittal (Aink 277)

kEttal (Nag; 251).

pugarvittal (Pari 30—110) 18 formed from the

causative base '1)ur.:arv1—'

inst: parattalig (3.1. 399)

Bat: wiyuttagku (Nagy 95) takaittagku (Aink 302)

uraittagku (Aink 140) poyttagku (Kali 41)

abl: tuggttalin (Kali 53: 70: 124: Pugpm 130: Aink



55) agattalig (Nag: 381) curattalig_(Patig_5-6)

turattali§_(dkam 81) parattalig_(Akam 134) mukattalig

(am: 2.35) agittalig (Kali m: 133) aflttalig

(pagan 2m: 97') mugittalig (Pagan: 56) kugittalig

(£331 211) erittalig (Put-1;; 5-8} agittaug (Akam 377)

alaittalig (Ray; 352: 379) nigpitta11g_(flali 118)

magnittalig (fi.£. 355) agaittalin (Pugam 97) utaittalig_

(Nagg 202) uraittalig (Nag; 180) naittalig (Pugam 9'7)

ukuttalig (Mr. 329) eguttalig (Akam 121. 199: 223)

maguttalig (Pugam 345) viguttalig (Eugi 39} ugarttalhg

(Pari 2-17) peyarttalig (112.1. 168) pularttang (Pm

9—13) poyttalig (Narr 193) nittalig (Kali 95) “tang

(Puggm 56).

In some verbal nouns the suffix -kkw instead of -tt-

appears. EX: inukka1'(Punam 9?) egnkkal (Kali 38)

nigukkal (IL-T. 68) uraikkal (Nara: 109) mgamkal (Kali 4a)

nigaikkal (Nag;- 297} nagakkal (Kali 39) mfikkal (£311 54’) .

These -kkal ending forms are generally used along with

negative verbs. Ex: 'uraikkal Eki‘

'egukkal cellatu' ’niguikkal Eggfikkfil‘ ‘niggikkal-um

nigpittilai‘.
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The commentator Eaccinarkklniyar says that the form

'natakkal—um’ is an adverbial participle endinn in -um and

interprets the form in the past tense.1 EX:

‘Kagavi: punarcci Ettakkalum Qfiké

kagavig pugarcci katitUm—Em 3335*

(Kali 39, lines 35-33)

Leaning: 'When the sexual union (pugarcci) thus took

place (natakkalum) in reality (nagavig) then (Efiké)

we get rid of (katitum) the habit of enjoying the sexual

union (puqarcci) in our dream (kagavin). Is not so?

(3325?)

Here ‘natakkalum' is used with the force of the ad-

verbial participle. This is a peculiar use of the verbal

noun in —kk-a1 suffixed with -um.

 

1. Kalittokai. and Ed. Eadras, 1943, p. 113.
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CEnPTER XXI? .

The Negative

In Tamil the Negative is not a mood, voice or con-

jugstien. All the Tamil verbs can be grouped into two:

the Affirmative and the Negative. The forms treated up

to new are affirmative in character. Just as the Affir-

mative consists of forms in the indicative, imperative,

optative, conditional and coneessive moods, so is the

Negative. The Cankam Tamil has preserved forms in all

these moods.

In the language of the Cafikam texts the negation is

expressed in two ways: (a) By inserting a negative

suffix between the verbal rent and thejpersenal termination

of the verb. (b) By using the negative forms formed frem

the root a1 or 11, along with affirmative forms thus nega-

ting or denying the meaning expressed by the affirmative

form-

The Negative suffixes:

The main characteristic of the negative verb is the

absence of tense sign. _Therefore it may be argued that
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since the Tamil Negative does not refer to the time, it

does not belong to the province of verbs. Here is the

definition of 'verh' given by the author of Talkingizam.

'Vigai-y—egafpopatuvatu veggumai kollatu

1

ninaiyun kilai—k- kilamotu tonrum'

 

Kenning: That which is called 'Verb' (vigei~y-ege—r—

petuvatu) does not take case-suffixes after it (vérgumai

kollfitu) and denotes tense (kEIamotu tougum) on scrutiny

(ninaiyufi halal).

Thus according to Telkappiyar a verb should indicate

time. He uses the word 'ninaiyufi kfilai' meaning 'an

scrutiny' because he deals with some verbs which do not

indicate time explicitly. He explains in two arborisme,2

that the Appellative verbs (or the preneminelizea nouns)

and the negative verbs also denote tense on scrutiny.

While the author or Tolkippizem agrees that the negative

verbs less fulfill the requirements of 'the verb', the

factor that compelled him to include them under the chapter

on the verbs in his belief that since these amativee

are used as predicates or the sentences, they ought to

 

1. Toma 1 am - Collatikamm. Ed. Madras 1941.

Eutiirem fifi

20 Ibido, Cuttiram 215 and. 216i



express or indicate some relative sequence of the time.

however this may be true of the fact that the negative

verb differentiates it from the affirmative verb in not

having a tense Sign in it, is clear. This factor should

be borne in mind when one analyses the negative suffixes.

3 I

no

a and'al are the two negative suffixes appearing in

the verbs or the Cankam teats. EX:

E: 1:51; - a - tu .-_ kinfitu

a1: vi; - a1 « en = v53a1eg_

Thus the negative forms could be divided into two

main groups: the Negative I comprising all forms with

the suffix 5 and the negative II comprising forms with

the suffix al.

Structure of the Negative I forms:

The characteristic sign of this group or negatives

is 5 but this ~5— is not seen in all the forms of this

group. Both in the nominals and the participles the-5-

is generally seen but not in the finite verbs. Analyse

the following conjugation of the negative finite.

var- to live:

ll.
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élflg Elfl

lst: v5§~5g lst: var-an

var-Em

Rna: var-5y 2nd! vig-ir

3rd: M. rig—En 3rd N.F. van-Er

F. via-El

N. vfig-E—tu N. var-E

Only in the neuter singular there appears an —5-

between the root and the termination -tu. In all the

other cases the personal terminations are added directly

to the root. An important feature in the structure of

these forms is that all the terminations but the neuter

singular, are with initial long vowel. what is still

surprising is that the initial vowel of many tenminatiens

is -E-—: ex: 5y, in, at, Em, Sr 5. The author or

Tolkflnnizam says that —5- like a and we is a neuter plural

termination1 but it appears only here in tLe negative verbs.

It may be that the terminations with the initial 2; were

added to the negative stems in -E— and in cambinatien it

i.e. the —5- suffix - was elided:

v3: - 5 - fly a virfiy. vifil+ E + in : vafag etc.

If this theory is accepted then the forms ending in En,

1. Tolkappiyam — Collatikfiram. Eda Madras 1941,

Ofittiram 218.



Em and Sir, such as véxéfi, vigém and véi'fir Should. be ex-l

plainea as due to analogy as there can be no loss of 5.

Tamil has at its disposal a. purely morphological

means of expressing the negation. Various factors con-—

tribute to achieve this result. For example, it. is not

by mere accident that there appears no termination with

initial short vowel; but there exists a. purpose for such

non-occurence. Compare the following:

(a) malai - at; = malaiyag

13319.1 *- fig 2: molaiyfin

(10) 1111.11 .. ex; = 13113in

111131 - 5.1; -.-.- piniyag

(o) cey 1- all - ceyyag

ceg + 513 = ceyyfig

Here , the items ending in terminations with initial short

vowel such as 'malaiyag' ‘he who lives in the mountain'

’piqiyag' ‘ha who is sick'

'oeyyan' 'he who is red in colour' are pronominalised

nouns or appellativea used both as nouns and verbs.

ugh-uh.—

 

1. Ref. '1’. Burrow's review of 'atmcture Gramstieele

Dee Languee Dravidiennes' by Jules Bloch.

35.5.0 .41.?” Universitz of London. vol. XII. I‘ll-F)... 1+?

P' I13.55'
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These are very different from the forms ending in termina—

tions with the initial long vowels.

'malaiyag' 'he will not fight'

’piniyag' ’he will not tie down'

'ceyyfin' 'he will not do'

From these comparisons it is clear that though the

negative verbs and the prenominalized nouns are formed by

adding the personal termination to the roots and similar

nouns, still the morphological means of expressing the one

differentiates it from the other. Thus the difference

between the pronominalized noun 'oeyyan' and the negative

finite ‘eeyyég' is seen only from the length of the ter-

minational vowel. This is one of the cardinal principles

that was at work in the evolution of the verbal forms.

It has been explained earlier (p.53u7) that the sane prin—

ciple helps one to differentiate the agent noun 'egpar'

from the future finite ennar. Therefore the assumption

of Jules Bloch1 that there exists no difference in the struc-

ture between the pronominalized noun and the negative verb

has no foundation.

 

1. Grammatical structure of Drevidian languages.

English trans. Poona: 1954, p. 66.



The structure of the majority 01‘ the nominal forms

of the Regative I is different from the rest. These

nominels are formed by adding personal terminations to the

negative participle ending in -E-tu or the neuter Singular

of the Negative I. agiyatu - 5g s ariyétég means 'I who

do not know‘. In all such negative nominale, the suffix

-5— is preserved. The principle behind these nominal

formations is similar to that of the affirmative.

The following is the conjugation of 3E? - to know.

§$EE 2B3

lst: agiyEt-En let: agiyEt-ém

2nd: ariyit*5y 2nd: ariyEt-ir

3rd n: agiyat-ag are N.F. agiyEt-Er

agiyfit~§n agiyat-Er

ariyfitwavag egiyEt-aver

r: agiyat-E;

ariyEt—Eg

N: — N. —

As in the case of the indicative neminele or the

affirmative these negative nominele have also terminations

with initial 6. Again in the language of Ealittokai



negative noninols ending in —evan7, —avar etc. occur.

These forms are Similar in structure to the arint-En

agint—En, and agint-avan_type. that is important here

to note that the total absence of the nominal forms in the

neuter. In the Modern Tamil, however, neuter forms like

Sing: egiyEt—atu. Plu: ariyEt-avai are used. It is

also important to see that the negative neuter plural

ending in -5 forms the stem of the finites of the Negative

I. Similarly the neuter singular forms ending in -Etu

form the stem of the nominal forms of the Negative 1.

These -5 and mate stems of the negative I forms which

are identical with the neuter plural and singular finite

or the Negative I are in turn identical also with the

Kegetive participles ending in a and Stu respectively.

Structure of the Hegetive II forms.

The characteristic Sign o£_these negatives is —al—.

The conjugation of the Negative II forms is very simple.

~al- is uniformly inserted between the verbal root and the

personal terminations. EX: agi — a1 + ag_= ngiyelan,

In other words the personal termination is added to the

negative stem ending in —al. These forms are used only

as finites and not as nominale.



Conjugation: a3; to know.

gigg, £12;

lst: agfiyal—eg_ lat: agfiyal-am

agiyalwég

agiyal-ap_

2nd: a§;ya1-a1 2nd: —

3rd.m. agiyal—ag_ 3rd M.F. agiyal-ar

F. agiyal-al

N. — H: aggyal—a
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Unlike the terminations of the Negative I, those of

the Negative II are mainly with initial short vowel.

Negative I

Finite verbs

Indicative:

Singular

First Eerson:

8_: vital; (K311 11a) utéeg (Kali 11s) peg-59::

(tag;- 178: Kali a?) agyég (Am: 172: Kali 4)

ceriyén (Akam 315) tiriyég (Akam 336) matiyég

(Puzam 196) mugiygg (Pagan 196) magaiyag (Kali 71)
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ugarén (Akam 48) Ragga (Kali 97) ceyyég (Akam 7)

uyygg (E.T. 106) 661133 (Pugam 394: 399) akalég

(Akmr. 49) “1.?5‘3 (Nag: 292) tgarézg (Kali 113)

1261351; (.lkmn 294)

irafikég (mar. 1'75: Nagg: 275) n31:k5g (Pagan: 399)

tuncég (Kali 139) cintiyag (Pugam 376) varfuntig (Ray;

143) ceppaag (Akam 293) vantég (1:311 77) 1:13:51; (Pagan

139: Kali 9:2) tégé’g (LT. 21) Sagan (Kali 94: Nag;-

124: 162) part-5n (Eng; 50) 01133 (Nam: 134) 13111161}

(Nagg 340: Pagan 204) 1111511 (Pugam 365: 21.1111: 142)

maruvég (MT. 7.371)

pulavag (N32: 219: 280)

The root of this form 'pulavég' may be interpreted either

pula— or pulav— meaning 'to displease'. Compare this

with pula- pulantu (Porn 175. mm 203) (:2. walk) and

' pulav— pulavuti (1" 3‘" )

The structure of 'pulavég' is important when the —-a ending

roots form nq ative verbs generally- an intervocalic -—v-

enters in .

pula - 'v -‘- Eg = pulavag

naga —- v - en - nayavég

tare. .. ‘v d- 513 s ken-9.759
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duck forms are more common in the Modern Tamil. The

affirmative verbs formed from these roots are:

pula 4‘- pp- 51.1 a pulappae

nata - pp - 5g = natappég

Rare v pp # 53 a kareppan

These wpp— farms are the future forms. It Should be

remembered that the -a ending roots do not form future

stems in -V*, on the other hand, the negatives in -v- such

as pulavég’ natavég, karavég etc. can be used only in the

future.

'1g-g-uyir perum piritfiyigum eggatfium

pulavég vfigi tfifii'

(Ray; 219, line 4)

Meaning: 'Oh my friend! (t551}. Even if my precious

soul is separated tram my body (innn—uyir perum.p1gitu

Eyinum) I 9111 not displeaee (pulavég) him.‘

In this context 'pulavén' 'I will not displease'

aenotes the future. Similarly 'pulavfiy’ and ‘pulavég'

are used in the following context:

'tau tuzai Eran tagtE-pdparattamai

nulaviy 23:1 taxi pulavEg'

(Nagy 280. lines 4-5)
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Thus it is possible for certain negative forms to denote

the tense indirectly.

virég (Akam 131, Fag? 220) is found with the radical

vowel -o of var- lengthened to -5. This lengthening of

—a- to 5 is found only in the negative terms and the future

stem is varuv- and-not viruv— (For the study of v5~ var-

var and also for t5 — tar - tEr ref.‘ 11. m-Q‘l; Elb)

Second nerson:

ariyfiy (Akam 90: Kali 10: 4?: 56) pagaiyiy

(Nan: 155) ugarEy (Kali 56, 76) egiay (Puggm 254)

kfigfiy (Kali 37) koggay (Ray: 39: Akam 123) cellEy

(Patig.4-10)

vicay (Kali 145) dficEy (Kali 38: Aink 60)

Egay (Nagy 155) k5§§£y (Kali 147) tégfiy (way; 32)

téflfiy (Pugam 59) Eggfiy (Nag-g 148: Akam 123) paggiy

(Nag; 293) péofiy (K311 91, 11a: Nag: 292) aqgiy

(Pupam ?) engfiy (Mata 204: Kali 38: K-T. 327)

uyfiy (Nag: 138) arufiy (K311 3!): Nag: 396) 071733)

(Kali 104: Pagan: 236)

taray (Akam 135)

As the imperative second person singular (affimativo)

verbs also are formed by adding 45y directly to the root,
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the structure of the second person singular both of the

innerative anal the negative verbs is the same. (Ref.

11. HEM”)

Third person: bias:

was agiyfin (Pugam 230) pogfiag' (Akam 12) kéigig (Kali

62) 1:045:11 (Akam 84: Net}: 186) ceyyag (Kali 120:

Pagan: 191) calla}; (Pagan 301) 11111119 (Pugam 395)

cfiffig (Nag-g 72) tirag (EMT. 392)

1:61:52; (Kali s1. Ih'I'. 294) ninkag (Pagan: 233)

43513513 (Pusan 241) 1:51:51; (Pun-am 395) mag-En (Akam 262)

00115.13 (Pagan: 150) mafia (Akam 398: 103).

1%”

1.: :15:in (Ed. 230) kagiyil (Mm: 315) 111353} (Alma:

F
I
N

26?.) agar-53.. (Akam 388) ma; (Akam 105: 3.1:. 393)

Janna; (Nam: 201: Kali“24) Raga; (Alien 5: N333: 42)

«var-a; (Kali 3, 21) ceyyal. (Kali 115)

tu‘fica; (Akam an) alibi} (Akam 35: 105: Rag}: 11a)

0115?: (Pati: 3-2: Nam: 159) puma; (K311 103) 1151353;

(Aink ea) Eva; (Kali 145) méva; (1m. 396)-

m:

-t.u: kigavfitu (Kali 18: 135) pagan: (mar. 27) ioaiyitu

(um. 48) ketatu (Kali 100) takaiyfitu (Kali 92).
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talaiyatu (Patir 2—10) pifaiyitu (Pugam 129) vigaiyfitu

(Pugam 328) ugaritu (Kali 140) pugarfitu (Nag; 16)

peyarfitu (Pugam 259) poyyatu (Nagy 38) koggitu

{Pari 173—102) cellatu (Pug-am 159: 229) calatu

(Puggm 17'?)e

akatu (Nag: 95: KoT. 27) anfitu (Aink 958:

Y.T. 153) kqugfiiu (Akam 170) taggfitu (Akam 239)

véggatu (Kali 91) nuatu (Kali 47) utavatu (1:3.

27: Pagan 18) Evita (Nag; 154)

Similar foams are used as negative adverbial par-

ticiples.

Plural
 

First gerson:

am: kgfiyim (Pari 12-54) mogiyah (K.T. 306) magpvfim

 

(K .T. we) 1:545:21 .(Akam 11o.) kaam (K311 144: 145:

147) cenEm (Path; 3-3) talam (Kali 73) nillfim (1LT.

218) pagan: (KJ‘. 218) yavfim (KJ'. 213) air-am (FLT.

21s) Eggfim (1m. 233: 302) again (LT. 213)

am: vigéem (Kali 39) pifaiyém (xx. 263) kayém

(Kali 32: so) payyém (Kali 31) «1131:: (Akam 261)

irém (Kali 24) nfirfim (Ainfi 114) vigfim (Pugam 53:

A1111: 239) tamkkém (K311 439) vé'ggém (Pagan: 146: 297)



115135112 (Pagan 10-6) kficém (Akam 46) 5133:3111 (F 311'. 90)

téggém (Kali as) oném (5.2. '79) nigém (Pagan: 197)

collam (Hugi 143) mévém (Kali 32)

In 'pulakkem' (Akam 4a) the teminative -5m 13 added

not to the root but to the stem pulaekk-

.igqulgl Eeraon:

-:-1'r: kfig'ir (Nari; 46)

Third. get-son: Mas—Fem.

5r: nakfir (Mn): 86) pukfiar (1LT. 130) agfiar (Pagan:

214) vitfir (Farm 358) agiyar (Pat-.1; 4-1) agiyfir

(Alum 27:3) vzqiyar (Akam s1) micaiyfir (Pugnm 62)

amaiyir (Kali 4: Pagan! 29) ka}aiyfir (Patig 8-3:

1;.1'. 305) pigaiyar (Kali 39) viz-Er (LT. 188: 200:

Aink 341) cérir (Pan 5— ’16) 61‘51' (Aim: 225) egg)?!-

{K.‘I‘. 18: Kali 24: LT. 395) cells?!- (Kali 18:

1;.1'. 130) koygar (P3151: 9—28: um: 18'?) kolgir

(Pug-am 112) kéyir (Nag;- 214)

kugukar (Parana 294) nukiir (x .T. 30: Akam 103)

irafikar (41km 327) vafiankfir (Akam 352) ninkir (Akam

339) fikkSr (Pagan: 122) veozkar (mm 112) eytEr

(Pari 19-92: Ray: 314) vinnnpfiz- {£311 27) nfitfir

(Hagg- 32) 1:51;.51‘ (Akam 113) cfiffir (Pugam 241) "75111551-



(Kali 193) agar (x.T. 130) tfiggar (K.T. 385} aggar
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(Pagan 93) paygir (Puzam 14G) eggir (K.T. 147) ullir

{Akan 144: 273: 14: Nag: 92) arular (5.1. 211)

pEQEr {R323 72) tuggar (Halai 254)

fiputer:

 

a: agiyi (Nagy 73) toga (Kali 39) vaiy; (Pati; 3—5)

pugarfi (Pagan 92) cérfi {Pugam 336) ceyya (Perum'43)

n1115 (Pugam 280: 360: Akam 144) kc};£ (Puggm 92)

viyé (Kali 39)

aga (Patig 3-5) 595 (Patig_5—7: K.T. 355.

Pugam 81) tuficfi (H.T. 261) véggfi (Pugam.?0) 0115

(H.T. 5) ova (Kali 76) temp; (Perum 42) paravi

(Patif 3—6) taggi (Aink 480: Nag; 333).

Similar forms are used extensively as negative

participles.

Ignerative Negative:

Singular:

The second person singular termination -t—1- 13

added to the negative stem in -E: EX:

katiyati (Kali as: 91)

uraiyati (Kali 28) ca115t1 (Kali 108) n111§t1 (K311 79)
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navalati (Kali 4s) to};§t1 (Kali 79) kayati (Kali

es) cfiffiti (Kali 18)

aficati (Kali s4) varnntiti (Kali 107) ovvati

(Kali 82: 86)

The corresponding affirmative forms in -t-—1 have been

analysed in detail under the Third Futures (Re-1‘.” p. 3‘70- )

The following imperative negative singular-s are com-

pounds. The auxiliary verb is: (i — um _ {yum >im) formed

from the rent I - 'te give' is added to the negative par-

ticiple ending in E—tu: ex:

cellfitu ‘- Im = eellfitim (Ext. 350)

means "in not go'. As in the ease of the affirmative

imperatives explained in p. Lp‘s‘l- these negatives also

appear suffixed with either 6 or 5.

Ex: vimpitfi (Mars 310)

payiggatimé (Nag; as)

In such forms as eellfitfm (K .T. 850) there appears no

expletive. These auxiliaries In, imé and Inn-3' can be

compared with cegm, cegme and eeng explained in p. 437' .

Thus 42- 01’ the original uninflected verbal termination -m,

is preserved in the imperatives both affirmative and

negative. It is strange that none of the -m-, 111—5, 1115
I
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ending imperative 13g ativee are used ’in the plural. (These

-1- forms will be dealt in detail under the compounds.)

The following are the imperative negative second person

singular forms. The first member of the compound 13 a

negative participle and the second member is the imperative.

of i- 'to give'.

—im eellEtim (K.T. 350: Akam 300)

-im-e: ‘ maravfitimé (Nap; 323) magaiyfitimé (dink 64: 370)

viraiyatimé (Aink 364) vallatimé (Atnk 149: 304)

payiggatimé (Nag; 83) varuttitimé (Nag: 193)

—im—6: vitEtimE (Kali 143) age-Latina (Hag;- 13) oinavéitimé'

(Kori 34) vimpfitimfi (mam 810) Eamkkiti'mfi (Akam 60).

Conditional negative:

By adding the conditional suffix - Eyig to the negative

 

verb. The conditional negative 13 formed- ex:

patég + Eyig = pfitégayig '1: I will not sing‘.

The following are the items oeouring 1n the Cafikom texts:

eingular

First person:

pitégayig (Page!!! 388: 34: Rink 244) porEegéyig

(Purem 73) ugarénayin (K.r. 96) ko;;énay1n (Akam 276)



koyyégfiyir} (Nagy 1511) Iciqénayin (Pagan: ?1).

akappngéeggyig (Puggm 7?) is a compound.

Second yerson:

aciyayayig (Nag; 315) amaiyawayig (K.T. 225)

variyayig (Aink 239) celliyfiyig (Aink 302) uqquayin

(Pager. 230) nalkiyfiyig (Hag): 185) amfiyayig (Pat-.1;

3-1)

EQEEQ Eerson: Mas:

koffiagfiyig (Puggm 343).

P1 ural 1

 

First Eerson:

cellfimayig (H.T. 400) muyafikémfiyig (Akam 218)

d-—

kagemayig (K.T. 290)

Second Eerson:

vigirayig (Kugcl 144) tégiriyig (Pagan: 97)

Third gerson: Mas-Fem.

vararayin (K.T. 319: 375: Hag; 255)

u§}§r5yig (Akam.14) virumpiriyig (Ray! 345)

There occur only two conditional negative forms

ending in -51:

2nd Sing: kaggaya (Kali 144: 147)

3rd Mas-Fem. Plus uraiyaré'l (Kali 112)



Concessive Negative:

The concessive suffix -um meaning 'even' is added

to the conditional negative tom ending in -§y1r_1 to form

the coneessive negative.

Singular:

Second person:

nayavayiyinum (A1111: 276) ariyayayigum (Abram 353)

piriyfiyiyinum (Aink we) {yfiyfiyigmn (Pugam 209)

nalkfiyfiyinum (Nag: 24’?) nigiyiyzlgum (Pug-3m 211)

Third Eel-son: Mas:

kugiyfigiyinum (K.T. 318)

Neuter: nilaiyiitiyigum (Nay: 357) Pmatiyigum

(Nagy: 3625)

Plural :

 

Third person: nae-Fem:

agiyEr-Eyiaum (Akam 284) uraiyErEyignm (K .T. 266)

kezaiyarayigum (1131;;- 216) nayavirfiyigm (E .T. 80)

ugarErEyinum (Link 4'72) vErErEyigum (Rug-1 23: Nag:

139)

nalkEz-Eyigum (K81. so?) ollErEyigmn (Mm 137)



nominal forms or the Negative I.

The structure of the Negative I nominals has been

analysed earlier (Ref. p.55}- 5.51). A word should. he

added on the use of those nominals formed from the stems

ending in -Etu.

The nominal forms formed from the negative stems

ending in -§-tu are mainly used in reference to the past

tense.

‘Iia magai vnikalum Etum en mun ksi

vaiai nekiga vfirfitfin knnru‘

(Kali 41, lines 23-27)

Meaning: 'The first shower (113 msgsi) showers (item)

daily (vaikalum) in the mountain (kugge) of him who did

not come (viriten) here, even though the bracelets (vsiei)

worn on my wrists (egg mug; kai) became loose (motifs) and

fallen.’

In this context the negative nominal 'varEtEE' is

used in reference to the past tense. It is not certain

whether the suffix —tu appearing in the negative nominals

such as 'virE-t(u)-ng is the same as that sppearing_in

the past nominsls such as vsntCu)—Hg. The fact that these



nominals are mainly used in reference to the past tense,

compels one to admit the view of Tolkippiyar that the

negatives indicate time on 'scmtiny' (p.5qé).

The following are the negative nominals occuring in

the Cafikam texts:

Forms in —Et(u[-

Singular

First net-80m

tu‘écatég (Abram 46: LT. 8) agiyatan (K311 8?, 39)

Bat: agiyfité’zku (Nag;- 144)

Second Bergen:

ciiE-Etfiy (Nag;- 183) tfirfitfiy (Aink 138) eeppEtfiy (My;

7'0) amlfitay (A1111: 480)

Third get-son: Mas.

agiyatt’g (Ram: 94) k'ézgatag (Pagan: 25v) kogatag

(Pam 232) vErEtfig (Km 41: mm 119) nfivfitfig

(Pugam an?) nigatan (Kali 4a) 1:51:32;th (K311 43>

utavi’tig (Kali 149)

sec: apatitavagai (Kali 148)

The termination or the form 'aguntitavag' is 4—17-33.



Fem! kayiyata'; (mm. 361} waist-.6; (man 207) @1313;th

(Akam 146) .

via-Eta) (Kali 2)

mm;

First. person:

aggat’e'm (mm: 111)

Second person:

agiyatir (Hall 140: 39) pagfiatir (Pagan: 9)

Third. person: Mas-Fem.

agiyfitiir (Kali 144: Puram 27: 330: mm. 170: 195)

 

ka’gavitfir (Aka!!! 279) agar-star (Pam; 6—1) matar

(xxr. 110: Minn: 2235) uuitfir (x .1. 279) variitb’r

(Ed’. 82: Akam so: 273) amaze} (Pugam :35)

arufitfir (Akam 304) tugfitb'r (Pagan 18)

mgaritfir (Kali 125) naratar (3311 a?) agafikafir

(Kali 2) namatax- (xnu 14a) aqumr (Pagan 125)

omEtEr (Kali 27) olzatar (3311 13:) 73134551131-

(Kali 100) pommtitir (mm 141)

taigarfitavar (E311 34) mg'fitavar (Kali 128)

afloat-war (Km 34) Eggiuvar (m: 83)

These fauna in -§-t—ar and —E—t-am onmr mainly

in 3.311th t
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ace: u145tavarai (Kali 145)

flat: ariyfitfirkku (Nag; 174) u%}§t5rkku (Kali 14)

oggfitirkku (Kali 5?)

Lou: agiyfitfirkm} (K311 143)

Forms in —5-

 

The following Negative finites occur in the texts

used as nominals.

Siggulnr

Third person: Mas,

térag (Peri 18—14) akalfig (Kali 146} ur’ngfig

(2:311 149) emit: (Akam 145) owe-lg (Kali 104)

Fem: pigiyal. (Par-i 20-68) «:6ng (Pan-1 12-33)

inks; (Nag! 90)

Plural

 

Th1rd.nerson: Mas-Fem.

paeiygr (Mata 230) egiyir (Pagan 301) amaiyfir

(Faun, p. 2) agar-Er 0-1.1“. 73) carar (3311.141)

toxfir (Pari 3-19) onyr (Kali 24) I

u§}§r (Kali 18, 29) aru;§r (Akam 183) pullir (Puggml

257) naqgar (Pagan 23: Kay: 39) vfiggfir GPaggm IVS)
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poruntar (Akam 331) pager (?.T. 115) mévir (K311

103) aggar (Akam 151) parrir (Pugam 2)

act: péyfirai (Kali 11) pfiggfirai (Ka11133)

Neuter: ceyyfi (Puram 148) pagaki (Pugam 393)

taggfi UPugam 257).

Negative Particigles

All the negative participles occuring in the Cafikam

texts belong to the Negative I. These participles end

in E, Eta, Stu and -§mal. Ex:

agar + a = ugarfi

agar + Eta - ugarita

uqar + Eta = ugarétu

near + Emal = unarfimal

0f these,'ugarfi' and 'ugarfita’ types are adjectival par-

ticiples: 'ugarfitu’ and 'ugarfimal' types are adverbial

participles. Again the ’uqarfi' and 'unarfitu' types are

historically earlier than the other two types securing

mainly in the later texts.



The Negative adjectival partimlg;

Forms in 5:

'varaixfi niraiyattu—e- celiiyerB-v- aggai‘

(LT. 292: line 6) means ‘31}? our mother (ennafl go

(eeliiyar) to the unreturnahle (varaiyfi) hell (niraiyattu).

In this context ‘vnreiyfi' 'unreturnable' functions as

an adjectival participle and qualities the noun 'niraiyam'

'hell' . Forms of this type are extensively used in Tamil

as negative adjectival participles- It has been explainefl

earner (Ref. p. 204-205) that these forms are also use:

both as negative neuter plural finites and affirmative

past adverbial part1 ciples.

Forms in -§taz

Only a few negative adjectival participles ending in

-Eta occur in the Cafiksm texts. Such forms frequently

occur in the Post-Cefikam literatures.

'ketfita tuppig n11; pakai—y— etimtfir‘

 

(Pages: 27: line 19) means 'these who became the object

of enmity (pekai-y— etimtfir) of you (nig) the possessor

s

of unredueeeble strength (lactate tuppig).
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Here 'ketfita' qualifies the noun 'tuppu‘. Unlike

the —§ ending negative adjectival forms, these forms of

'ketfita' type are structurally adjectival.

2:et(u) - 3i 4- ta :2 Irate-ta.

It is only during the period of Ealittokai the adjectival

sign -a together with the euphonie suffix -t- was added

to the earlier negative adjectival participles of 'ketfi'

type.

'patfiam Etta ketaa nal-l—ieai'

 

(Pugam 145, line 2)

In this context meta: (the -a of ketaa is an euphenie

vowel) as a negative adjectival participle qualifies the

noun '1ea1' 'Iame'. ‘

Thus, of the two negative adjectival participles

‘kete'i' and 'ketita’ the latter form which is historically

later. is a pure adjectival partieople, whereas the former

which is historically earlier is not a negative adjectival

participle in structure, as such, as in the case of many

01d Tamil forms the context alone decides the nature of

the -§ ending forms - thether they are the affirmative

past adverbial participle, the negative adjective} par-

ticiple, or the negative neuter finite. (Ref. p. finofir )



The Negative adverbial particiEle. 

-Forms in -a.tu: 

The a,:lve1--hial sign -u togetl1er with the suffix -t

is added to the nEgatiYe stem in a to form the negative 

adverhia.l participle. EX: 

kattu ~a= katta - t-u = kattitn. 
• • • • • • 

(Kali 27, line 1). Here 1kattatu' meani11g 'without 
• • 

showing' is used as a negative adverbial participle. 

Forms in -all'.al : 

Forms ending in -amal mainly occur in the later texts. 

The suffix -mal- which is an expletive - is ad.ded to the 

negative stern ending in -a: 
1korunara1-p- pokamap(l) kittu' 

•• 
(Kali 109 • line 25) • 

Here pffk(u) - a ... mal = 'pokamal I meaning 'without going' 

is used as a negative ad~erbial participle. These .ro.rms 

are more eon1rnon in the modern Tamil espeoia.lly in the 

colloquial. 

The following are the negative participles oecuring 

in the C ankam texts • 
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The Negative afljectival 1:.grticiple 611:1ng in 5:

As these forms are frequently used. in the literature

of the period. only a. few references are given below.

karma (Sign 131) tigavfi (Sign 130) pagavé

(Pari 3-73) pigava‘i (Nag; 84: Pari 3-72) magma

(111m; 278: 319) aqua (Pagan: 399) maqavi (Akam 290)

valavfi (Porn 181)

' pix-1y; (Akam 241: 3.7. 3:13: Kali 96: 95)

tiriyE (P113911! '71) muriyfi (Pom 113) kagiyfi (Alum 361)

ceyiyi (Kali 84: 11mm 24) etiyfi (Kali 35) kugiya

(Akam 2) agiya (11.21. 233: 3732 11am 22: 33 etc.)

v111ya (Kali 144) tepya (Aka!!! 33) .1ny (Nap; 311.

Akam 115) 1513-5 (Path: 3-9) 015.13% (Pang 2-5: Pari

2-35: 111m 149: Kali 93 etc.) magiya (Pugam 212:

ram: p. 7. Perum 254) mug-.13); (Par-1 8-42) vagiya

(Pusan: 4?: Alma: 151) many; (Akam 113: 154) films

(1131'. 341: Nam: 252) Ragiyi (Pari 11-133) muggy;

(may; 349) tagiyfi (Pugam 394. Kali M) pagivfi

(Patig 5-3) any; (1km 279: Pari. 8-98) mociya

(Patig 5-5)

Uraiya (th1 65) warmly; (Akam 136: 227: Kq'f.

292: Part). 3-41 etc.) kugaiyi (Pam; 9—2; Kali 104)
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nigaiyfi (Pugam 325) pugaiya (Nefu 147)

nigaiyfi (Akam 325: Pagam 221) igajya (Patig_4-9)

nugaiya (Pugav 177) pigaiyi (Akan 93: 132, 123: 322

2.1. 318 etc.) vifiaiyi (122m 286) :113175 (Hug; 132)

ka1aiya (Patig 5—4: malai 314: Ne§u 179: Puggm 253)

vi1aiya (Cigu 45. 22am 400) ulaiya (Pugpm 159: Akam

216) 111131375 (Akam 348: Ram: 138) tnlaiyé (Akam 304:

Patig 6—2: Maiai 70 etc.) agaiyfi (Pugpm 206: 261)

ta§a1y§ (Porn 26) amaiyfi (7.1. 218: 377: Pari 5-29:

Nag; 1, etc.) imaiyfi (Pari 5-30: Tirum 153: Pugpm 62)

acaiya (Akam 272: Patig 9-2) citaiya (Akam 220)

When 5. is added to the roots ending in -u, the -u is

2311:1211. Sometimes an euphonic -a. 13 added to such 5 ending

forms: EX :

225 or a;§a:' tutu + a = toga or 10253:

5°
.

1:
: I a
:

I
I

ataa (9221; 2—10: Kali 147) 1262 (Patig 3-4:

9-1) 2015 (Pugam 299) 20252 (Akam 342) p225 (Kali 46)

payaa (Aksm 125: 2.1. 289: Porn 141 etc.) 9252

(Pugam 340) 2e2aa (Akam 220: 342: Patig_2—4: 2-1:

ragga 145) kotfia (Punam 392: 272) nagaa (2211 112)

71252 (Akam 125: 2.7. 112: Kali as: 21 etc.)

225 (P212 3, 158) 25;: (Akam 44: 267: Patig,a-2:



a
n

a
!

U
?

Kali 147: Pari 13—97 etc.) uga‘ia. (Aink 128: Kali

147: Ray: '75) 1:91:59. (Kali 14'?) cegéa (Pari 13-57)

maria (13:11:11: 6-10 etc.) pen; (Kali 81) pegia (Akam

a, Patig 9-1: 9311 199 etc.) pagaa (Pagan: 58) 1:91:59

' (Aink 37:) pan”: (Kali 142) 95:; (Pugan‘ 253) afaa

(Pagan: 1:39: Nag: 9:31) 9533' (1391;159:19. Pagan: 99:

399) 7955:: (Cigu 241. Kugi 299) 11-5.: (Akam 219)

Amara (Abram 253: Narr 122: Aka): 378: K .T.

312) 1113915 (Akam 200. Par-1 ‘?-36: Porn 38) pulsar-E.

(91:31:: 270) malara (Pagan: :39) taigari (Peru 199: 91g:

'78: Forum 242) peyarfi (P3151: 9‘10: Par-1 15—2} nikar-a

(Aink 97) payara (Pagan: 191) umra (Pagan 991) 99791-3.

(Akam 12, 241, P3151: 9-9) pulari (Patig 7-1: Parzl

8—45: Alma: m6: 222: 299: 997) 79.1.9.1; (Akazn 324:

Nazg 359) aux-E (Pagan) 153) mutiri (99m 197: 99.11

117: Nagg 219: 397) 19:11:; (Pemm 491) taut-5. (A999:

29: Pagan 3, A113!!! 149) are“: (Par-1 9-49: 9911 93:

Akam 75: .973 etc.) tax-E (Pugam 157) 751:; (9.7. 137:

Patig 7-1: Pari 17—92 eta.) Ira (Pagan: 391) tabs

(Akam 29: 9911 71) fit-ii. (Penna 249: Akam e7: Pagan:

168) Era (Kali 9, 99191 92) cars {Reg-.9 75) 961-5

{Akam 95: Pari 5—74: Kali 39)



0::ny (1:111 31, 92) eny (an: 192: 1‘1er :31:

Ram: 193) 11ny (1.1. 69: 1:111 143: 139: Rug-1 11)

koyyfi (Akmm 28) poyyfi (K.T. 9: Aink 181: Hag! 142:

pagan: 153, etc.) kaya (Akam 153: Pari 11-76) maya

(P111311: 9—10: Par-1' 3—11: 3-35) «mm (Hutu 430:

Pagan: 3) paya (11.1. 121: 119.11 86: Rag! 359) iyii.

(Patig; 2-9: Pagan: 331: 168: 322) nIyE (Pari 3-34)

ciyfi (Puzam 316) viyfi (Pagan 122: 15, Akam 135:

P31315445) téyE (Akam 370: Path; 3-7: 1:11 103)

véyfi (Perum 348} tfiyfi (Ray; 162: Tirum 15) toyyé

(Akam 245: Put-am 214: Penn: 434 etc.)

magi (1113.111 25: Pari 4—15) “135 (Akam 147: 24)

111311155 (May; 297) 1:51;}: (Pagan: 339) 751:5 (Him 54-.-

Nagg 234: Pagam 307) vfigfi (Nag: 174)

Celia. (Akan: 157) can; (Akam as: 55: 1.1. 159.

Kali 93: 52 etc.) 1:11:13 (Akam 2, 79, 122, 208: Patig

3-4: Porn 176) 71115 (Nag- 143) Imus: (Altair: 74: 33:

107: 1:11:13 5-8: 1.1. 69 etc.) akalfi. (Akam 224:

Hag}: 242: my: 103: Pugmn 34) muya‘la (Pagan: 132)

navué (1km 1a: 299: Hag; 221) tuyila (Pagan! 247)
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Balkfi (imam 21?: mag;- 89: Kali 147) alké

(Purim: 98: Kali 104: Farm 293) aruka (Pagan: 135:

240: 233) kuguké (Pugam 390) nzea'uké (Alcatr- 16'?)

51:5 (1cm. 263: Nag-g 1:31: ice) paka (Pom 36:

[£3.11 81, 65. Pagan 222) afafikfi (Penna 413: Bag;-

231) magafiki (Aka!!! 233. Kali 104': Farm 71, 200)

irafika (3km 268} 1yafik§ (Pagan: 21?: Kali 92)

kalafika (Akam 259: Pagan: 396: 230) tuIEafikE (Per-um

253) vagafikfi (Aka!!! 291: Pagan: 333: Kali 4. '7, 112

eta.) vagafika (Patig 7—10) afln'aka (Nag: 341) otufiki

(Path: 8—10. my; 153) Mfufika (Pm; 4-4: 3311 as,

40. Pug-rm 8, 265) murufikii (Akam 136) 12511155. (Km.

29: Pagan 24) tfifiki (Per-Inn 146) nifikfi (Akam 313.

Pagan: 68, 5: 214)

Afici‘i (Pat-.11; 9-»2: Par-1 5-5: Pugam 3m) a'i'mfi

(Pagan: 37's: Nag; 214: 83) min; (Akam 9, 35, 122:

Patel; 9—1: Nagy; 98, etc.) 305 {Paul}: 3-10) mfioE

(Tit-1m: 43)

e‘rl'uts (ma. 153) (ms (Man: 308) timntfi. (Pug-5m

391) pox-anti (Ah-am 7?: 167: 201: Kd‘. 353: Pagan

372: mm 488) varunta (was 173: Pagan mo)

manta (Pug; 247) timtta (Kali 109) ‘
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Nirampa (2.2. 33: 21:2: 322: mm: 53 etc.)

62:135. (Patti; 5-2: 322.121 400: Parana 8: ‘34: 152)

:cfimpfi (Forum 446: Has! 195)

5135 (Akam 123: Patig 3-1: Nag-g 2141) 11515.5

(Patig 3-4: 01:}: 32) 1:525 (Akam 253: Patig; 3-4:

Pagan: 32, 22: 122, etc.) fig-.5. (Nagg 25) 6195 (was:

334: Patig 3-10: 5-5: 3-7: Hum 247 2156.) 26135

(Akam 138: 215: Patig 2—10: etc.) taqgfi (Akam 29:

183: 332: 21m: 272: 921:1;- 2—5 etc.) végga (Pugam

220: Aka!!! 122: 192: Nag-g 254) mu”; (P313? 204:

212) 2:19:33 (Nag; 20)

5336. (mm;- 5—3) nigfi (Pagan: 2m) mags (12:21:: 220:

231: Pang: 2—2 etc.) kugga (Mm: 222) 1:69;; (P221;

6—5: Pug-am 282) 22:93 (£2.11 85) muggii (Aka: 85: 322:

Parzl 20—52: nag;- 86. etc.) pagga (Pug-am 29) ayagga

(Til-um 17. Pagan 130) 5533 (Alum: 104) maggfi (Pagan:

352) 23532 (Aka!!! 22?: Pugam 125: 140)

{Java (Pari 2-21) tava (K311 81: Im'. 36)

tfiva (Nag; 90: Pugam 4, K311 81) p513 (Pagan: 153)

mfivé’. (Akam 335: 54: Pan-1 2—70) 5115 (Page!!! 2'?) 515

(Pal-1 2-70: nag! 22’?! 3211 70: 103 M2.) at“;

(Nagy; 325) acivfii (Pagan 399. N351: 383) ucfivfi (xxx.
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145: 159) tavaa (Patig 5:3) tuvva (Akam 121)

véga (Kali as) Raga (Patig 7—10) aru§a (Kali 120)

u;;a (Kali 145: 83: 84: 89, etc.) talga (Puggm 398:

Pari 9—25) ko;;5 (Patig_5-a: 3—9: 9:1: Pari 21-8:

Kali 19 etc.)

pfiqa (Patig 2—3) magi (Kali 91: Nags 73: Patig,

2~9) kaga (Akam 179: Pari 1o~2: Kali 134 etc.) qui

(Akam 336: 337: 35?: A1111: 128: Kali 131 etc.)

eggs? (Path; 9—5, Per-um 419: Pug-am 335) maggé

(Akam so: 73, 173: Nag; 42: 94 etc.) 6335 (Kali 53:

Pugpm 237) Egfi (Akam 333: K.T. 97: Pa:1;_7-4 etc.)

Figs? (Pug-am 3‘72: Nag; 127) 126952 (Akam 29: Nag: 2'70)

0113 (Bali 10: Bag! 98) oraa (Akam 265: Puggm 4)‘

The Negative Mjectival garticigle andigg 1n —§.t.az

agiyata (Kali 53: Pari 19—2) pagan (Kali '70)

kegfita (Pagan: 2'7) emits (Kali 81: 91)

olkata (Kali :2) maggata (Kali 90: 103) maggata

(£511 33) tavata (Kali 86)
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TLe Negative adverbial Earticiple gggigg in —§tug

vigaam (Malai 383) 1401351511 (Nag; 133} mikatu (Nata

424) ugfitu (Peru 2) ugiatu (Patir 6-9) pagatu (K311

109) pezéatu (Pom 119) cegfiatu {Mata 7’48: Kali 61)

vegaatu (Par-:1 1-35) ugatu (Patig 2-3)

igavfitu (Kali 34) karavétu (Cigu 104) cigavitu (Nag;

100) ogiyatu (Patig 8-»4: Pagan 306) tiriyatu (Reign

62: Halai 33)_naliy§tu (Patig 8-2) ulaiyitu (Kali 26)

papa-5m (A1111: 305) taviritu (Kali 136: M3131 210)

canatu {.1121}: 457) nillatu (M3131 155) hogan: (mm

142) eggitu (Kali 2i) kagatu' (Kali 90) kaam (ram

166) kolatu (Fat; 210) pagan: (Malai 103) viyatu (113131

73) paratu (Kali 142) val-Sim (Pal-um 1cm: KJ'. 155)

kin-Stu (Pagan: 22) toyyétu (Mam 122)

pékitu (39.11 as) amkfitu (Pagan! 329) kugukEtu

(M3131 23?) again: (Per-um as) Egan: (Patig 3—3} tantfitu

(Matt: 33: Pagan 379) kfiflitu (K311 27) 9131351“: (Malai

397) muggatu (019.105) kfigaatu (Patig 3—3)

Empitu (Pugam 22) civatu (Mata 732) nivitu (Pa-big; 4—10)

acév'atu (Kit. 239) 1151.151»: (Kali 115) pagaw (Pay: 1932

M3131 19) paqgfitu (M6181 417) muékitu (Nag; 165) nlkfitu

(Raf: 165)
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The Negative adverbial particinle ending in —Ema1:

petaamal (£311 4) perfiamal (Kali 65) uraiyémai

 

(Kali 7?) naiyamal ($311 145) tirfimal (Kali 38)

var-anal (Kali '77) kaqémal (Kali 39, 108) temiamn

(Kali 38)

pakamal (Kali 109) vamntamal (Kali 121) kfigiimal (Kali 1)

muggfimal (Kali 19) nigfimal (Peri 20—?4)

With the exception of the compound form toydpatfimel

(Malai 365) all the forms ending in -Ema1 occur only in the

later texts especially in Kalittokai.

 

.4

Negative participles compounded with mizu, fifiku, Efiku

__. _____i__i___.__.i_i__ii________.__i_.__

or k5}.

mire:

'migu' is a suffix denoting 'eause'o It is added

 

to the affirmative as well as negative participles. An

explotive —e often appears suffixea to 'migu‘: mire + 5 =

mEEE.

The following are the negative participles in wi

compounded with the causative suffix 'migu'-

wax-a 1:15:36 (Alien: 333) aviyi mags Gm. 375)

eytimfigé (Nag: 280) ninkfi mfigfi (Nag; 231) vellimfigé

(ii-'1'. 309).



Though the first member or the compouna is a negative

adjectival participle, the compound fills the place of an

advertial participle (negative).

‘yig even EEEEEEEE? varig,..'

(Atom 336, line 17) means 'beeause I did not come (yag

vfirfiméré} there (aveu), and 1: I come (varig)...'

In thie context 'vfirfimigé' is used in the sense

'hecause (I) did not eome'. It is essentially an ad-

verhial expression denoting the 'eause'. The conditional

form ’varigf need in the sense |If I come' supports the

view that the preceding form 'virémigé' denotes the cause.

finku:
 

'fifiku‘ is an advert meaning 'before'- In the Cafikam

texts, it appears compounded only with the negative adjeeu

tieal participles ending in ~E, and like the 'vérfimfigé'

type, the compound gives the meaning of an adverbial per—

tieiple.

'térfir nommotu nakfia fifiké (Reg! 135, line 9)

means 'Juut before the eharioteer and.mgae1f begin to

laugh'. Here 'nakaa fifike' means ’Juat before begin

to laugh'. It is an idiomatic expression, as such, the

negative participle 'nakia' cannot be separated from
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‘fifiké'. It does not function here as a distinct negative

expression. Both forms ’nakia' 'not laughing' and 'finku'

'hefore' coalesce and emerge as a new expression with the

meaning ‘just before laughing'. Similar is the use of

the other forms.

The following are the negative forms in -§ compounded

with finku: naka {3:333 (Ran: 299) nakfiavfifike (KJI‘. 226:

Ray; 135) maoavfi vfifike (h.T. 357: tag: 31)

taoavi vfifiké (h.T. 386) Raga vfifiké (Pugom 88:

141: ms. 352: Nag;- 101: 150: 199) uyarii vfinké

(3 .T. 297)

Ski vfifika (E.T. 339) paravE vfifiké (Patig 3-9)

The -E— suffixed to 'fifiku' (fifiku + 5 = Efiké) is an

expletive and the letter ~v— appearing between —E and -fl

(kégE—v-fifiku) is a samiwvowel.

finkuz

 

Two negative participles ending in -5 and -§tu, com-

pounded with the particle of similarity «Efiku meaning

'like‘ ooour in the Cafikam texts. Ex:

qu5 T ifiku - quévfifiku (Pugom 106)

vafafikitu - Efiku = vagafikatiafiku (Aknm 148)
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The structure of the forms in ~5fiku is similar to that

3311131an in p. )1“)- I‘E'L The difference is seen in the

effirmative and negative meanings only.

Egg:

The affirmative adverbial participles 01’ time formed

by adding 4:51 - the suffix denoting time, to the adjectival

vast and present-future participles have been analyaefl in

p. :L‘lfl- 1QL- . The following are the oereesponding

negative forms:

15av§kk51 (Kali 53) crankkal (Aink 131)

magavakkal (Akam 292) ugfikkfi] (Pari 19-94) agaiyakkal

(Akam 342) uraiyakkal (Kali 73) kaluffikkfil (Kali 53)

nalkakkal (Aink 178) figgikkal (5311 4a. 53) varuttfikkfil

(Akam 74)

In the following cases, 4:31 is added. to the par-

ticiples formed from roots meaning negation ‘a1-’ 'not 80':

'11' - 'mn-existent'.

3115 + RE! g allfikkfil (K311 64: 124)

1113 + kal = illikkfil (Kali 124)



Negative II

Finite Yerb53

Innlicative

 

Singular

First person:

en: pariyaleg (F.T. 903) piriyaleg_(Kali 21, Aink 13)

Amaiyaleg_(fiali 47: 128) uyyale§_(akam 253) niyaleg_

(K.T. 33) kigaleg (Puggm 260) oeppaleg_(lkam 353)

végyaleg (K.T. 280)

65: niyalég (Kali 137) vfigalég (Kali 47: Hay: 117)

muyafikalég (hali 144) aggalég (Rug; 29)

aa: cfigalan (E.T. 300) Eggnlag (Nag: 82)

The suffix -ku appears in the form amaikalmg (Nag!

141: 260) (2111131 4 kn «1- 31 4- 811 = amaikalag)

Second neraon:

a1: agiyalai (Patiz 7—3) amaiyalai (Nag: 52) nillalai

(Akam 342) kagalai (E.T. 355) tagalai (Puggm 10)

5333131 (F.T. 377) pEtgalai (Pati: 8-9) tantalai

(Patig 9-10) tufioalai (Kali 14a) Evalai (Akam 342)

mévulai (Puran 7: Patig_2—9)

595
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zgird Eerson: Mas:

piriyalag (Aink 39) mogiyalag (Pagan: 138: 239:

 

an:

349: Akam 353) agfiyalag_(Akam 178: Puggm 34) poyyalag_

(Patig 2—3) niualag (Pagan: 215) tiralag (Pugam 109)

viralag (L.T. 178) agafikalag_(hi
nk 68) aficalag (Puggm

361) véyyalan (Puuaw 216) 6;;alag (Kali 145)

Pen:

3%: agiyala! (Pugam 208) vfirala; (Akam 12) taralaq

(Ragg 342)

[flural

First person:

am: piriyalam (Akam 1, 205) vipyalam (Eagg 377)

amaiyalam (Aink 423) cellalam (Pagan 101) fiayalam

(Kali 77) dEcalam (Pugpm 398) tuficalnm (K.T. 132)

ugéalam (K.T. 209) v59§alam (Pugum 205) miggalam

(mm 227)

The suffix —ku appears in toyukalam (Akam 193)

Second neraont -

Third Eersona Mas-Fem.

ar: ag;yal§r (Aink 13) pagiyalar (Pugpm 204) piriyalar

(K.T. 267) pigavalar (Pugam 210) tariralar (Ray! 115.

Akam 91) taralar (Nag; 302) poyyalar (mar! 246)



ceyyalar (Ray; 133) kollalar (Pupam 182) tefikalar

{Akam 197: 251) tefikalar (Akem 9?) verafikalar

(x.r. 21) niyalar (Akam 39, 311, F.T. 253) aggalar

(K.T. 305: Nag; 69) alkalar (Nag; 329)

Router:

3: kariyala (Pugam 65) vanala (Nagy 359) ayafikala

(Pugam 31) unankala (link 20?) varuntale (Pugem 348)

tangala (Akam 1)

Imgerative Negative

singular:

As in the case of the affirmative, the imperative

negative elnguler forms do not have personal terminations.

These are formed by adding the negative suffix —31 to fihe

root. . EX:

dfie + 31 - afieal ‘dn not be afraid!’

It. has been explained earlier (Ref. p. S 55 )

that the verbal roots forming weak stems in Tamil, form

the verbal noun generally by adding the suffix -al. There-

fore one need not be surprised to see that the same form

is used in the Cafikam-texte both as verbal noun and Impera-

tive negative seeond.pereon singular. Ex:
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1:3.- Iggg. Ngr. and Sing:

nugpkal (ragga 123) (Pari 9-39)

ancal (Kali 106) (Kali 21)

pullal (Kali 94, 106) (£311 79)

'Stu makaJ; kugxkig nllatu

pItu kegu mangar ku:uka1—E—v—arit(u)~§'

(Puggm.128: line 8—7?

Leaning: (not literal) 'It is difficult for the illus-

trious kings, and not for the dancing girls to approach

{1.e. approaching) it.‘

In this context 'kugpkal' (kugpku * ai) 'approaching'

is used as a verbal noun.

'vuruntal(!) egg-v—avagku m5rp(u) alippfiiai

kugpkal (I) egg(u) oiiigai kEtai k315ka...‘

(Pari 9-33—39)

 

In this context 'varuntal: 399‘ means 'saying ”do not be

distressed“ and 'kugukal! eggu' means 'saying ”:10 not

approach (her)". Thus both 'varuntal' and ’kugpkal'

are used in the imperative negative second person singular.

The same form 'kugpkal‘ thus functions both as affirmative

and tag ative verb. This view is in line with the general
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principle advocated in these pages that one should judge

the nature of the Tamil verb of the Cafikzm language, not

merely from the Structure 01' the .t‘om but from the context

used. In‘the post-Cafikam language one form is not generally

used for more than one purpose.

The following are the imperative negative second

person singular forms ending in -a]. occuring in the Cafikam

texts.

1110513731 (Nay: 380) pariyal (Nagy: 121: Ainl: 392}

tugiyal (1m. 252) iguiyal (Kali 27. Hag; 34) ura1ya1

(Kali 90, 92, Akam 226) kalalyal (Par-1 10-52) pugaiyal

(KJ'. 191) cellal (Aim: We 3:32: Akam 21: rur. 179)

eigaval (Kali 31) mayal (rum 231) 1:09.31 (Nag;- 9.90:

£9.11 :35: Pagan: 253) peyaral (Pagan: s) firal (fish as)

5.131 (may; 19?: 309: Akam as: 209: 223} afieal

(Kali 21) kugukal (Pm-:1 9—39) vamntal (Nag; as.

Pari 9—38) kfigal (Par-1 8-71} ellal (Akam 6) pullal

(Kali 79) tar-31 (15.7. 353).

The root 'va‘ forms two bases: “ml" and 've‘ir'.

vaml (Naga- 138) vfiral (Hall 49, 78) . The expletiva

'mfi' which usually appears 9113:1de to the optatlves

ending in -ka (Ref. p. LHoL') appears here in ‘muniya1(m§}

(Hag: 140)



Forms endig in -—§1 and —E1

The comentator Naccinarkkiniyar says that the

negative second person singular: used in the imperative,

and in «51 and El apart in -a1 . The examples given by

him are 'mogé‘il‘ and 'mfél‘. The forms uncaring in the

Cafikam texts throw much light on the structure and history

of these —51 and ~51 ending forms-

5__:

35-531 (LT. 82: Akam 233) 1905531 (Nag-g 380)

orial (Pom 52.) totfial (Kali on) vitriol (Aka-m 23)

pataal (Akron 7) nokEal (K .1'. 253).

If one looks into the structure of these forms, it

becomes evident that the negative suffix is ~31 and not

—51. Analyse the toms:

3.55.31 - up 4 a1: toffial a toy: + 31

oraal :- oru 4 9.1: tot-do]. a: to?! 4 31

vitriol = vitu- + on patina = patu + 31

nakfial :- naku 1- 31.

It is important to note that all these roots and 11:

~11. When -a.1 is added to the roots ending in -u- the w11--

changes into -5.. Thus 35'“ - 31 [336011163 355.31. In the

 

gnu-n.- _

1. Tolkfinzixam - Collatikaram with com. Ea. Madras 1941.

P I 227}
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modern Tamil anru a: a1 should be oombinecl as afuwi-al.

why such a combination did not take place in these cases,

is due to two reasons. Firstly, the insertion of the

semi vowel '—v- between two vowels to avoid hiatus was

unknown in the 01d Tamil period. Secondly, even if such

combination had taken place, forms like 'aguval' would be

identified with the affirmative future first person singular

forms such as 'a'ruvol' famed by adding the first person

singular termination --al to the future stem ail-IN- (Ref.

p. 81H). Thus in order to distinguish the Imperative

Negative second person singular form from the future first

person singular, the language, it looks like, used a new

device forming the negative.

The statement of Naooinirkkiniya that the imperative

negative second person singular forms and in ~51, is eorreet

as far as the post-Conkam items are concerned, for, as the

example ‘magfil’ given by Naoeinaritkiniyar shows, the original

-a- of «a1 is lost in the post-Gankam era- Thus mag-u + a1 =

maria]. > moral. The fact that the Gail-ram Tamil has not

a single form like 'mazfil‘ clearly proves that the 'marfial’

type is earlier than. the 'magfil' type- Again the existence

or 'nakag mig' (nazm + a1 + mag) in Kalittokai (145) shows
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that at the end of the Gafiizam age the original 'naltaal'

was modified to 'nakil‘ as a necessity to reduce the vowel

when the plural termination «1:31;; was suffixecl to the form.

From this eviaence , it 13 clear- that the suffix is

-al anti not will .

§_1__:

citaiyél (Eagg new) ag‘e‘l (Aime err) cfilél

(Peril. 8-68) 1:13:51 (Peri 8—39)

These are the only forms ending in 61- It has been explained.

earlier (Ref. p.48” that 31 is a conditional suffix.

There, in the conditional, El is suffixefl. not to the met

but to the finite tom. Neg. 2nd Sing- 00nd.

kfittEy + 51 -_- kittEyEL (p.5L3)

In the Imperative Negative singular forms, it is

certain, that the suffix 18 -a1 and not 61. The contexts

in which these four- ferms occur show that the change of -a-—

into -§ is due to, as elsewhere, met-e phonetic reasons.

'Afim nigum tongue}? citaizév

(Nag;- see, 3.1m 2). In this context ‘eiteiye'l' means '

'do not crush'. If 'eitaiyal' stands in the place of

'eitaiyEI' then the line ends abruptly- In the language

of poetry it is generally the case to lengthen the sound of

the vowel preceding the £1 n31 consonant.
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vantfiy > vantay

312117.513 > agivfig etc.

Therefore no importance needs be attached for the change

of -a into -E.

citaiya] > citaiyél.

are formed by adding the termination unzip; to the Singular

forms in -a1. These are the corresponding negative tonne

of the imperatives 111-1313 explained in p. 1-1-36»; LtLH-

111111.:in + 31113 a matiyagmig

The final ~1— of metiyal is changed td-g— when followed

by the nasal -m-' The following are the forms occuring

in the texts:

matiyag 1:319” (Kali 140}

piriyawnia (Kali 92) pateragndg (”k-13131 192)

kolfiagmig' (Pagan: 216) kuykmlmizl (Kali 68) kalafikagmig

(Kali 143) n‘okkaggag (Kali 147)

nitagmig, (Par! 14-9) vigevagmig (Kali 14?).

These fox-me mainly occur in the later texts.
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it has been pointed out in the previous section that

no imperative negative second per-eon singular from ending

in ~51 occurs in the Cafikam texta. But in the plural

there occurs one form in 4;: — min:

The origin of the later -51

The real

nekfigmig (£311 145) .

ending form can be traced from nah-El -.- min.

form should be nakfial - m1}; - maxim.
But when the

termination «wig is added it is natural that the vowel

preceding the final eonsonent. —1- enema disappear. Thus

naku - e1 :- mig beams nakz'ial .. min; > nekfilmig on the

analogy of puganm + Er > puzzmmmér > pager-mar

(Ref. pa 3*?)

Oytative Negative

The optative negative is formed by adding film or -1yer

to the negative stem in 31. m:

(a) agiyal - tan. a: agiyagka.

agial - kn. -.- anaanka

(b) agfial - 1yar a: agaaliyar

martial - 1331* s: mafialiyer

Analyse the optntive negatives fumed from root!!! ending

in -u--. 3.3 in the ease of the imperative negatives the

final vowel —u—- of the roots changes into 3 when followed

by-Blo
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agu - 31 - in; = agfial —- ka - egg-Lenka.

agu -— a1 .. iyar :: agial - iyar == agialiyam

The following are the forms assuring in the texts.

15%: agiyagka (Pari 2-96) véragka (Nagy 151: K.T.

198: 350) cellagka (Kali 56) ayagka {Peri 10-123}

Ekagka. (Aim: 4) 1151332153. (Peri 6—106)

agéagka (Par-i 16-55) magfiagka. (Par-1 16—54)

flag-J agfialiyar (Akam 338: 40) igialiyar (Patig 4-10)

mafialiyar (Pug-3m 388)

tavfieliyar (Patir 2—4: Akam 338) is formed from

the root. tam < tapu.

These optative negatives are used mainly in reference

to the second persun.

Forms endigg in —a1 -— m5!- = max-

The optative negative forms of the masculine-feminine

plural are formed by adding «air to the negative stem ending

1

in 431- Ex:

l
lp31: {- a1 + m3!- pitagmir.

The —1- of -a.1 changes into I; when followed by 431—. The

structure or these forms is very much similar to that of

 

1. Tolkfiggigem — Collatikaram with comm. by flaceinarkkiniyer.

' Ed. Lia. as 1941, p. 202.



the imperative negative second person plural forms ending

in.m1n: nit w e1 - E13 = nitagmig.

(nef- p. 5‘13)

Only four forms occur in the Cafikam texts.

kéganmfir {Nagy 64) kegagmir (Puram 389) pataamir

(Pugam 375) unannmar (Pugam 375)

These are archaic forms occuring in the earliest poems

extent- The following context may show the exact nature

or these forms.

'peru mayai kata: parentaefik(u) yggum

are nin-n—u;;1 vantanea atagfig

pulavar pukkil fiki nilavorai

niliizar attai niyé-y-oggfi

nig—n—ingu vaguvitakiya—v-ulakattu

nilavnn mfirfi pulavar tuggi-p-

periya-v- Stigufi ciriya—v-ugarfi-p—

pith) 133a pemkiya tirnvig

pitig maggarai—p- p5 enmEr emeeé

(Pugpm 376: line 13-21)

Meaning: (Substance) 'Oh king: Just as the clouds descend

to the ocean to gather water, I came here with the desire

or meeting you - the,0n1y One. Therefore, may you (thou)



ever live (niliiyar) in this world, as the only resort

of the poets. flay there he no (nilawagmér) poets in a

world empty of you. May our fellow poets not sing

(pitagmdr) those ill—famed rich kings turning deaf ears

to repeated advice.

In this context 'niliiyar' (may you ever live} is used

in the second person singular as an optative (affirmative).

But both Inilavegmar' (may they not live) and ‘pdtagmar'

(may they not sing) are used as optative negative masculine—

feminine plural. This peculiar way of expressing the ep-

tative negative through -al—mfir forms is a unique feature

of the oafikam Tamil.

The function of —a1— as a verbal root:

Apart from functioning as negative suffix in the verbal

forms, 31 also functions as a verbal root. The personal

terminations are directly added to the root and there is

no tense sign in the form. Except in the neuter singular,

the -1- of -al- is always doubled. EX:

a1 + a3 = allafi: 31 + a1 a allai.

Neat Sing: 31 + to negro

'agru' is an irregular form. Compare e] e tu_- aggu with



the pest stem fermefi from nil. n11 + tn : niggu.

'al f tu' should be combined as 'argu' on the anaIOgy

of kal t tu : 'kaggu'. Since there occurs another form

'aggu' formed. from the foot 'ag' 'like' (Ref. p. ‘73 )

the irregular formation a1 - tn n aggu is justified.

Coniugation

am 22.21.:

let: allag lat: allam

a11eg_ allEm

31133

2nd: allai 2nd: allir

3rd.fl: allag 3rd M.F. allar

F. allat

N. aggu N. 3113.

A peculiarity 1n the use or these tonne could be

seen. An interrOgative —6— is often suffixefl to these

forms and such forms do not express the negation. only

those forms ending in terminations with initial lung vowel,

such as allég, allém, etc. alwaye express the meaning 'no'

emphatically. The interrogative —6- is not suffixefl to

such forms. Campare the use or the following:



'Mera nirel aura iyavi§_eura§_igentu

u§§uvei~y~ allei-y-S maggé'

(Akam 353: lines 15—16)

Leaning: 'Is not it (aliaiya) that. you will think (uggumn

of her, when you cross (igentu) the desert region (curag)

where the trees with no shades (mare D1331 arge) appear

by the side of the roads (iyavig)

Here 'u;}nvei' means 'yeu will think' and 'alleiyfi' Is

not 80' or '13 not it‘. as the English emphatic inter-

regetive expression '13 not 30‘, the Tamil fern 'ellaiyfi'

emnhasieee and confirms the idea expressed by the preceding

form 'ugguvai' 'yeu will think'. Therefore the negatives

formed from the root —e1— do not give the negative sense

when used as interrogativee.

'iyEy Eyigum irafikuvén allagf

(Puram 209, line 13) means ’even if you I111 not give

(iyay fiyignm}, I will not feel sorry (ix-anemia may

In this context 'ellén' expresses the negation of

"1refikuv§g'.

Thus all the forms with initial long vowel in the termina—

tion and all the other forms not used in the interrogative

express the negation.



The difference between the «11- suffix and the -a.1

root can be seen from the structure of the following

forms:

viirmniai| 411a; {Aka}: 18)

viralzq (alkali; 12)

than -—o.l- functions as a root as in the case of 'allalg'

the --l- of 9.1 is always doubled. 8n the other hand when

-a1- is summer}. to the verbal root, the -1- #3 not doubled.

v55 + al at al. This rule is strictly followed in the

Cafikam language, as such there occur no forms like

”'vfifilcuvalg alaig' and. xvigallay

The following are the forms occur-mg 1n the Cafikam

texts. In order- to asses the nature and use of the

al negatives, the preceding affirmative verbs are 5130

given together with the al :L’bma:

(a) With East. finite vat-ha:

Sinfllar ‘

First nerson:

ulligeg 21.113135 (Nag: '3)

muyafikigeg 3113.136 (Pagan: 19}

pagigen allagfi (Akam 16)



parintaneg allanfi (V.T. 52)

nakkagen allaufi (Akam 22

kalafikigég allagfi (Pugfim 220)

u;}igég allaga (Kay: 62)

ke§§icig allaga (Nagy 115)

u%%i§e§ nllegfi (3.3. 99)

maruyyanen allegfi (V.T. 99)

nigaittageg allegfi (K.T. 99)

uraittageg allegfi (Aink 230)

marugyagpg allay (Pari 8—4)

uyaligég 31159 (Aink 86)

second person:

  

végganai allai (Nag: 395)

Third person:

 

pirintagng allagfi (Aink 18)

agufikigag allagfi (Akam 66)

malaintag allag (Pugam 45)

Fem: agintaga§ alla; (Akam~98)

Neu: nfikkincfi aggé (Puggm 141)

Plural:

First nerson:

kaqgauam allwma {Aink 59)

togutagam allaffi (Pugpm 60)

kantikum allmmo (Aink 121—128)

801
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deaond nersun:

$§intagir a111r6 (Nagy 276}

Third person:

yes—Fem: uyntaggr allar (Pugpm 100)

 

Neu: amainta alla (Akam 153)

(b) With future finite verbs:

Sin ular

First Eerson

varuntuvég allags (Kali 107)

uqarkuveg mlleg (Akam 226)

irafikuvég allég-(Pugpm 209)

irakkuveg 31159 (Aink 159)

amaiku allég (K311 104)

viyukknveg a115§ (Akam 396)

Second nerson:

irafikuvai n11a1y6 (Akam 379)

eytuvai allaiyfi (Akam 33)

u;;uvai allaiya (Akam 353)

cékkuvai allai (Hag; 254)

irukkuvai allai (Punam me)

C
:

"
J



Third Eerson Mas:

clvag allag_(Pu§@E fl?)

nmaikuvég allag_(£ali 41)

tuqikuvugiallag_(H.T.
230)

ftuvug allag_(PugaE 338)

pegukuvag allag (Rag; 119)

vigukkuvag_allag (Peru 17?)

tugpkkuvag_ailag_(flal
i 41)

Fem:

dicuva¥ allaEE (Akam 158)

céykuva} allaga (kali 79)

kaykuva; 21.11315 (Kali 79)

I‘mlakkuval; 31131.6 (Kali '7'9)

vfigkuva; alla; (Akam 18)

olvfi} 3118; (K.1. 43)

Ken: poykkuvatu aggu (H.T. 26)

puraivatfi aggé (Nagy 238)

Eluralz

 

First Eeraon:

varuntuvam allama (Akam 183)

celvém allém (Puggm 31)

pulakkuvam allEm (Aink 89)

C
r
)
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Second Eerson:

nityuvir allira (Akam 239)

Third person: FaS—Pem.

celvar allar (Nag! 208)

celvfir allar (K.T. 43)

amaikuvar allar (Aink 461: Puram 350, 351)

peyarkuvar allar (Pugam 124)

nfigmfir allar (Nagy 208)

Ran: takuvagg alla (Puggm 157)

carkuva 3113 (K.T. 282)

(0) With Agent nouns:

Ens—Fem. Plus

ko%%unar allar (Akam 90).

uygiyunar allar (Akam 159)

viggunar allar (Aink 462)

maggkkunar allar (Aink-ésd)

againar allar (Akam 201)

nigunar allar (Akam 375)

Ken: Plu: varuna alla (Pagan 131)
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(d) With Negative Verbs:

First yersen:

sing: ogrég allég (K.T. 2&8)

Plu: agiyém allém (Aink 24D)

15-51352: aném (Hall 9)

pakaiyém a115m (Aksm 186)

When a negative verb is used to express the negation of

the preceding negative verb, the result is that an affir—

mative sense is produced. EX:

‘kfiqém allém kegtanwm katattitai'

(Kali 9, line 9) means 'in the forest region (katattu

itai), not that we have not seen (kigém allfim) them;

(certainly) we saw (kaytagem)...'

Here the affirmative form ’keqtagem' expresses the

same meaning as that expressed by 'kfigém allém'. In order

to emphasize the meaning the poet selects two negative

forms and uses them to bring out an emphatic affirmative

981188.



ghe use of 'allal' and 'allatu’

Both '31151' and 'nllatu' mean the same 'except' or

'unless‘. These are adverbs formed from the rnot al-

hy adding 51 and atu reapectively.

al a 51 - allil: 31 * atu a allatu.

or these, «51 is the conditional suffix and the -tu of -atu

is the adverbial particiyial termination. Both 'allfil'

and 'allatu’ appear suffixed to the conditional forms

ending in -1g, EX:

31151: pegin — 31151 = pagigallfil

 

(Kali 88): izappin - allfil .

igappigallfil (Kali 109)

allatu: rkugpk1§_— allatu : kugpk1g_allatu
 

(Pagan 128): kagpig + allatu 8

145133213 anatu (Pagan 133)

ceyig - allatu - eeyig allatu (Nag: 252}

The nature and use of these forms can be seen from

the following illuatration:

'liel-J w:lyall vigali nI nal—l—icai oeviyin

kéypig allatu k513p(u) agiyalai-y—é'



meaning: 'Uh 'vigoiil' (dancing girl) with soft features

(nel—l-iyal wiggli'), you (oi) have hardly ever seen him

(kaqpu agiyalaiu) except hearing (kégpin allatu) his fare

(nal-J—icai) through your ears (ceviyig)...' ‘

In thia context 'kéypig allatu‘ occurs in the sense

'except hearing'. Literally it means 'except if (you)

hear'. The other forms are used in similar contexts.

Conjugation g§_;i

The function of the negative suffix or root -11 is

very different from that of -al, '11' is used to denote

the 'non-existent' of a thing, action or an idea. There—

fore 11- forms are used like the ordinary verbs: Ex:

tavagp ilég (Kali 87, 90) means 'I have no fault'

is I am not to be blamed.

131: Sing: 116:3 (Kali as)

2nd Sing: tavagu 118.1 (539.11 56, 84)

nip ilai (Adnk 136)

3rd M.F. Plu: nigaivu ilar (Nag: 130) etc.

In all those cmmpoundo the first member is a noun:

tavayu — fault: titu - danger:

n59 - shame: nigoivu - memory.

607
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The second member is the conjugated form of 11- the final

consonant of which is never doubled when the personal

terminations are added.

11—531 -.- 11513: 11 — a1 a 11211.

il-ar - ilar: 11 — an = 11a§_etc.

Sometimes these 11 forms eypeer compounded with participles

or stems-

Ist sing: irantu - ilég = irantilég

(Kali 146) means 'I did not loose'

2nd Sing: ninai ttu -r- 1131 = nigaittilai

(Nag: 297) means 'Ycu did not remember'.

In both these instances 1153 and ilai are compounded

with the past participles. It should be pointed out

that 31 forms are never added to the participles.

Compare nigaittagen allenfi (K.T. 99}

(p. sci ) with nigaittu — ilai (Nag; 29?)

There is marked difference between al— and -11 both in

meaning and in expression.

In the following cases '1152' and ilar appear cam-

peunded with the stems:

let Sing: agiku — ilen = aggkilag

means 'I do not know'.

3rd Has-Fem. Plus egiku — ilar s ag§k11ar

(K.T. 152) means 'They do not knov'.
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The -£u of ‘agjku' has nothing to do with the future

time. It functions only as a phonetic suffix and nothing

more- This -ku- appears in the al— verbs as well. EX:

amaiku — a] v an = amaikaleg (Nag; 141. 260) (Ref.

p.535‘)

The optative form 11 -1yar = iliyar (Pugem 6: 29) is

seen sometimes compounded with roots:

[£513 - iliyar :- kagiliyap (Patig 5-4)

inan - Eku — iliyar : igegakiliyar (Pugem 29)

The al— and 11- forms functioning in Tamil as inde-

pendent verbs will be treated along with the Appellative

verbs, under Appendix'a.
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CHAPTER XXV

Transitives and intraneitives.

The nature of the 01d Tamil verb has been explained

in p. 51 . From the analysis of the Cofikem Tamil verb,

it is possible to say a few words on the origin and

structure of transitive and intransitive verbs in Tamil.

It is likely that the first verbal forms formed in

Tamil are the past tense forns- The imperative seoond

person singular forms are identical with the verbal route

as such, the past tense forms were formed merely by leng-

thening the sound of the final Sylleble or letter of the

root. That is how, the archaic pest forms like aeaii,

ecaiyfi and unii and “¥¥fi were formed. It has been ex—

plained earlier (Ref. p. I9 8' ) that than forms became

archaic in the Cafikam period. There are no suffixes in

these forms. Only the vowels i, u and 5 (in forms like

aoaiye and uhhi) stand as the final element of the past

tense forms. It is clear that during this early or root

period the Tamil verb did not, and in feet could.not,

distinguish itself as transitive and intransitive. The

evidence in the Cefikam texts proves beyond any doubt thnt
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the same form ‘aeaii' functioned both as transitive and

intransitive.

It is only during the second stage or the suffix period

the transitive and intransitive forms came into existence.

Thus in the place of 'aeaii' two forms 'aeaintu' and

'aeaittu' were to be used. In the latter forms the suffix

is -tu and when it was added to 'aeei' the form began to

be pronounced soft and hard.

soft or week: acai — tu = acaintu

harfi or strong: acai - tu = aeaittu.

¥hile 'acaintu' means 'heving left or moved', 'aceittu'

means 'having caused to more or shaken'. The same prin—

ciple applies to the formation of the present-future and

the future forms. In the present-future the weak form

acai - um = eceiyum denoted the intransitive meaning

and the strong form 3631 9 um a aeaikkum denoted the tran-

sitivekmeaning. Thus for the first time the Suffix ~kk-

appears in the strong form or the present—future not as a

symbol of the tense but as the mark or sign or the strung

character. When the suffix —ku was added to the root

to form the future verb, there also arose two farms:
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The weak intransitive: acai — kn = acaiku.

The strong transitive: acai - Ru = acaikku.

however, this principle of softening or hardening the

suffix should not be interpreted as solely intended to

distinguish between the intransitive and transitive.

rhough this is the general principle, there are other

factors which compelled the emergence of such forms.

For example, the phonetic structure or the verbal root

also contributed its share in shaping weak and strong

forms. A root like 'cey' ’to do' never softens or har-

dens the suffix to or ku. There is only one form cey * to n

ceytu or say - Ru - ceyku. This root 'cey' gives the

transitive meaning only. Compare similar roots: pay,

ney, and key. The past tense forms are pemu, neytu and

koytu respectively. From these examples it follows that

only certain types or verbal roots can form intransitive

and transitives.

Again compare the following two forms: ’etuttu'

and 'paguttu'. The former is a transitive, meaning

'having taken' while the latter is an intransitive,

meaning ‘having ripened‘. Though both 'etuttu' and

'parottu' are strong forms, it does not follow that they
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should be transitive verbs» There is another principle

at work, 1.e. when -tu 18 added to the roots ending in -u,

-t- is generally hardened and it-is nasalized when added

to the roots ending in -e. EX:

u: etu — tn 3 etuttu: are - tn = agpttu.

a: nata - tu - natantu: kara — tu e karantu.

From these examples, it will be clear for any one that

no hard and test rule can he framed.te differentiate the

transitive form from that or the intransitive. The

nature of the form shoulfl be judged both from its structure

and the context used. However, an attempt is made here

to divide the tones into treneitivee and intransitives.

heats of the First Can u atign:

Green I.

The route or this greup are conjugated the same way.

—nt- is the characteristic of the past stem. and -v— of

the future. The present-future stem is identical with

the root. The verbal noun generally ends in —al and

seldom 1n —tal. The places unfilled or left blank

indicate that forms are lacking in the literature of the

period.
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Intransitive:

agi agint—

¢§3r agarnt—

stir atirnt-

alar alarnt—
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katagnt-

kamagnt-

karint-

karaint-

kalignt-

kalugnt—

kavirnt—

kagint-

kugaint-

citarnt-

curint-

corint»

Quaint-

cErnt-

fiemannt-

%emirnt-

tataint-

tavafntfi

hasnt-

eru-
ll

katarv— katar-
'! ll

kamar-

ll

kalirv- kalir—
II n

Kalur~

n

kugaiv-

coriv-

carv- 'cfir—

tavar—

ll

erut-
n

kalurt-

ll

corit-

815



tiy

sugar

tutai

tuggi

teri

ter

togar

nali

nikag

nimir

nEr

pakar

pagar

payi

Pani

payir

paggi

pay

pitir

piggg

purai

po§i

tint-

tiynt-

tugarntu

tutaint-

tuggint—

tefiint-

tarnt—

togarnt-

nikagnt-

nimirnt—

nérnt-

pakarnt-

payarnt-

pagintu

pagint

payirnt-

paggint-

péynt—

pitirnt-

piggflnt-

popint-

teriv-

n5rv~

pakarv-

pagiv-

pay?-

puraiv—

payiv-

ter—

nali—

nikar—

ll

pakar-

papar-

pati—

payir-

p5?-

pirar-

“'5'

purai—

pagart-

pfiyt-

616



 

i
D

E poti

I p011

pofi

p5}:

makifi

may:

mali

may;

migai

milai

mukai

mutir

muri

_mu}i

mug;

meli

vagar

vati

var

v55

virai

Vi}ai

potint-

polint-

payint-

pfifint-

makignt

mayint—

malint-

mag;nt~

mi§aint~

milaint-

mukaint—

mutirnt-

murint—

mUEint-

muginfi-

melint-

vagarnt-

vatint-

varnt-

vignt-

viraint-

vi}aint-

poliv—

maliv-

varv—
II

viraiv—

mali—

mali-

vati-

V1131-

817



tuyil

tuval

niral

1|

Payil

vifunt-

vint—

viynt-

akang—

amanr~

3539!“

59:-

iyalgg-

ugagr-

kaflagg—

kagagg-

kBEE‘

kvyiyr-

652:-

sea:-

332!-

turigg—

tuvagg-

nifagg-

Pavia:-

viguv—

akalv-

ugalv—

celv-

viru-
u

kaggl—

ca](n)-

cell-

tuyil—

payil-

akag(t}

cég(t)

618



pukal

mal

muyal

vel

irul

urul

k1]

tira%

n01

marul
O

veku}

Transitive:

akar-
ll

a3;

kati'

kaQai

koqar

sir

pukagg—

HIE-1.1:-

muyagg-

V39!"

irqu-

urn??-

kit}?

tiragy-

nae?-

warn??—

m5??—

vint-

vekuyg

akqfnt—

agint-

kagint-

ka}aint—

kogarnt-

cfirnt-

pukalv-

muyalv-

ki;v-

marulv—
O

milv-

vekugv-

aquv-

agiv—

kafiv-

ka}aiv-

muyal

marul

agit-

kayit-

619



ta§i

timir

tu§ar

nacai

nukar

picai

pukaa

puri

puggi

micai

mug;

magi

varai

vaggi

vifiai

vey

ayil

kol

navil

naval

mel

51

k0}

tagint-

timirnt-

tu}arnt-

nacaint-

nukarnt—

picaint—

pukagnt-

purint-

pugaint-

micaint-

mug§nt

mafint—

varaint-

vagaintv

véynt-

aviaz-

ken:-

naviggu

”822‘

int-
GI

kont-

- a

nacaiv-

nukarv-

picaiv-

pukafv-

pugaiv—

moxiv-

varaiv-

nuvalv-

kolv—

tayi-

timir-

nukar—

micai—

mug;

mori-

fl

varai-

vigai-

naval-

k011-

mogit-

vaggit-

k01—

620



621

The following belong to the category of irregular

roots. Their nature has been explained in p. '9"-2'- .

Their conjugation is somewhat similar to that of the Group I.

Intransitive

v5 vant- varuv- var- (varut-

- _ _ (ver-

no nont- nov- no— not-

vé vent- v5

p5 p5nt- p5?—

mE mont-

Transitive

ta tant- taruv— tar- (tarut-

(tar—

Groun 2

The roots of this group may we divided into three

divisions.

(a) The roots of this section form only weak forms and

conjugate the same way. While the Group I forms have

—nt« in the past stem, these forms of 2 (a) have -t-.

These are mainly intraneitives:

aru erut— afuv— agu- arut-

uru urut-

toru torut- toruv- toru—
II I.

 



porn

cey—

key—

ney—

De?”

porut-

eeyt—

koyt-

neyt-

peyt-

poruv-

ceyv-

PeYY'

822

ceyt-

(koyt«

(kay—

(Peyt-

(pey—

(h) The roots of this section add -p— instead of -v-,

to form the future stem.

to form the present-future stem.

Some of these roots add —r-

Like the section (a)

roots these add -t— to form the past stem but it is modi-

fied to
O

r or t in combination.

forms, they express mainly the transitive.

kal

n51

tel

un

kg?

enr-

tie:-

in!"

karr-

Er:

n52:-

n52:-

tar:-

Us?"

kant-

env-

erp-

UBP‘

kagp-

ene-

égk-

unn-

l C

kan-

Though structurally weak

unt-

tant-
‘.



p59 DIEM"

1:51 1:691:- kéyp- 1:51}?-

tsfi ta??- tatk-

na} na??-
.

v5; véyg-

The root 'nil' form the past stem in -nt- (g3)

nil nigg- n1§p~ nigk- n1!!—

(0) The roots of this section double their final can-

823

sonant to form the past stem. puk(u)— mik(u)- vit(u)-

and er(u)- form past stem 1n -nt- as well. These weak

forms express generally the intransitive.

puk- pukk- pukuv- puk— pukut-

pukunt-

mik— mikk- mikuv— mik-

mikunt-

vi? viyy— viyuvr vig— viyut-

vitunt-
vi?—

a: agé- a1:-
agpnt-

uk ukk- ukuv- uk- ukut-

tok tokk—
tok—



tak

nak

ceg

tur

ter

per

GrouE 3:

takk-

nakk-

a??-
itt-

kett-

cutt-

tott-

patt-

irr-
1——

us:-

kUEE

6°22“

turg—

Pett-

nakuv-

ituv-

ketuv-

cutuv-

totu7¢

patuv—

ugpv—

kugpv-

cegyv—

pegpv-

mgr

cer-

per-

624

nakut-

atut—

tot-

patutfi

urut-

(tegut—

(tes-

pegpt-

The roots of this group are conjugated in the same

way:

Past “'nt", Fut: “PP“: Pre-Fut: -kk-
VoNo "tvt" 0

Thus except the past all the other stems are strong. A

majority of these are intransitives.



.
w
r
y
«
H
u
m

 

Intransitive:

aga agant—

ala alant-

a;a a3ant—

ika ikant-

i§a _i§ant-

uka ukant-

ula ulant-

uva uvant-

uga ugant—

u{- u;ant

Eara karant

kala kalant-

higa kipant-

013a cigpnt—

civa civant—

ciga ciggnt-

aura curant-

taya tagant

tula tu;ant—

naga nayant—

niga nigant-

nira nirant-

alapp-

ukapp-

uvapp—

ugapp-

flapp-

karapp-

kalapp-

kigapp-

civapp»

6129p?-

tanapp-

nayapp—

ukakk-

ulakk-

uvakk-

karakk-

Riyakk—

civakk—

curakk-

tanakk—

nagakk—

niqakk-

ukatt-

uvatt-

uratt—

ll

karatt—

curatt-

tanatt-

(natatt

(natakk



niVa

paca

paya

para

paga

piaa

p139

pula

mags

mita

vala

vaga

viya

Transitive

ira

ka§a

kazg

k1}a

cuma

tira

tura

njvant-

pacant—

payant«

parant—

valiant-

Pi§ant—

pigant—

pulant-

mayant—

valant—

vagant—

viyant-

irant—

irant-

igant-

kafant-

kagant-

k1%ant-

cumant -

tigant-

turant-

nivapp-

pacappu

I!arapp '-

pulapp-

mitapp-

vargpp~

irapp—

igapp—

izapp-

cumapp—

tizflpp—

turapp-

nivakk—

pacakk—

paya k—

parakkw

pilakk—

pigpkk—

pulakk—

magakk—

viyakk-

irakk-

irakk—
ll

13akl:-

katakk-

k113kk-

tiggkk-

turakk—

823

Paratt-

pulatt—

mayatt-

iratt-

iggtt-

turatt—



63?

tuga tuyant—

tune tugent- tugepp— tuggkk- tugett-

naya nayant- nayakk—

pure purent— purapp- purakk—

maze magent— magapp- magakk— magett-

muka mukant- mukapp- mukakk- 'mukatt—

All the above roots end in -a. iru- is the only

root (intransitive) ending in -u belonging to this group.

iru- irunt- irupp~ irukk— iruttw

Group .

A majority of the forms of this grnup is transitive.

Some of these transitive forms may give the causative

meaning as well. They conjugate the same way.

Past: —tt—, Put: -pp-, Pre-Fut- -kk—,'V.N. -—tt-

These are essentially strong in character.

Transitive

atu atutt-

3131 alaitt- alaipp- alaikk- alaitt-

aii alitt- alipp- alikk- aiitt-

1ku iéutt— inapp- iéukk-

icai icaitt- icaipp- icaikk-

iti ititt- itikk—

inei inaitt-



imai

1ru

igai

ukai

uéu

utai

uri

uru

urai

uvar

igptt-

ukaitt—

uyutt-

ntaitt-

uritt—

urutt—

uraitt-

etutt-

eytt-

ogitt-

ott-

Ertt-

kayutt

katitt-

kagitt—

_ka£ytt-

kitt-

imaipp-

irwpp-

iggipp-

ukaipp-

uyupp—

urupp-

uraipp-

etupp-

BYPD-

DEM??-

opp-

5mm-

kapp-

imaikk-

igpkk-

ukaikku

'uraikk-

uvarkk-

etukk-

eykk—

éykk-

okk-

arkk-

1:31:11: 1:—

kakk-

628

imaitt—

utaitt-

(uraitt~

(uraikk

(egutt-

(etukk—

ott-

kagutt-

kitt—



kiQai

kuti

kurai

Rug;

kai

ko?u

Rafi

cuvai

ceku

ceyir

cegy

coli

takai

taEU

tapu

tiEai

tutai

tuqai

tuvai

tug;

ki4a1tt-

kugitt-

kofutt—

koritt—

kfitt-

cftt-

cuvaitt;

cekutt—

ceyirtt-

cegptt-

colitt-

takaitt-

ta§utt-

taputt-

ti§aitt-

tutaitt-

tuéaittv

tuytt-

tuvaitt

tugitt

kuraippu

kaipp—

ko?upp-

kogipp-

kapp-

nipp-

takaipp-

tatupp-

ti§aipp-

tu?aipp-

tunaipp-

tuypp—

tuvaipp-

tug§pp—

kutikk-

kotukk-

koxikk-

cikk—

cekukk—

tilaikk—

tutaikk-

tuvaikk-

63%}

kutitt-

kotutt-

cekutt-

takaitt-

tuytt-



tefi

tegy

navai

nagai

nikar

nirai

nigy

ni

neg;

nai

nogi

nogu

paku

pa§a1

pagi

pay;

pug;

pEr

pfiri

p1§1

pigi

pigai

puyai

navaitt—

niraitt—

nigptt-

nitt—

negitt-

naitt-

nogittw

nogutt-

pakutt-

payaitt—

pagitt-

pagjtt-

parittu

pi?1tt—

pigitt—

pigaitt-

rutaitt-

teyipp—

teEPPP-

naggipp-

niaupp-

nipp-

naipp-

paripp-

pa§#pp-

pfirpp-

pigipr-

putaipp-

nikarkk—

nigpkko

pakukk-

pagikk-

pagfikk-

pagikk-

parkk-

pigikk—

(nigptt-

(nigpkk-

nitt-

naitt-

630



putaitt—

patt-

poytt-

pagitt-

pogptt-

pértt-

mayutt-

matitt—

magptt—

mititt-

mukigtt-

moytt—

yfitt—

vagpitt-

varitt-

valitt«

vEytt-

vicitt-

vitirtt~

vegptt-

vaitt—

lpfipp-

poypp-

pozppp-

1:5er-

magupp-

manypp-

mitipp—

mukigpp—

moypp-

yfipp-

vaggipp-

varipp-

valipp-

vamp-

vitirpp-

vaipp-

puykk~

pl-z'kk-

poykk-

matikk—

magpkk—

mitikk-

varikk-

vaikk-

631

poytt-

pogptt—

magutt-

magptt-



Intransitive:

ayir ayirtt-

5V1 Evitt-

irai

i}a1 1%a1tt-

uyir uyirtt—

GE figtt-

katir katirtt-

kali kalitt-

ka}1

ku§i ku}1tt-

koti kotitt-

ciri ciritt—

cilai 'cilaitt-

tikai tikaitt-

te}1r

tag; tegitt—

paci pacitt-

pa¥ai pagaitt»

patai

pafiu pagutt-

p53 pfigtt-

Wimp-

Efpp-

l

kalipp-

k311pp—

ku;1pp—

oilaipp-

te;1rpp-

teaipp-

pataipp—

iraikk-

uyirkk-

kulikk-

cilaikk—

tegikk-

638

55th-



633

pu§1
pu§ikk-

mu§a1 mu}aitt-

mugu mugutt-

mfi mfitt—

vaku vakutt-

vicai vicaitt-

viyar viyarpp-

vigar vilartt-

V131 vigipp- vigikk-

veyar veyarpp—

Group 5

The characteristic of the roots of this group is

that each root forms two stems 1.3. weak and strong.

afi- to perish.

Weak stem: Past: afiint— Fur: fifiv- Pre-Fut: agi—

V.N. agit-

Strong stem: Past: afitt- Put: agipp- Pre—Fut:

anikk: V.N. agitt-

The weak forms are generally intransitives and the strong

forms are transito-causitives-



aoai

4?ai

agai

amai

avi

avir

ari
ll

irai

'l

iggi

ugai

aoaint-

aoaitt—

againt-

agaitt-

againt*

anaitt-

amaint~

amaitt-

avint

avitt-

avignt-

avigtt-

agint-

isaint—

isaitt—

1gg1nt—

irat-

irtt

againt-

utaitt-

acaipp-

ayaipp-

amaiv-

amaipp—

avipp-

avigpp-

ariv-

agipp—

insipp—

irpp‘

awai-

amaikk—

avigkk-

agi-

arikk-
ll

igaikk-

iggi-

irkk-

utaikk-

acait-

await-

aritt-
0!

utaitt—

694



utir-

uyar

eri

001

011

ori
OI

Ravi

utirnt-

utirtt-

uyarnt—

uyartt-

erint»

scint-

ocitt—

0%1nt-

agitt-

unint-

ogitt-

kavint—

kavitt-

kagint—

kaxitt—

kigint-

kigitt-

kilarnt—

.kuvint-

kuvittn

utirv-

Dtippp-

o}ipp-

oriv-
u

kavipp-

kisipp-

kilarpp-

utirkk-

ocikk-

olikk—

qfikk-

kavikk-

kari-
ll

karikk-

fl

kigikk-

k1;arkk-

33h

eritt»

kqfittw



636

kuri kuyint—

kugittu

kugai kuraint-

kugaitt- kuraipp-

kuggi kuggint-

kugaittw

65y cfiynt-

céytt ciypp—

citai citaint-

citaitt~ citaipp- citaikk—

cegi cegint- cegj

cegitt cegjpp—

cér cérnt- cér- cért-

cértt-
cartt-

gekia (Eekignt—

Herkigtt-

taqi tagint- tagi- ta?1t-

tayitt-

ta¥ar ta%arnt-
ta}art-

talarkk-

tigi tigint-

tinitt-



tiri

tir

tuni

tumi

tfir

tey

tolai

nagai

nigai

nufiai

nekig

tirint-

tiritt-

tIrnt-

tIrtt-

tunint—

tumint-

tumitt-

tfirnt-

térynt-

téytt-

tolaint-

tolaitt-

naggint-

niggint

nugaint—

nugaitt-

nekignt—

nekifitt-

tiripp-

tIrpp—

tumipp-

1:5er-

nagaipp-

niggiv-

nigaipp—

anaipp-

nekiapp-

tirikk-

tirkk—

tupikk-

tfirkk-

tey-

naggikk-

nekfir-

88?

tolait-

naggitt—

nigpit-

niyaikk-

nekirt—
I!



neri

pati

pinai

piri

pukai

pular

peyar

malar

magai

may

migir

nerint—

neritt-

pinaitt—

pirint-

piritt—

pukaint-

pularnt—

peyarnt-

peyartt-

malarnt—

maygint-

magpitt—

mfiynt-

pativ-

piriv-

pukaipp-

peyarv-

peyarpp-

malarpp—

maggipp-

maypfi-

milirpp-

peyaru

peyarkk—

maggi-

maggikv-

miy-

mivkk-

migirkk—

838

Pjritl‘

pulartt-

Deyart—

Deyartt-

maggitt-

mayt-



muyi muyint— mutivfl

muyitt— mugipp- Hugikk- mugitt—

vayi vayint-

vayitt-

va¥ar vagarnt- va%arv-

va§artt~ va}arpp—

viri virint—

viritt viripp-

vi: vignt- viyv- vig-

vigtt— vifipp- virkk-

The following roots are intransitivegin their strong

as well as weak forms.

kagai kaggint- kagfii-

kagaittw

kfir kfirnt-

kfirttv

magi na;int—

na{ipp—

mukai mukaint-

mukaikk-

639
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The following roots are tnansitives in their weak as

well as strong forms.

ari arint— ari-

aripp- aritt—

I iv It-

Ett—

efir cfirnt— cfirv- car-
" II II ”

efigpp—

nigni ninsint nigeiv- nigni- nineit—

nigsitt- nigeipp- nigpikk- (nigeitt-

(nigeikk-
po}i p041nt-

po;ikk-

mEy méynt- may-

méypp-

vaci vaeint-

veeitt—

In the following cases, the roots acquire so many

meanings and thus express the transitive or intransitive

according to the context. Some of them express the

causative meaning as well.

akail (to burn bright or spraut) intra:

akaint — (Akam 106: Porn 159)

cans. akaitt (Pugam 159) akaipp (Nag-1; 5)



akai

H
M

amar

t
0

amar

p

ayar

Ertt

uner

uyartt

“Y

(to break) trans. akaitt (Halal 429)

(to abide) intra. amarnt (Tirum 102)

(to be at strife) intra. amartt (Herr 66)

(to worship) trans. ayarnt (Kali 11$?

(do, perform) trans. ayarnt (Akam 46:

Kerr 295) ayar-(um) (M3131 322)

(to decorate) trans. ayanpa (Kali 92)

(to drive as chariot) trans. ayar (Kali 30)

(to forget) trans-cans. ayartt (Kali 14)

(to eat, drink) trans. 5rnt~CNagg 183)

(to fill) trans. cans. firtt(u) (Pugpm 22)

(to roar) intra. firtt (Perum 419)

Erpp-{Akam 41) arkk (Pugem 22)

(to give) trans—cane. firtti (Peru 174)

(to be conscious of, know) trans.

ugamt (K.T. 297)

(to pacify) cans. ugarpp (Kali 131)

(to wake from sleep) cans.

ugartti (11:25am 28)

(to be relieved from distress)

intra: uynt (Nag! 17) uyt—(Puggm 181)

641



uy

ugail

uggiz

eriz

011

I
0

011

(to direct, send) trans: uytt (Pugpm 75)

uypp (Pari 7-74) uykk (Puggm 98)

(to live, reside) intra. ,V.N. ugpit (Tirum 77:

189)

(to resemble) trans. uggikk (Aink 185)

(to drop as rain) intra: uggipp-

(Akam 25: 56) uggikk {Kali 15)

(to fall) intra: egint (Akam as)

(to flow) intra: eg;(ya) (Mary 171)

(to drive as a nail) trans: egint

(Paggm 15)

(to shower) trans: agjnt (Pari Sui)

(to kill) trans: agint (Nag; 114)

(to cut) trans: eg1(ka) (Patig 2-8)

(to shine) intra: eggtt— (Akam 53)

(to suffocate as smoke) intra:

eg;tt (Puggm 6)

(to grow well, prosyer, to shoot forth)

intra: olint- (Patig_4-1) olikk-

(Pugpm 137)

(to sound, roar) intra; olitt (Kali 134)

oliPP- (Akam 45) olikk (Kali 121)
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0113 (to cause to shine, clean)

tranS: olipp (Kali s1)

kavar (to separate into) intra: -kavar— (Pugpm 35)

(to fork, bifurcate) intra kavartt (Akam 151)

kavarg (to seize, catch, Steal) trans:

kavar (Patty; 9-4) kavar-t. (Nagy 336)

kavars (to call or summon) trans:

kavar (Malai 510)

kayl (to became dry) intra. Ray (Aink 321)

(to be angry) intra-trans:

kaykuv (Kali 79)

kfiyg (to bear fruit) intra kaytt (Aink 286)

051 (to remain, Stay) intra: oént

(Malai 420: 452) cékk— (Pay? 249)

(to sleep) intra: cékk (Puggm 209)

cég (to obtain) trans: céapp (Pari 3-104)

tavir (to stay, remain) intra. tavirnt—

(Akam 376)

(to discontinue, prevent) trans:

tavirtt (Pugpm 353) tavirpp—

(Mata 486) tavirkk (Puggm 157: 331)

(to avoid) trans: tavir(ka) (Nagg 325)



te111

telig

pari

2

pari

pari3

pari4

pari5

(to become clear) intra. te¥int

(Akam 214)

trans - cans: te¥1tt (Kali 147)

te;1pp (Kali 98)

(to understand, know) trans: teaint—

(mink 466)

(to take an oath) intra. te}ipp (Kali 81)

(to sprinkle, Scatter) trans: tegitt-

(Kali 144)

(to become wet) intra. tfiynt (Sign 74)

(to wash, cleanse) trans: tfiytt (Nag; 90)

(to reach, touch) trans: t6y(ka) (Akam 259)

(to resemble) trans: t6y (Malai 558)

(to embrace) trans tfiynt (Akam 9)

(to break off) intra: parint (Pugsm 229)

(to cut) trans: parint (Aink 95)

(to run, proceed) intra: parit—

(Puggm 97) parikk (K.T. 401)

(surround) trans: parikk (Akam 9, 112)

paripp (Akam 31: 236)

(to bear: conduct) trans: parikk (Pugam 75)

(to suffer: distress) intra. parint

(n.r. 52: K311 90)
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pugartt

malail

malai2

moci1

moci

vari1
II

variz

v1411

viliz

(to suit, fit) intra: pugar (Pugem 11)

(to Join, unite) trans: pugarnt

(Nag; 303)

(to cause to fasten) cane:

pugartt (Nag; 192) puqarpp- pugarkk—

(to wear: decorate) trans:

malaint (Nagy 361)

(to become opposed: fight)

intra: malaint (Pugem 179)

intra: malaitt (Pugem 36)

malaikk (Puggm 197)

(to swarm) intra: mocint (Pat1§.7-1)

(to eat) trans. mocitt (Pugem 95, 285)

mocikk (Akam 257) .

(to overflow) intra: vagint (Perum 340)

(to smear) trans: vagitt (Netu 157)

(to die) intrafi vi}int (Pugem 93)

(to call, sing) trans: v141pp (Aink 311)

ViEikk (Malai 405)

There occur in the Cafikam texts many more roots

of the First conjugation. Since such roots have

inflected forms neither in the past nor in the future

they are not included here.
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Roots of the Second Conjugation

The roots of the Second conjugation conjugate only

one way. They formfi the past stem by adding -i—, the

future by adding —v-. The present-future and the verbal

nouns are formed by adding the termination -nm and —al

respectively to the verbal root directly. There is no

-kk- suffix in the present-future forms of the roots of

the Second conjugation. In short, the stems of this

conjugation with the exception of the following, do not

distinguish between the transitive and the intransitive.

The transitive and the intransitive nature of the form is

to be found out from the meaning of the root alone.

The following roots ending in k, t, and 3 form transito-

causative stone by doubling the final consonant.

ak- Ekk- pok- pfikk-

ilak- ilakk- uruk- urukk-

mntnk- mutukk- oruk- ogukk-

59- fit?- véy- v5??-

nit- nitt— vit- Vitt-

643- 6131;.- kfig- Mt-

cfit- cfitt-
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52:-

térr— ~ pilir— p111gg-

The following roots form transito—Causative stems

by hardening the nasal preceding the final consonant.

ayafik—

uqxafik-

kalafik-

nagufik—

fifik-

fiemufik-

totafik—

nut} a'fik—

mayafik-

vagafik—

Vi§fifik—

murafic-

arunt—

varunt-

Ent-

niramp-

t5??-

agg—

ugakk—:

kalakk— :

nayukk-

fikk- .

Eemukk—

totakk-

muyakk-

mayakk-

vagakk-

viEakk-

muracc—

arutt-

I

I

I’

I

varutt- :

ett— v

nirapp—

titt- ,

02:— r

I

I

l

iyafik-

ogufik-

vayafik—

Efik-

curufik—

tu%afik-

nifik-

pugufik-

murufik-

vilafik-

tirunt—

iyakk-

ogukk-

vayakk-

Ekk-

curukk—

tu%akk-

nikk—

pugukk-

murukk-

Vilakk-

tirUtt-

arutt—

ll

kfipp—
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Gausatives

In the language of the Cafikam texts, the causative

is expressed by two types of forms:

(1) the transito-causetive tone.

(2) the pure causative form.

Transito-Causatives

The trensito—causative form is one that functions in

one context as a transitive and in another as causative.

The same form is capable of denoting both the transitive

and the causative meaning. The following are the main

principles of'the formations of transito-causatives

treated already in these pages.

(a) By hardening or 11611th the tense sign «1;-

-k- and -p—, the transito-causative meaning is

expressed. The Group 5 roots of the First

conjugation treated in p. 533.. 93‘] , belong to

this category.

Ex: stir- to fall.

The ordinary intransitive forms are:

Past- utir-nt- Fut: stir-v-

Pre-Fut. utir—(um). But the stems utir-tt—

utir—pp- and utir—kk— give the causative meaning

'to cause to fall'.
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In the case of the past stem, the nasalized tense sign

-nt- of the intransitive stem is hardened to -tt—.

Thus utir-nt changes into utir—tt. In the case of the

future, utirv— changes into utirpp— Here also by

hardening the sound of -v— it is possible to get —pp-,

but in the present-future forms there can be no such

thing: ’utir-um' changes into ’utir—kk-um'. Here the‘

suffix -kk- appears in the causative, and it is not the

doubled -k— of the intransitive form. It has been pointed

out in p. 153' that the suffix -kk- appearing in some of

the present—future forms is not a tense sign but an euphonic

suffix. This is an important factor to take into con—

sideration for the hardening of tense sign cannot be attri-

buted to the verbal nouns as well. The verbal noun

'utir—tt-al' means 'causing to fall'. The verbal nouns

do not indicate tense. Therefore the general belief that

transits-causative forms are formed by doubling the tense

sign, is incorrect.

0n the other hand the principle of adding Suffixes

such as utt- -pp- -kk- -cc- —tt- etc. should be in-

troduced. It is interesting to see that some of these

suffixes became associated with the tense. how it is



difficult to accept the View that the tense Sign is

hardened to indicate the transite—cansative nature of the

form.

The following forms formed from the class I rotts of

the First conjugation are different in structure from the

rest, as such they have not been analysed under the

   

transitives.

fleet Past 6. Fut—S. Pre—Fut: 1:3,

puk— pukutt-

mik— mikntt—

uk ukutt Ukutt—

tok tokutt- tokupp— tokukk-

tit citutt— vitupp— vitukk— vitutt—

ket ketutt- ketupp— ketnkk-

tot totutt— totupp- totutt-

pat patutt- patupp- patukk-

a; agptt— agppp— agnkk-

u; ugptt- ugppp— ugpkk-

The causative meaning is emphasized in these forms,

and roots like 'agu' ’vitu' etc. do not have transitive

meaning. The peculiarity of these roots is that they

form the past stem by doubling the final consonant in

addition to -tt— stems. Some of these have -nt- stem
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also,in the past (p. to 1- Thus puk- pukk(u),

puku-nt(u) are the intransitive past stems.

(b) By adding the suffix —tt— to the roots of the

First conjugation transits—causative stems are

formed. The stems thus formed belong to the

category of derivatives, secondary or causative

stems of the second conjugation. EX:

ar— Ertt— cfir- cfirtt—

05r~ cefitt- uyar— ugartt—

puncr- pugartt- pular— pulartt—

cel- celutt—

In the last form a —u- appears between the root and

the causative suffix —tt-: In the following forms —tt—

is changed into -33.

akel - tt = akegg iyal a tt 2 iyagg-

utal 9 tt : utarr— payil + tt = payigg-

cugal - tt = cugagg tuyil e tt 3 turigg—

Similarly transits-causative stems are formed by

adding the suffixes ~cc- and -pp— These forms are not

necessarily causatives and sometimes express the tran—

sitive meaning only.
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-09-

viri w cc = viricc atai 3 cc = ataicc-

tolai - cc - tolaicc- milai e co = milaicc-

.pp-

ale — pp = alapp- kite - pp 5 kitapp-

para - pp = parapp- etu - pp = etupp-

kayi i pp a kegippe

‘kuruti-c- centigai Barengi‘ (Tirum 242)

‘mahi vayig kalfipam naraEpi' (Gigs 15)

In these contexts. the past adverbial participle 'parappi'

means 'having caused to Spread'. Here 'parapp—‘ is

purely a causative stem. Though it is the nature of

these stems to express the transits-causative meaning

with more emphasis on the causative side, instances like

the following show that sometimes they denote only the

transitive meaning:

'kahhi, nalam pegu ceggi mam ugs milaicci' (Rug; 116)

means 'having worn (milaicci) the garland (kahgi) round

his head (ceggi) that brings victory (nalam pegp) So that

he (the enemy) may be afraid of (ham uga)...‘
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In this context 'milaicci' haying worn’ in used in

the transitive meaning which is denoted generally in the

literature of the period by 'milaintu'.

'netufi koti-y- urinai-p—pavarotu

milaintu (Pugam 77, line 3)

These transit0¢ceu3ative stems er bases are in—

flected like the roots of the Second conjugation.

 

Past-S: Eut— S. Pre—Fut. S.

unartt unartti— qnarttuvé unartt-

akagr shaggi— akaggnv- akagr—

milaiee milaicei- milaiccuv- milaice-

parapp parappi- parappuv— parepp—

(0) By doubling the final consonant of the root transito-

eaueative stems are formed: (Ref- p.é#£ )

Only a few roots of the Second conjugation ending

in -k— t and g belong to this group.

Ek- Ekk- et- fitt-

ar- Erg-

For the other roots refer p: LeL'.

(d) By hardening the nasal preceding the final consonant

of the root, transito-causatives are formed:

atafik- atakk—

See 9. MW
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Pure Causatives

The pure Causative stems are formed by adding -vi,

-p1 or -pp1 to the root. Such forms occur mainly in the

later texts. In the post-Cafikam literature these forms

are more common. These are the genuine causatives both

in the structure of the forms and the meaning they express.

EX: or; + vi = agivi means

'to cause to know i.e. infonm'

kal + pi = ksfpi means

‘to cause to learn i.e. teach'

more * ppi = marsppi means

'to cause to forget'.

These causative bases conjugate like the roots of the

First conjugation forming strong stems:

 

Past—S . Pro-Fat . S . V .N . S .

agivi Iagivitt- agivikk- agivitt—

kagpi kagpitt- karpikk- karpitt—

magsppi magsppitt— mageppikk- magoppitt—

No causative future forms in -v1-pp- pi-pp and

-ppi-pp occur in the Cafikam texts. Such forms, however,

occur in the post-Cafikam literatures.
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The origin of the causative suffixes —vi- apih and

-ppi is easier to understand. in ~i~ is added to the

future tense signs wv- wpe and -pp—

Future S. Cau3ative B.

agiv~ agivi—

kagp— harpi-

magapp- magappi—

It is likely that this -i- is the same as the second

person singular termination ui- appearing in the imperative

forms. For it is natural that the causative forms should

be used originally in the second person imperative.

'cfirupata natatti (Pagan 22, line 38)

Here ‘nata-tt—i' 'gol' or 'march on' is used as an imper—

tive.

Again the -i— appearing in the past stems ending in ii

and.—aii may be compared with the iit appearing in the

causative suffixes vi, pi and -ppi. It has been explained

in p. SL- that the 01d -Ii and -aii forms are causatives

in as much as they are intransitives and transitives.

The causative stem koiuvi (Kari 224) may be compared with

keiii (Pagan 55)



'fifiku malai—pdperuvig pimpu fiat ko}ii"

(Pagan 55, line 1)

 

'aravurar an oilai koiii' (Kori 158)

 

'kaf akil ampukai koiii‘ (Kugi 110)

 

In all these context 'koiii' is used as a causative and

means 'having caused to half. The Same meaning is ex—

pressed by 'koiuvi' in the context.

pfintoti makaiir cutar talai—k-koiuvi'

(Rug; 224)

 

It is also important to note that both the commentatOrs

of Pattuppfittu and Pugananfigp interpret the meaning of

'koiuvi' and 'koiii' by the same Tamil word koiutti1

Again Mr. Auvai Turaioamippillai explains 'koiutti' as

the modified form of 'koivittu'z. These views of the

various commentators explain the origin and nature of the

causative forms:

koiii > koiuvi ‘7 kaivittu-

All these three are past tense forms. It is not yet

clear the exact nature of I and i in k0} + I 7 i : Roiii.

1. Pattuppittu, Ed. Madras 1889, p. 284.

Paganagfign, vol. I. Ed. Madras 1962, p. 144.

2. n I 3 p. 145-
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Iohfch is

Is it either i or inn causative - denoter? Compare the

following:

'eg varavu egii' (Puree 398, line 13)

 

means 'having known my arrival'. Here 'arii' functions

only as a transitive.

'en ken itumpai agiiyigegf (Kali 140, line 30)

means I informed (agiiyigen) him, the nature of my

disease (on ken itumpai).

Herei'agiiyinen' ‘informed' or 'caused to know' functions

as a causative. In the stem 'agiiyi' there appears

an additional —1— agii - (y)i—- The difference between

arIiyi--ond agii in these particular instances is seen

clearly.

Since it is not certain whether the -i- appearing

in thesnffixes -vi- pi and appi, is a causetive—denoter,

a past-tense sign or the imperative second person singular

termination, no conclusion can be reached regarding the

origin of the pure causative forms in Tamil.

The following forms occur in the Cankem texts.

 

Neg. 131; Pm: agiviyém (Akam 52)

Nominal form of the 3rd Fem. Pest: patarvittaval

(Kali 141)



Verbal noun: punarvittal (Pari 20—113)

cérvittal (Pari 12-74)

igpivittal (Kali 147)

32;;

Pre-Fut. 3rd Neuter; égpikkum (Pari 20-96)

Nominal: past: 3rd Mas. kogpittfig’(fiali 145}

kazpittfin (Kali 149)

MasAFem. Plus kagpittfir (Kali 112)

Infinitive: égpikka (Peri 19-81)

22.1.:

Pre-Fut: 3rd Nov: tfigppikkum,(Par1 6-75)

Conditional: 2nd Sing: Past:

magappittay iyig (K311 50)

Neg: pfi£§ittu — ilatu = pfirppittilatu

(Pugpm 286)

Nominal: Past: 3rd Mas-Fem; Plu:

pigappittfir (Pari 3-73)

paoappittfir (Aink 67)

Verbal noun: agarppittal (Pari 18-13)

Past Part. adv: koguppittu (Patig p. 8)

Pro-Fat: Part: kalippikkum (K311 72)
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CHAPTER XXVI.

Compound and Auxiliagx Verbs.

The authors of the 'Outline of Linguistic Analysis'

give some valuable hints as to how the structure of a

compound should be analysed. They say:

'To describe the construction or a compound, we

must identify not only the class (part of speech,

etc.) to which it belongs, but also the class of

each component member, and we must tell how these

are put together by stating the order in which they

are uttered, the features of juncture and accent

which characterize them, and the phonetic modifica-

tions, it any, to which the component words are

subjected in the process of compounding.'1

As the subject under discussion is 'compound verb‘

and not mere compound, the second member of the compound

verb is a verbal root inflected or not. This verbal

root is generally of an auxiliary in nature, as such there

 

1. Outline of Linguistic Analysis by Bernard Bloch and

George L. Trager, Baltimore 942, p. 5;-
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faces a difficulty in making distinction between fine

structurally loosely connected auxiliary verb and the

auxiliary in the compound.

All the compounds formed from root 7 root or root—

noun — root say be considered 'compound verbs' for there

exists a 'unity' in such combinations. .This 'unity'

in sound and sense brought into force as the result of

the non—inflection of the first member, is the main

characteristic of the 'compound verb'. EX:

iri + ta iriti means 'tc descend'.

Literally 'iri' means 'to go down' and 't5"to give'.

When both these verbal roots are compounded, only ti

is inflected and 151 is not.

Past:i£itantu (Patig_9«8)

Fat: initar(um) (K.T. 200)

In these 'compound verbs' the role of the first member

is seen in the predominance of its sense or meaning,

and that of the second member in its inflectional capacity.

The compound form vantittanar (Kali 86) is the com-

bination of 'vantu' — a past participle formed from the

root v5 — to come, and ittanar — a past finite, formed from



the root 5- to give. 'vantfttansr' means 'they came'.

The essential difference between the previous compound

and this is seen in the role played by the first member.

While 'igi‘ remains unaffected by the inflection of ti,

here ‘va' is inflected in the past tense like the other

root i. Therefore forms like 'vantittanar' though com—

pounds, are to be treated here under the 'Auxiliary verbs'

for the simple reason that as a result of the inflection

of both the members of the compound they are loosely

connected.

nggound Verb

Compound verbs are more common in the Cafiksm Tamil

than in that of the Post-Cankam. An analysis of the

forms oocuring in the Texts shocdthat the Dravidjan root

is not essentially verbal in its entirety. All the com-

pound verbs can be divided into two main groups: 'verbel'

and 'nominsl ' .

Verbalsg

 

An essential characteristic of the compound verbs of

this group is that the first member of the Compound is a

verbal root meaning 'action’ or 'motion'. EX:
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p5'+ t5 . 'pote‘ to go.

1:51.: 4- v5 - 1:51.1sz to see.

Here both the roots are verbal in nature. Less than one

third or the forms scouring in the literature of the

period belong to this group. Either the inflected form

of the root tE or vfi forms the second member of these

compounds. Sometimes the semi-Appellative root tak— to

fit: forms the seconfl.memher. kfintaka (R33; 86)

The rise of these compound verbs, it seems, is to

modify the meaning of the verbal root which form the

first member- The significance of the use of these forms

is entirely lost in the course of the centuries. For

example 'iritantu' 'hsving deacendsd’ means the some as

'irintu'. Prof. Jules Bloch observes:

"The details are mainly a matter of phraseology and

etymology; it is, however, convenient to note some

cases, the more so, as they can be used as a basis

1

for the explanation of the apparently simple terms."

Suniti Humor Chatterji attaches much importance to these

compound verbs and reviews the background or the rise of

 

1. The Grammatical structure of Dravidian 1s 3 es.

Eng. trans. Focus 1954, p. 55.
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the compounds (including the forms treated here under the

Auxiliaries) as follows:

"With the want of prepositions to modify meanings

of verb—roots both NIA and Dravidian have developed

the use, in a most curious and idiomatic way, of

conjunctives and participles, an adverbial function,

giving rise to what is known as the 'compound verb...

The importance attached to the conjunctive with the

Sense of 'having performed' or 'finished an act', and

its lavish use, e.g. Tamil koutu Va ... 'having taken,

come' to mean simply 'bring' is common to both

Drevidian and NIA and is undoubtedly an idiom borrowed

by Aryan from Drevidian very early in the history of

Aryan.”1

This statement of Dr. Chatterji seems to be correct as far

as the 'puku 7 ts = 'pukuta' and 'pukuntu — f = 'pukunti‘

types are concerned.

In both these types of 'compound verb' and 'auxiliary

verb' respectively both the component elements are verbal

roots, as such, it is natural that the second root acting

1. The Ori in and Bevelo ent of the Ben ali Ian on e.

Calcutta University Press, 1526, p. 174—175.
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like a prefix of the lode-Aryan languages, should modify

or strengthen the meaning of the preceding root.

Nominals

An essential characteristic of the compound verbs

of this group is that the first member of the compound

is a root-noun or an ordinary noun. Nearly two thirds of

the compound verbs occuring in the Cafikam texts belong

to this group. EX:

pagan + t5 = 'puranta' 'to defeat‘ or 'to be defeated'

matam + v5 : 'matava’ 'to feel shy'

kai * patu = 'kaippatu’ 'to be caught'

tugpu :- uru .. 'tunpugu' ‘to. suffer'

kar + cey = 'karcey' 'to rain'

pun + kfir = 'punkfir' 'to suffer'

urai + Stu : 'uraiyatu' 'to converse'

payal + kol = 'pfiyelkol' 'to sleep'

talai + vitu : ‘talaivitu' 'to offshoot'

These are the main types of the compound verbs formed from

root-nouns and nouns. The designation 'root—noun‘ applies

to those roots used in Tamil both as verb and noun. EX:

'urai' as a verbal root means ‘to speak' and as a noun it

means 'speech‘. Forms like ‘pfiyal' meaning 'bed' are used

in Tamil only as nouns.
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Compound verbs of these type are rare in the Posts

osfiksm Tamil: it is because the old idiomatic expressions

became meaningless in the later periods. The old Tamil

liberally Converted nouns into verbs. The traces and the

rare forms collected in the Cafikem texts fully support this

statement. A detailed study of the structure of these

forms is of utmost importance, especially to understand the

nature of the 01d Tamil verb. Roots like the following,

widely used both as noon and verb, have been treated in the

earlier pages:

ikel - 'battle‘ or 'to right'

fivi — 'life' or ’to sigh'

irul - 'darkness' or to dark.

kiy — ‘unripe fruit‘ or 'to bear fruit'.

kilai — 'branch' or 'to branch'

kugei - 'want' or 'to diminish'

cfil - 'oath' or 'to take an oath'

kai - ’hond' or to feed with hand’

toyil — 'sleep’ or 'to sleep'

urai - 'spoech' or 'to speak’

poi - 'hood' or 'to spread the hood'

pu - 'flower' or 'to blossom'
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vacai - 'hleme' or 'to blame'

talai - 'head'or 'to be on the front‘

Some of these roots are originally nouns and later

used as verbs. Analyse the root kai - hand: ”Historians

happen to know that 'hand' was used as a noun for many

1

centuries before it was first used as a verb." This

principle or statement is applicable to Tamil forms as

well.

keii - ’haring done with the hand! 1,3, to decorate.

'kaii mellitin otufiki kai-y-eyigtu'

  

(Matu 419). Here kaii— is used as a pest adverbial

participle with the meaning 'she, having decorated herself’

Again 'kai-y—egintu is a compound form meaning 'having

claSped the hands'

'kiror ketufi kaliru kavalafi ggingg'

(Matt: 658—659)

'kallE—v-ilaifiar hat-alarm kaiEEa'

(Mul 36)

In both these contexts 'kaippo’ meaning hmdle feeding with

 

1. 'Outline of Linguistic Analysis' by Bernard Bloch and

George L. Trager, Baltimore, 1942, p. 62.
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the hand‘ is used as an infinitive: Thus 'kaii' and

'kaippa' formed from the noun kai- hand occur in the

cafikam texts used as verbs 'to refer the action done by

the hand'. No forms of *kaii' and 'kaippa' type occur

in the Post—Cafikam Tamil. Instances like these point

out that the 01d Tamil attempted to use the nouns as verbs

without any modifications and failed in that attempt.

What had been employed as an alternative device to use the

nouns as verbs, may be seen in the following compound verbs:

Here are four nouns used generally to refer the various

parts or limbs of the human body:

kai — hand: mukam - face:

talai — head: pugam - back.

The Cankam texts have preserved compound verbs formed from

these'distinct nouns.

kai + patu = 'kaippatu' to be in the hand: to be

caUght:

= 'kaippatuttu' to cause to he in hand:

to catch:

kaippattar (Pagan s1)

kaippatuttém (Peri 18-18)

kaippatuttéy (Kali 98)

kaippatukkappattiy (Kali 93)
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kai t vitu a ‘kaivifu‘ 'to leave from the hand':

to abanaon.

kaiviyyagag (Akam 358)

ka1v1§§1rukk6 (Kali 114)

kaiviyganar (Puggm 358)

kaiv1§uka1a§ (Akam 193)

mukam f cey: 'mukaficey' 'to do the face': 'to appear'

mukaficeytagp (Akam 7)

talai + payu: 'talaippayu', to be on the top:

to be on the front: to appear:

talaippagum (Narg 134)

talaippaiguvay (Kali 53)

talaippfipaggu (Pugam ’70)

talai + t5 = 'talaitta' 'to give the top or front':

to extend (the hand)

talaittantu (Timm 216)

talai 1 v5 = 'talaiva' 'to come in the front':

to hand: to appear.

talaivara (K311 129)

puggm + ta = 'puggnté', ‘to give the back’,

to fly away: to defeat.

puggn tantu (Patig,6-5)

pagan tarnti (Akam 230)
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pugem f path a 'pqyappatu‘ 'to go forward'

pugappattagg(u)5 ilay;(Pugem 333)

These illustrations may show two asyects of the 01d Com-

pound verb.

(1) The primary purpose of the combination of the

verbal root with the mount is to convert the

'nominal aspect’ of the latter. EX: 'mukaficey'

'to do the face'. Here 'cey' is not giving any

shades of meaning, but sinmly making the 'noun'

a 'verb' English 'Face': 'to face'.

(2) In addition to the above purpose, Home roots

strengthen or modify the meaning of the noun.

Ex: 'kaippatu’ 'to he in the hand'.

'kaivitu' 'to be away from the hand'.

here 'patu' gives the meaning of the English pre—

position 'in' and 'vitu' gives the meaning 'out‘.

A similar difference as between the English noun

and verb exists in Tamil. Compare the following:

 

 

Noun
Verb

The hand — kai kaivitu - To hand over (the key)

The face - Mukam muka'iicey - To face (the assembly)

The head - Talai talaivi - 30 head (the team)
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The usefulness of the verbal root in these compound

verbs formed from nouns can be seen from the following

inflection.

Eflfit Tense

kaivittin He handed over

mukan ceytén He faced (the assembly)

talai vantfin Be headed (the team)

An important feature of many of these compound verbs

is that they generally refer to various states of the

mental feeling. The Cankam language lacked ordinary verbs

to describe various stages and types of the human feeling.

Just as the origin of the 'Appellative verbs' is due to

express the qualities and aspects of things, many of these

compound verbs with a noun as their first member originiated,

it seems, to express the ‘feeling': 'to desire', 'to be

happy', 'to be sorrowful', 'to face danger'. ‘to love',

'to forget', 'to hate', 'to be shy', etc. The following

are some of those compound verbs used to denote the meaning

'to be distressed'.

allal + patu : allagpattu (Kali 120)

tunpu + urn : tunpurrfir (Kali 148)

kelakku r unu = kalakkngfiuntu (Pagan 343)
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vituppu + upu vitnppurnu (Pugem 342)

veytu + urn veyturgagai (K.T. 165)I
I

A!

cnar + uru aherugye'rai (Kali 130)

tuyar + uru tuyarurrfig (Akam 209)

peter # kfir patarkfirntiein_ (K.T. 216)

nay 4 cey nfiyceytin (Kali 40)

Combination changes:

The nature of the compound may be seen from the

number of changes and additions brought in when the

verbal root is compounded with a verbal root; root-noun

or noun.

The following phonetic changes are important:

Whether there should be any change when two words are

compounded, is generally decided by the case relations

of the component elements, the metrical requirement,

and the rhythm of the line concerned. Therefore the

principles given below may be applied if/when there arises

a necessity.

(1) The initial hard consonants t, k and -p of the

second member of the compound is sometimes doubled

when compounded to forms ending in vowels or the

consonants-n.0r-y.



EX:

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

para e tantu

p191 fl kol

maru + pa§u_

kai ¥ patu

p5 + tanta

uy + tara

uyir — payu

a parattantu.

a

pinikkol

maguppagu

kaippagu

paltanpa.

uyttara.'

uyirppatu.

When 1, 1 or §_is followed by

iii-puff}!

2‘1”

14132121):

Ep:

up-

p51 — payu s pérpayu

k3]. ‘- pa'Eu -_-

pig_a payu :

When 1.13 followed by -t-

1 + t a gy: n11 é taro =

When a nasal is followed by a

kfigpagu

pigpagu.

nigrara.

hard consonant it may

change, may not, or may disappear.

pugom r taruti - puramtaruti

pugfim 4 tantu = pugontantu

akam e papa akappayu

(Akam 230)

(Patig 6—5)

(Kali 147)

872

The final -u- of the first member is generally dropped

when followed by another -u—

11.11)" ‘- 11:“ a iornzu

pEtu I'- ugu = 1351311311.
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The following are the main compound verbs occuring in

the Cankam texts. As stated earlier, though all the forms

are verbal 1n 'farce' they are grouped below as verbal

and nominal in view of the nature of their first component

part. a

Verbals:

I+ t5 - to give:

Past finite: kagitentfiy (Akam 337)

talaittantay (Akam 258) patantag (Kali 39)

pukutantfig (Akam 56: 66) peyartantfig

(Aink 118: 355) pagertantfin (Pugem 301:

Akem 7) apaitantfil (Akam 62) igpttantatu

(£311 27) pukutantar (Kali 31, 50)

Past participle adverbial:

parattantu (Nag: 230) talaittantu

(Tirum 216) pattantu (Kali 84) peyarttantu

(Pari 10—50) igitantu (Pati: 9-8) kalaitantu

(Akam 208) pukutantu (Akam 86: 102)

méytantu (K.T. 394) peyartantu (Akam 303)

peyartantu (Puggm 283)

Adjectival: pattanta (Kali 58)



Present-future: lyitarum (K.T. 200) pukutarum

(Aink 400) neritarfium (Pam. 11-15)

Future: pukutarvay (Kali 98) eytamvém

(Nag; 316)

Infinitive: ixitara (Kari 172) coritara

(Kali 44) neritara (H.T. 66: 149: Pugam

330: Hug: 132) ugutara. (Akam 258: 373)

pukutara (Kari 218) agaitara (Rug; 184)

citaitara (Pari 10-48) paytara (A111): 40)

firtara (Kali 71) etirtara (my 165) hail-tare.

(Kali 36) nimirtara (013p 150)

iruttara (Matu 406) 1kattara (Kali 59) uyttara

(mm 13) tfirttara (Pari 11-23) pularttara

(Pari 11-86) niggara (Mgtu 522)

Negative: vitutarir (Kali 33)

+ 75 - to come

Past finite: taivantagfiy (K.T. 30) d§cuvantaggu

(Puggm 355)

Present future: taivarum (Pugfim 235)

Infinitive: améivara (Tirum 227: Malai 38)

talaivara (Kali 129) taivara (Cigp 33: Akam 9)

afihuvara (Pay? 257) teguvara (Nagy 305)

veruvara (Tirum 241) aqavara (Pari 1-2)
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celvara (Nag! 163) tikagvara (Peri 2-13)

tuyalvara (Peru 164: Akam 111) kigvara

(Tirum 165: Perum 404: Mata 698: Kali 127)

r tak - to fita to be

Past finite: cegptakkég (Kali 84)

natakkaggu (K.T. 78)

Present—future: natakum (Aink 153)

Infinitive: agitaka (Kali 142: 143: ikam 123)

cegitaka (Nag; 289) agittaka (Akam 20)

mugitaka (Akam 98) métake (Kali 26: 296:

69) vigaitaka (Nag: 302: Patig_3-1: Rug; 195)

mfigutaka (Pugam 360) mégtaka (Pugpm 384)

Ragtaka (Nagy 86: Kali 12s: Pugsm ?6: 367:

Akam 256: Tirum 250) pstartaks (Ka1i 81)

aficutska (Nag: 154: Puram 353) nfitaka

(Kali 26: Akam 71: 364: Patig_3-s)

cirttaka (Kali 98: Rug; 162)

Nominals

The compound verbs of this category have a root-

adjective, root-noun or noun as their first member:

It is not possible to differentiate in this 01a Tamil,

between the root-adjective and root-noun. The same

675



root functions both as adjective and noun. Only in

the later stages some suffixes were added to the root-

adjectives to convert them into nominals in form.

The following remarks of Prof- Louis B. Gray is much in

agreement with the nature of these Gankam Tamil forms:

He says:

1.

”Originally there were neither nouns nor adjec-

tives} but only descriptive words. Grammatically

nouns and adjectives are identical; their func-

tional differentiation, whereby nouns become names

of beings or things, and adjectives words modifying

nouns; was a later development, even though it

appeared before the dawn of history. Instead of

the adjective being derived from the noun, the

noun would seem to be derived from the adjective

if we are to rely, as it would seem that we must,

on the term descriptive as a characteristic common

to them both. We may, accordingly, group them

tugether as epithetOIOgues ('epithet-words')1

Foundations of Lan D e by Louis H. Gray,

New York. Second.Pr§nting 1950, p. 169.
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The following compound verbs belong to this category:

# payu

 

Past finite: ka}1pa§§5g (Kali 101)

mémpagyanan (Aink 78) ugagpagyfi; (Kali 63)

pigpaggagal (Nagy 207) akappayyatu

(Kali 147) pugappaEFQEEu (Puggm 333)

mficupattagyu (Nagy 380) valaippa§§5r_

(Kali 47) ka}1pa§tsr (K311 72) kaippattar

(Pugam 81) maguppagyaga (Puggm 4)

kaippaguttég (Kali 98) kapippaguttaggi

(Nagy 351) kaippayukkappaygfiy (Kali 93)

kayippaguttaga; (Akam 150) kaippayuttém

(Pari 13-18)

oggupaggavar (Pari 6~21)

ace: akappa§§figai (Kali 104)

Past participle: adverbial:

vagipagii (Kali 9) parpaygu (Aink 317)

kagpa§§u (Kali 105) kaggippaggu (Kali 65)

allagpattu (Kali 120) uyampagyu (Nag: 310:

Kali 113) negippayyu (£311 114)

1§ampa§uttu (N33: 309)
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Adjectival: mémpatta (Pari 1—27: Pugpm 55)

vagipagga (Kali 182) atanpapya (Kali 5)

11aippa§§a (Akam 3) meyppagya (Puggm 859)

uyirppa§§a (Nag; 24o) agguppagutta (Akam 22, 71)

Present-future: talaippayum (Nagy 134)

.Future: talaippayuviy (Kali 58)

fifigupatukuvir (Malai 241) akappayuvatu

(Pugam 58) kaganpaguvfir (Pari 8—106)

vagipaguvfir (Puggm 10)

akappaguppég (Kali 142) 5mpa§uppag_

(Kali 145)

Optative: vagipayuka (Puggm 239)

mémpaguka (Pagam 158) 15ampa§al (Kali 138)

Infinitive: figupaya (Nagy 217)

iyaipaga (Kali 72) ugpaga (Kali 144!

Nag; 345)

Verbal noun: a?1ppa§utta1ig_(Patig_9-1)

Root: ilampatu (Puggm 155)

Negative: mayampayan (Pugpm 142)

pigpagar (Pari 12-42)

talaippagaggu (Puggm 70)



“1;:
Past finite: émuggay (Kali 74) péturragai

(N32: 88: Akam 16) aqafikuggagai (Aink 58)

veytuggagai (K.T. 165) émuggfig (Kali

74: 144) tuyaruggfig (Akam 209) ceruvuggég

(Pari 7—75) pétuggaga1 (Akam 310)

vituppurranru (K.T. 131) kalakkurranru

(Eugam 41) pétuggaggu (Puggm 336)

émuggaggu (Kali 74: E.T. 214) anpurrfir

(Kali 148) igpuggir (Kali 148) tugpuggfir

(Kali 14s) émuygfir (Kali 74: 112)

ayafikuggfir (Aink 173) kalakkuggaga

(Pugam 345) pétuggicig (Akam 135)

acc: vituppugg51a1 (Kali 99)

afiaruggfirai (Kalli 190)

Bat: igpuggarkku (K511 148)

Past participle: adverbial:

muntugii (Kali 39) tiripugii (Kali 13)

ayarvugii (Kali 58)

émuczu (Nag; 116) pétuggu (Nag; 109)

vituppuzgu (Pagan 342) avivuggu

(Kali 71) Eruggu (Akam 1) tattuznu

(Nagy 110)

BVQ



Adjectival: kfimugra (Kali 32)

Present-Future: nagukkugfium (N33; 273)

pulampugpm (Akam 187) pfikkugfiuntu

(Pugpm 339) ka1akkugfiuntu (Pugam 343)

Future: pétuguval (Nagy 6)

agivuyuppég (Kali 139)

Agent-noun: k5mugpnag_(Pugam 238)

Infinitive: muntuga (Aink 393: Malai 282)

nagukkura (Kali 24)

Negative: kugaiyugéan (Aink 228)

mayakkuria (Akam 233)

+92x

Past finite: pigceytagai (Puggm 15)

nayceytég (Kali 40) kar ceytaggu (Akam 4)

muka§ caytagp (Akam 7)

Present—future: makigceyum (Kali 4)

Future: uraiceyvfir (Pari 19-52)

“91?.

Past: pagarkfirnt1c19_(K.T. 216)

pugkfirntar (Kali 101) nalkfirntir (Kali

50: 53) nalkfirntar (Akam 151)

Vagafikfirnta (Nag; 230)
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Past finite: meykkog§a§§§_{Pugpm 274)

pigikkoqgfi; (Nag; 284) firkogyaggu

(Akam 2) igaikoggaga (Nag; 67)

Past participle: adverbial:

kugikkoggu (fialai 200) payalkogyu

(Kali 24) uykoggu (Nag; 237)

w viyu

 

Past finite: kaiviyyagpg_(Akam 356)

kaiviyyagar (Puggm 358)

Past participie: adjectival: ta1aivi§§a (Kali 69)

Future: kaiv1§§irukk6 (Kali 114)

Negative: kaivi?uka1ag_(Akam 193)

4 Egg_ or r agyu
 

Past finite: paraggigiy (Kali 22)

Past participle: paraggiya (Akam 26)

Future: par5§yuvfiy (Kali 118)

vi{aiy§§uv5g (Kali 30) uraiyfiguval

(Nag; 134)

+31%

Past participle: puggntantu (Pat1g_6—5)

Future: puggmtaruti (Akam 230)

Infinitive: értara (Pugam 229: 398)
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a Efl‘

Past: matavantagal (K.T. 100)

The exact significance and.nature of the component

elements of the following compound verbs is not clear:

Past finite: ulamantay (Kali '76)

émfirntagam (Nagy 49) virumfintangr

(Nag; 320) anantar (Kali 29)

Past participle: alamantu (Pugem 31)

ulumantu (Akam 106) terumantu (Kali 39)

annfintu (Nam; 341Puram 47) allfintu (Hart: 55) (K1131 143)

éme'irttu (Nagy 2142)

Presentufuture: ulamerum (Akam 39?)

Future: ulamaruvfir (Pugem 51: 207)

Of'these 'annéntu' and 'allantu' are of similar

type. 'Anngntu' is used in the sense 'having looked up-

ward' and 'having held the head ereet'. Therefore the

root or the first member is 'an' - a noun meaning upperpart

or top. And -5- it seems, a verbal root meaning 'to be'

or 'to do'. Similarly the firet'memher of 'allfi' 'to be

in distress' is 'al' the same root as in the noun 'allal'

distress. 'egain ~E- is added to convert the noun ’al’

to the verbal meaning 'to be in distress’.
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'vifumintener’ is used in the sense 'they attained eminence'.

Here_also the noun is 'virum' an earlier form of 'vifumam?

(Akam 170) meaning 'eminence' and again '5' is added to it

to convert to the verbal nature.

It is likely that ’ulamantu' and 'ulamaru' are

formed from the compound form 'ulam‘ 'agitaticn' + vi -

to come: ulam + v5 :>. 'ulamantu' past: 'ulamaruv' —

future. Similar is the formation of 'alamantu' used

even in modern Tamil, 'alam' - a noun meaning 'fear',

‘whirling round' or egitstion + v5 - to come.

31am + v5 :> alam5'+ ntu = alamantu.

‘émarfitu' is the compound of 'Em' 'fear' or confusion

and Erntu <1. 5r f ntu ; Er - to become.

Auxiliagz Verb

The distinct characteristic of the Auxiliary verbs

to be analysed here, is that both the members of the com-

pound are inflected and as the result of which are generally

loosely knitted. It is obvious that these inflected meme

hers of the compounds should be made.of entirely verbal

roots. There occur some auxiliaries such as 'véntum' 'Should
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'kfitum' 'may' etc. which are more of independent nature

generally go with finite verbs or nouns with the purpose

of modifying their tense, meaning etc. EX:

'vigtel ventum‘ 'should live'. These expressions

cannot be grouped under the compounfls.

All the Auxiliary verbal expressions can be grouped

into two.

(a) Auxiliaries compounded to the participles or in-

finitives.

(b) Auxiliaries following finite verbs or nouns.

(a) Auxiliaries eogpounded to the gsrticinles

and infinitives:

(i) Partieincle :- Auxiliagg

Auxiliaries formed from the roots 'itu' 'iru' and 'I'

belong to this group. Inflected forms of ‘itu' 'iru'

and 'i' are compounded to the past adserbial participles.

EX: valarntu + itta _ valarntitte (Nag; 344)

tirantu + irunta = tirentirunta (Nets 121)

vsntu + Ike = vantika (flag: 221)

itu

The root 'itu' meaning 'to place', 'to put' etc. does

not give that meaning when it acts merely as an Auxiliary.

0n the other hand it strengthens the meaning of the previous
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member, which is always a past adverbial participle.

Such participles generally refer to an action completed

long ago or completed fully. For example 'valerntitta'

(Negg 344) mean: 'that had grown', in other words, the

process of the growing is over. Here 'itta' is inter—

preted by the auxiliary verb 'had'. Tamil has no 'pluper-

fect‘ tense as such- Generally 'itu' or 'iru‘ is added

to the participles to convey the sequence of time denoted

in the other languages by the 'pluperfect form'. The

following forms occur in the Texts:

Pest adverbial participle:

itantittu (Kali 101: 103) pilantittu (Kali 101)

pakuttittu (Kali 103) vitirttittu (Kali 115)

Past adjectivel:

pilantitta (Nag; 107: Akam 129) vagntitta

(Pagan 320) pagntitta (Pagem 24a)

valarntitta (Nan: 344) tetintitta (Pugem 81)

pigintitta (Pugam 114) melintitta (Akam 192)

meggitta (Pugem 114) hintitta (Akam 121)

milirntitta (Pugem 42) peytitta (M3131 315)

pukuttitte (Kali 103) kilaittitta (Pugem 325)

peyarttitte (Pugem 130)

Infinitive: meyafikito (Pugem 359)
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£12.11.

'iru‘ meaning ‘to Sit' or 'to be‘ does not give

that sense when it acts as an Auxiliary. In the latter

verbs its meaning is the same as that of '1tu'.

nighintu — irukkum : nighintirukkum

(Kali 33) means 'he would have thought‘. nigaintén

(nigaintu * fig) gives the meaning 'he thought' which

refers only to the past tense. But here 'nlgaintu T inukkun‘

really denotes 'the past in past'. Thus the absence of

simple pluperfeot verbs is compensated in Tamil by the

CompoundaAuxiliaries. The following forms occur in the

Texts:

Past finite:

nigeintirukkum (Kali 53)

varaintiruntanhl (Pugsm 340)

Past participle: adjectival:

ikantirunte (01g? 40) avintirunta (Akam 100)

kuvintirunta (Nag! 312) ataintirunta

(Akam 171: 103) tirantimnta (Netti 121)

viggirunta (Reg! 84)

Compound: asuntupattirunta (Mata 342)
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In the following cases the first member is a negative

participle.

piriyfitirukka (Peri 18-56)

cegiatiruntu (Mata 748)

:i:

Like 'itu' and 'iru' 'i' is compounded to the past

adverbial participle. EX:

nontu r ivir : nontivar:

pulli e iyfiy = pulliyiy:

The final vowels -u— and i of the first member of the com-

pound is elided before is

—I— generally means 'to give‘ but here as in the case of

'itu' and 'iru' it does not give any meaning. 0n the

other hand the inflection of 'I' is important, because the

tense or mood of the 'compound', is indicated only by the

inflected forms of i as Such, the past time indicated by

the participle - the first member, has no significance in

the context. This is an important characteristic of the

l
l-1 verbs. EX: vantu — i vanti (Kali 85) is an

imperative second person singular form meaning 'come!’

It is an imperative form, for, ‘i' is in the imperative.
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similarly 'nigru - iyal s ’nigriyal‘ meaning 'standing‘is

a verbal noun, because 'iyol‘ is a verbal noun. Thus it

is clear that the first member which is a past participle

in its structure, has no reference to the tense denoted by

the 'compound', but it is only responsible for the sense

or meaning expressed by the form. These —1 verbs are

more common in the language of Kalittokai. -i— is fully

inflected in almost all the tenses and moods: its con-

Jugational forms are given below:

Indicative:

Past finite:

2nd Sing: marontittfiy (Kali 128)

compound with 'tontu': ventu * itantu + By

=\eantittant6y (Kali 95)

3rd mas-Fem. Plu: vantittager (Kali 86)

Future finite:

2nd Sing: kaiaintivay (Kali 100)

saggivay (Kali 83) alaittivayto) (Kali 69)

compound: eo]lukuttiv§y(o) (Kali 69)

let Flu: ayarntikam (Kali 32)

Future-nominal:

2nd Sing: igantivay (Kali 56: 59)

vettiviy (Kali 93)
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3rd mas—rem Plu: kayiniivar (Kali 73)

nontivfir (Kali 73) uraittivfir (Kali 73)

Imperative

More inflected forms occur in the Imperative than in

the other moods. The nature of the Imperative termina-

tions such as 1, a1, 5y, —m- m6, mé, mig_etc. have been

analysed in detail in 1). 11.80 - W33;

Sing: (a) ceggi'(Akam 46: Earn 360:

Kali 79, 91, 93, 110) kaqgi (Pari 6—64:

Kali 91) 19491 (Kali 14?) vanti

(Kali 85) kagyi (Kali 47) cePPi

(Kali 93)

(b) When -ai is added to i, an euphonic suffix

—tt- enters between them. i + tt + 31 = Ittai.

uggittai (Kali 35) niggittai (Kali 94)

matittittai (Kali 14) parukfttai

(Kali 85). I of ittai is shortened

to —1 in pagittai (Kali 4o: 43:, 131)

(c) . kaofiyay (Kali B8)

vantiyay (Kali 114) pulliyay (Kali 94)

(a) pukkima (Kali 71: 73)

ceytima (Pusan 145) ka§§im5 (1311

144: 147) cegzimfi (Kali s4) ninrima
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(Nag; 45) irontfims (Pugpm 319)

arulimfi (Kali 94)

compound with ’patu': ouriyappettimfi

(Kali 147). This should be split as

efiyappattu — a compound need as past

participle ? Ema.

(e) vantimé (Akam 80: 218)

peytimé (Aink so) I

Plu: ka§aintfmig (Kali 142)

kéttimig (Kali 138: 143: 25)

Imperative forms in —im5 etc. (iyum e 5 =

1yu1n5 > im'rfi) compounded to the negative

stems such as vitfitu - Ema = vititimo etc.

have been analysed under the Imperative

negatives, p. 5‘6!-

Optative: vantika (Kali 86; Hay; 221)

oeggika (Akam 124) tanintIka (1311 13)

The i of ika is shortened to 1 in ceggika

(Nag! 321)

Conditional: uraittiyig (£311 111)

 

kéttiviyiyig,(fiali 93)

Infinitive: vantiya (Kali 93)
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Verbal noun: ningiyal (Kali 145)

1:51;in (Kali 98) aruliyal (Kali 31)

Negative:

Finite: 2nd Sing: ulaintiyfiy (Kali 95)

upamtiyfiy (Eyigai) (Kali 3)

3rd Mae: vantiyap (Kali 71)

Fem: uggiyfil (Kali 104)

Neg: 00nd: kittiyfiyiyig (Kali 144)

Neg: Part: agintiyitu (Hall 58)

uggfyi (Kali 94)

(11) parinitive L Auxiljfigh

Very Seldom an auxiliary verb is compounded to

an infinitive. Probably 'patu' is the only such auxiliary.

It has been explained under the 'Compound verbs' that

'patu' is compounded to root—adjectives, root-nouns and

nouns. The peculiarity is that it is compounded neither

to the verbal roots nor to the finite forms. Instead it

appears compounded to the infinitives ending in —a. EX:

ena t pate = 'epappatu' means ‘to be said'.

These forms are generally used to expressdthe passive.

The following forms occur in the Texts:



Past finite: unappagya; (Kali 43)

ezeiyappaqu} (Aink 370), egappaptatu

(Kali 92) vigappayyar (Pugam 358)

unappaygfir (Kali 23) tugakkappaggar

(Kali 23)

Past participle: unappaggu (Kali 15)

tegappaggu (Kali 12) mayakkappagyu

(Kali 14)

unappagya (Nagy 178)

Present-Future: u§§appa§um (Akam 391)

egappatum (H.T.‘194: Nag: 188)

In the following cases 'um' meaning ’even' is

suffixed to the infinitives. nokka + um zimokkavum:

nakkavum pagum (Aink 290) appavum pagum (Aink 290)

Future: egnppayuvatu (Kali 133: Puggm 18, 35)

viyakkappagfiumar (Pugnm 197)

Imperative: ogiyappaggimfi (Kali 147)

Verbal noun: eggppagagku (Aink 83)

Negative: egeppatfiar (K.T. 283)
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(b) Auxiliaries of more independent character:

The following roots belong to this group: he} —

to take: aku - to be: or to become: kfitu - to happen:

vEutu - to desire.

or these 'kol' is compounded either to the participle

or to the finite verb. 'Eku' is generally used to denote

the future time. 'kfitu' by suffixing -um is used in the

optative and denotes-the meaning 'may‘ 'possible' etc.

véutu suffixes 'um' and is used in the optativei'véutum'

means 'should'. .These Auxiliaries are not of much

importance structurally.

kol

'kol' 'to take' is not used in the following contexts.

As an Auxiliary it merely strengthens the meaning expressed

by the preceding form, whether a participle or finite.

EX:

etuttu—k-kolvatu (Kali 71) Ergo—k-kolpavar

(Kali 104) mukantu koutu (Peru 128.

Perum 27: Puram 161) koytu koutu (Perum

216) muragcu koutu (M3131 144)

Tiemiti—k-kontu (Nerg 22)



ulligag kogtu (Eng; 200)

nayantagag koyta (K.T. 264)

varaintegag kolagké (Kali 38)

kittigai kolagk‘u (Pagan: 181)

nayantagai kegmfi (Akam 259)

varaintagai 1:0:ng (Aink 130: 196: 289)

Empigai kogme (Kali 23)

Egg

The following expressions might be semantically

important and.not so much structurally.

eytigan akmru (A1111: 24)

pulavég fikuval (£311 75)

ceytanai akuvai (Akam 288)

nalkigai Ekumati (Pat-.13; 6—3)

eelvai Ekuvai (Pugem 70)

ceytég Ekuka (Pugem 71)

uyirttage Ekuka (Nag: 163)

‘kfitum'

 

'kfitum' generally denotes what ‘may' or ’might'

denotes in English. vixtal kfitum (Aink 213) means

'may live‘. A verbal noun generally precedes 'kfitum'

693
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EX:

vigtal kfitum (Aink 213) pegal kfitum

(Puram 17) ogukal kfitumwl (Par-i 20—87)

pulattal kfitumG) (Aka!!! 23)

magattal kfitum(5) (Akam 301)

Sometimes the suffix 'Um' meaning 'even‘ is suffixed

to the verbal nouns ending in etal, —cci cr -mai.

catalum kutum (Kali 61)

uytalum kfitum (Pugem 193)

nukarceiyum kfitum (Pugpm 214)

inmaiyum kfitum (Pugem 214)

However, it is important to note that thong-h 'kfitum'

generally functions as an auxiliary, the negative verb

formed from 'kfitu' expresses the 'prohibition'.

naccal kfititu (Kali 8) pital kfititu

(Nagy 380). The latter means 'should not sing'.

'véntum

'véntum', as stated earlier, is the equivalent of

the English 'should'. This is generally preceded by a

verbal noun, and rarely by the infinitive ending in —a

or -iyar. The following forms occur in the Texts:



. vixtal véqyum (Pugpm 36?)

pirital vantum (Kali 21) peyartal véggum

(Akam 10) puraital véggum (Akam 45)

varutal végyum (Akam 148: 182)

miytal véggum (Akam 71) agital véyyum

(Akam 242) cfigtal véggum (Nagy 122)

Empatal v§9§um (Kali 50) kagagutal

véggum (Kali 100) 59331 véqgum (Akam 168)

niguttal vézgtgutn (Nag: 338) karattal 7611mm

(Ray; 332)

tEfikal véggum (Akam 173) u;;al

véggum (Akam 129: K.T. 81) collal

véggum (Akam 17D) fital véggum (Akam

31s) kayal véggum (Akam 382)

aru§a1 véqyum (Pari 1g36: Ray; 342)

3331 véggum (Pugam 207) Ekal

végyum (Puggm 226)

irr€%al véggum (Pugam 9?)

tégiyal véqgum (Kali 98)

ningiyal véggum (Kali 145)

In the following cases 'véggum' is preceded by an

infinitive.
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va}ara v§q§um (Pugsm 339) ceyya

1'51}qu (Kali 107)

celiiyar végpum (Akam 326: Nagy 390)

urgiiyar vépyum (£11.13. 2‘?)

kogiiyar végyum (K.T. 51)

The negative form 'vélgga' 'should not' expresses the

'prohi‘bi tion' .

vigal vase; (Kali 28)

varunta “31.11.35. (Pagan: 101)

nigaikka véggfi (Puggm 7o)
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CHAPTER XXVII

Intensive and Onometogoetic Exyressions.

(a) Intensive

Certain verb-forms are doubled in the Cafikam Tamil

to indicate repeated, intense or continuous action.

The meaning or sense is still intensified by suffixing

'um' to the first form which is generally either a verbal

noun or conditional. This type of expression is peculiar

to the Cankam Tamil only. EX:

To stress the meaning of ul- to think, the following

expression is used:

'ullalum ullupava' (Kali 150) means

'Will he definitely think of it?’

Here the finite form 'ullupavfi' (masculine feminine plural

used in the singular) means 'eill he think or it?‘

To stress it further,‘ullalum' is prefixed to it.

The following forms occur in the Texts:

agitalum agitiyo (Herr 106)

omaitalum amaikuvam (dink 36)

nakutalum nakfium (Kali 147)



agutalum a'r'fium (Kali 147)

varutalum varfium (K.T. 83)

agitalum aging-5 (Akam a)

Riggalum kfigpavfi (K311 150)

nuvagglum nuvalpa (K.T. 89)

muyagglum muyalpa (Akam 356)

nigaittalum nigpitira (N32: 318)

nittalum nippava (K311 150)

uyirttalum uyirttagag (Kali 54)

vagafikalum vagafikum (Nags 67)

nalkalum nalkuvar (K.T. 37)

togaztmn taxautig (£9.11 55)

u§§alum u;}upav6 (K311 150)

topalum 1391312513 (Kali 55)

Elalum 511m: (LI. 251)

agiyalum ayintangu (Puggm 1)

niamggalum marugiginan (Kali 54)

payiggalum payiggum (Nagy 246)

mfikkalum mantagag (Kali 54)

In the following cases the finite form is in the

negative:

aritalum agiyir (K.T. 273)

tarutalum tarukallay (Hall 148)
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ugyalum uhgég (Kali 23)

agiyalum agiyég (Nagy 147)

vigavalom vigovim (K.T. 268)

ullalum ullém (KaT. 218)

eéralum eellitu (Kali )

nigaikkalum nigaittilai (Kerr 297)

6 instead of 'um' is suffixed to the verbal noun

in magalo miguka (Akam 144)

The conditional forms suffixed with 'um' are used

slightly differently from the above expressions.

'muglpatar kalaiyinufi kalaipa' (Narr 392, line 10)

 

means ‘Even if he intends to remove the disease that

afflicts me, he will remove it'. Here also the repetition

of the root kalai - to remove, intensifies the meaning

but the meaning is in the 'eoneessive'. EX:

kugpkigym kugpkuka (Pugom 231)

nilinum nilka (Pagan: 231)

elligum elluka (Akam 115)

tolaiyigum tolaika (Ray: 350: Akam 115)

amaiynlum ama-ika. (1m. 117)

agiyigum agika (Akam 110: 218)

nekirigpm nekirka (Akam 46)

kalaiyigum kalaipa (Nag: 392)
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nékkinum nfikkum (Kali 61)

eelligum eellum (Pugem 332)

kEtpigum kétka (Alan: 2218)

cekuppigpn oekukka (Pugem 57)

kitappigum kitakkum (Pugem 156}

karakkigpm karakkum (Forum 1)

kitakkigum kitakkum (Pagan 332)

In the following case the finite form is in the

Negative.

aruiigum aruifii (Nay: 140)

In the following expressions the negative finites

are preceded or prefixed with infinitives which in turn

are suffixed with 'um'.

cellavum cellfitu {Pugpm 365)

atakkavum atafikfig (Akam 126)

(b) Onomatogoetic Exnression

There occur about sixteen onomatopoetio roots in

the literature of the period. These are simple roots

producing the imitative sound of the action. A verbal

form formed from the root eg.— 'to say‘ is compounded to

the onomatopoetie root. For example the sound of
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'humming‘ or 'rustling‘ is expressed by 'immegol' meaning

im - to hum: ‘egel‘ - the act of producing the sound.

Generally either the infinitive or the finite, formed from

this root 'enfappears compounded to the root denoting the

imitation of the sound.

EX: kal * one = kollega

kal - eggaggu = kallegyaggu

1m: Expression of humming; rustling,

immegg (Kali 119, 123. Pugam 372.

Akam 172: 318)

Ram: Expression of (1) indistinct sound:

(2) Being calm: still: silent:

(3) Emitting or fragrance.

kammega. (Akam 11, 23: 200)

kammengaggu (Akam 23: Raff 154)

kom: An imitative sound.

f Rummage (Peri 19—44)

irum: (1) Sound as that of a drum.

(2) Sweet, pleasant, agreeable sound.

immega. (Farm 3, 93, 159,176; K.T. 345)



tutum:

katum:

kal:

01

tan:

3
’

tan

DY

a1:

Signifies roaring or jumping sound —

as into water:

tupumena (Pugam 243:

Expresses quickness.

katumega (Porn 101:

Expresses excitement.

kallegs (Pugem 160:

Aink 61)

241)

301: 351: Akam

17: 20: 227: 228) kallenranru

(Ray; 320) kallenravve (3.7. 24: Pugsm 296)

The sound of the bell: sound of the

drum etc. allege (Pugem 144: 170:

Aink 233: Akam 143:

Expression of beingcool.

tannega (Pugam 150:

344: 398: Akam 17:

tannengiciné (Aink 73)

130)

160: 337: 2.7.

78: 125: 135: 228)

Expression of suddenness of startling:

tunnega (Akem 87)

Expression of quickness.

oyyege (Pugem 98:

165: 192: 253:

150:

199:

174: Akam 153.

Kali 37)

EXPression of wonder or haste.

aiyegs (Akam 151: 304)

V02



psi:

tau:

tutk:

kukkfi:

Expression of being slow or gentle.

(2) being dim or dull.

(3) being distressed.

paiyens (Akam 307: Pugsm 257.

Kali 118) paiyengenave (Pages: 238)

Expression of dimness or dullness.

teuvengaggu (Nag; 319)

Expression of sudden fear or diSmay:

tufkengangu (K.T. 157)

This is the only expression where the

root is repeated to produce the sound.

Signifies heating noise as of an owl.

kukkfiveggatu (Ii-T. 157)
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APPENDIX

Apgellative Verb.

No attempt has been made within the frame of the

present work to define the nature of the Old Tamil verb.

It is due to the fact that the generally accepted definition

of the 'verb‘ as a word denoting an action or motion could

not be applicable to the entire verbs or the Cankam Taril.

The verbal forms analysed hitherto belong to the general

category of verbs denoting action or motion. But Tamil,

especially the Old Tamil possesses, another category of

verbs called 'Appellative verbs‘. These are formed not

from the verbal roots, but from root—adjectives, abstract

nouns, pronouns and nouns. Here is the view of Dr. Caldwell:

”The agreement between the Dravidian languages and

those of the Ugrian family with respect to the for-

mation of appellative verbs of the character referred

to is very remarkable, and has been admitted to be

very remarkable by Professor Hunfalvy, though in

other particulars he fails to see much resemblance

between the Finnoaflgrian and the Dravidian languages.
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Any Dravidian noun and any adjective may be converted

into a verb in the more ancient dialects of eaeh of

the Dravidian languages, and in some connections even

in the colloquial dialects, by simply sfiffixing to it

the usual pronominal fragments: and not only may

‘nouns in the nominative case he thus conJUgated as

verhs, but even the oblique case—basis or virtual

genitive, may in classical Tamil, as in Mordvin,

be adopted as a verbal theme.”1

Innumerahle illustrations can be given from the

Cankam Tamil to uphold every point of this statement.

Again, one may note that, as Dr. P.S. Subramanya sastri

rightly points out,

“the presence of Appellative verbs in Tamil and the

absence of similar verbs in Sanskrit is one of the

Salient points to prove that Tamil and Sanskrit he-

2

long to different families of languages."

1. Com.arative Grammar of the Dravidian lan o as.

TEEEE ed. Lonflon I§13, p. 377.

2. Tolkinpizam - Collatikaram, English Commentary

Ed. Annamalai University 1945, p. 167.
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It is regretted that no proper study has been under-

taken by anybody so far to analyse these verbs. Probably

such neglect is due to the fact that the Cankam language

which posSesses many Appellative verbs, has not been

analysed- The Dravidian as a distinct family could be

characterised from the study of these Appellative verbs

alone. An analysis of these verbs in detail, may also

help one to understand the origin and structure of the

verbs in general. or those scholars who made detailed

analysis of the ’verb’ mention should be made of the Late

Rev. Richard Garnett of the British Museum. In more than

six papers read before the Philological Society, London

(1846—1848) 'on the Nature and analysis of the verb', Rev.

Barnett, after a detailed study of the verbs in Indo—

European, Semitic, Ugrian and other chief families (no

mention is made of the Dravidian) characterises the verbs

in general. It is interesting to note that the encient

Tamil Grammarian Tolkappiyar's (date: according to the

traditional schools, 4th cen. 3.0. or a contempmmry of

Panini) characterisation of the 01d Tamil verb is almost

the same as that of Rev. Garnett. If one could follow

the views of Rev. Garnett about the nature of verbs in

general and the views of Tolkippiyar about the nature of
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Tamil verbs in particular, it is felt that the different

types of the Appellative verbs occuring in the Gankam

texts need no introduction. is such, it is proposed to

give points from the writings of Rev. Garnett in the

section I, the views of Tolkfippiyar in the section II,

the analysis of the Cankam forms in the section III.

Section I

The nature of verbs in general as characterised

bx Res. Garnett.

(a) ”There is again much discrepancy of opinion as to

what constitutes a verb, and in what essential particular

it differs from a noun. The definitions most commonly

given are, that its essence consists in expressing

'motion' or 'action' or 'existence’, and.most gram-

marians seem to he possessed with the idea that the

verb is endowed with a sort of inherent vitality, making

it to differ from a noun much in the same way that an

animal does from a vegetable. It is believed that not

one of the above theories will hear examination.

There are many verbs which express neither motion,

action nor existence, but their exact opposites, while
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at the Same time many other words express those ideas

with precision without being verbs.

It is believed that much of the misapprehension and

error prevalent on this subject has originated in con-

founding the 'finite verh' with the root from which it

is formed. It has been admitted that the essence of

this part of speech consists in predication or assertion,

a view to which no objection can be made. But this

immediately destroys its claim to be considered as a

primitive element of speech. There can be no predica-

tion in the concrete without a given 'subject': every

verb therefore must have its subject: that is, Speaking

grammatically it must he in a definite person. The

term expressing this person is an element perfectly dis-

tinct from the root; and when it is taken away, there is

no predication and consequently no verb. In short, a

verb is not a simply, but, 'ex neeessario', a complex

term, and therefore no primary part of Speech."1

(b) ”An attempt has now been made to Show that the basis

or root of the verb is a simply predicate, nSually

an abstract noun, and that its supposed distinctive

 

1s Pop-Sc Lend-0n, 18481 V01.- III, p- 159‘1600
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character arises entirely out of its combination with

a subject, commonly a personal pronoun in an oblique

case."1

(c) ”The truth is, that the definition of a verb, as

a word intrinsically denoting action or motion, is

exactly on a par with the old one of a bird as a

creature whose essential characteristic is to fly,

or which the production of an ostrich or an apteryx

is a sufficient refutation. The following appears

to the writer a more legitimate View of the question.

All words denote relations, and every relation is

capable of being predicated of a suitable subject.

When this is done according to certain grammatical

forms, the combined predicate and subject, become a

verb, whatever the nature or import of the former

may be. Some languages, as was observed in the

first paper of the present series, can carry this

principle of formation to an almost illimitable

degree; in others it is more restricted in general

practice. There are, however, abundant traces in

the latter class of the original operation of the

principle. Almost every Indo-European language

1. Ibid., p. 183.
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furnishes instances of verbs formed from.nouns, adjectives,

pronouns and particles, and those secondary and tertiary

formations are‘ronnd capable of expressing all the same

modifications of idea as their supposed primitives — in

some cases still more emphatically. 0n the other hand,

the roots of those primitives are found in whole classes

of languages to be identical with simple nouns of cognate

meaning, while in others the noun only differs from the

assumed root in an adventitious termination, commonly of

pronominal origin. We may therefore rationally conclude

that the simple verb is formed from a simple noun, pro-

noun or particle, and the derivative one from a form test

has received some augmentation; but that, as to the original

and characteristic principle of structure, there is not

1

the smallest difference between the two."

Section II

 

The nature of the Old Tamil verb.as characterised

bx Tolkingigar

Tolkeppiyar's View on the nature of the ordinary

Tamil verb formed from verbal roots has been given throughout

 

1. Ibid., vol. IV, p. 182.
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the earlier pages. The following statements represent

his views on the nature of ‘kugippu vigsi' ‘eppellative

verb'. (The numbers refering to the aphorisms (cfittiram)

are of the Cunnakem Edition of the Colleeikarem-)

According to Talkippiyar the verb is one that denotes

tense but expresses no case-relation. (ca 198) The

verbs have as their base or origin

(1) roots denoting 'quality or shstraction.‘

(2) roots denoting 'action' or ‘metion'.

EX:

kugippigum vinaiyigum negippata—t-tfingi

kalsmotu varfium vinai—c—col—l—ellfim'

(CE 201}

 

Meaning: ‘All the verbs (vigei—e—coi ellam) originated

(negippata-t-tfiggi) from the 'ahstract roots' i.e. roots

giving abstract meaning (kugippiggm) and roots denoting

action (vigeiyignm) and also expressing the tense

(kalamotu varfium) ...

Two important sepeets of the iamil verbs are pointed out

in these lines:

(1) Verbs originate from two types of roots 'kugflppu'

and 'vigai ' .

(2) Both these types of verbs denote the tense.

a
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The author uses the word ‘kalam' ‘time' in such a way to

qualify both the types of the verbs. He uses the

term 'vigai—c—col’ to denote 'the verb' but 'vinai' to

denote 'the root expressing aetion‘. Again it may be

of interest to note that the author uses the tenm 'vina1«

y-iyal' to refer to 'the chapter (iyal) on verhs'.

If one could follow these statements it is not difficult

to understand that one is not contradictory to the other.

What is important to note here, is that Tolkfippiyar himself

admits the principle that verbs are originated.ma1n1y from

roots denoting action (V1991). But he does not subscribe

to the view that verbs originate only from the roots de-

noting action. This is clearly seen from the statement

"all the verbs indicating time, and originated from

roots denoting 'action' (71391) and roots denoting

quality or ahsflmction (kugdppu)."

Again the meaning of ‘kngdppu' as ‘the root or base

denoting abstract sense' is given by Tolkfippiyar himself

in a different chapter.

uri-c-cog kigavi virdkkufi kalai

icaiyinum kurippinnm panninpm tfiggi

(ca 297)
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As regards the verbal terminations, he says "AppelIative

verbs do not differ from the ordinary verbs (tori nilai)

mentioned above in taking verbal terminations of the dif—

ferent persons" (CE 215)

Thus having identified the terminations of the

appellative verbs with that of the orflinary verbs, and

having divided the verbal roots or bases into two broader

divisions, the author of Tolkfipnizamlnumeds to make fur-

ther sub—divisions of the Appellative bases.

"The Appellative verbs will have for their stem

words denoting gassession which is the meaning of

the sixth case, words denoting n;§3g_which is the

meaning of the seventh case and words denoting

comRarison and quality." (06: 213)

Here Tolképpiyar classifies the types of forms coming

into the category of appellative verbs. Thus the stems

are words denoting (1) possession, (2) place, (3) com—

parison and (4) quality. Forms belonging to all these

four categories occur in the Cafikam texts. Host of the

forms formed from root—adjectives 0r ‘abstract roots‘

denote 'quelity' and also 'eomparison'. And the forms

forms from 'nouns' and 'prOnouns' base from words he-

longing to the groups 'place’ and 'possession‘.
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Tolkfippiyer makes many more classifications of the

Appellatives.

"The words used in the following meanings also

belong to the ippellative verbs: (13 ntt to he

so (a1) (2) to he non-existent (11) (B) to

exist (ul) and (4) to be able (vel)" (Cfi: 214)

In another category he includes the fibllewing words:

'inru' 'ils' ‘utaiye' 'agru' 'uteittu' 'alls' 'ula‘

(CE: 220) Thus the author of Tolkfippiyam makes many

divisions in order to include all the Appellative verbs

or his day into his descriptive grammar. However, he

did not emphasize the particular tense that these verbs

denote. The reason is obvious. As these verbs express

the quality or nature of things only they denote the

present tense.

Section III

Angellstive verbs occuring in the Cenkmm Texts

The Old Tamil lacked real adjectives. One of the

reasons for the rise of the Appellative verbs formed from

roots denoting 'quality', is to fill up this gap. EX:



'He is good'

'Avan nallan'

In the English expression ’is' is the predicate and

'good' is an adjective. But in the Tamil expression

'is good' is expressed by one word 'nallanf which forms

the predicate of the sentence. Speaking in the language

of Rev. Garnett, the ”predication" of the form 'nallagf

is derived by combining the "subject" ‘agf with the

predicate ‘nal’.

According to Prof. Louis H. Gray, there are traces of

the existences of similar terms in the other languages

of the world: He says:

“In many languages the adjective frequently assumes

verbal form. particularly when it serves as a pre-

dicate, as in 'the land is broad'. Thus we find

in Hupa tefiwindas 'he was heavy'; in.Maya keel-ken

'is cold, snake' = 'cold Snake‘; in Japanese Igggggg

'it was good' (zgi_'gocd'); in Hebrew _§t§g_'be

small'; in Arabic kabura 'he large'; and in the

languages of West Africa any part of speech used

in a qualifying sense must he considered a verb

unless there is conclusive evidence to the contrary.
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In luau—European this phenomenon is comparatively rare,

though it is occasionally found in denominative verbs,

as in Latin §;Q§§_'he white'; sunerbio 'be proud'.1

The use of the Appellative verb in Tamil is ex-

tensive and in the earlier literatures, sometimes poets

use only these Appellative verbs in order to convey their

ideas precisely. Here is the rirst couplet tram the

LII

immortal work - Tirukhal:

“"‘"‘W‘"

'Aknra mutala erutt(u) ellfim Etipekaveg

muterz(u)é uleku'

Meaning: 'The letters (erutta 6115111) have 'a' (Akara)

as the first (metals). The world (ulaku) has the

creator—God (Etipakavag) es the first (mutaggu)'

In this'verse there occur only two verbs, incidently

both of them are used as predicates of the two sentences.

'mutala (metal 7 a) meaning 'have as the first'

is the predicate of the first sentence 'Akere mutale efuttu

ellim. Similarly 'mutarzu' (mutal e tu) meaning 'has

as the first' is the predicate of the second sentence,

'Etipekavag mutarru uleku'.

1. Foundations of Language, Ed. New York,

Second Printing 1950, p. 169—170.
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Ordinarily 'mutal' means 'the first'. By combining the

neuter terminations tu (Sing) and -a (plu) two Appellative

verbs are formed from this numeral: 'mutaggu' and

'mutala‘ reapectively. As Rev. Garnett pointed out

(p. 703') 'all words denote relations, and every relation

is capable of being predicated of a suitable subject'.

Thus in the Cafikam Tamil any word is capable of being

predicated. Here is another Appellative verb formed

from the noun 'antanar‘ meaning ’saints' or 'Brahmins'.

'... kari! n1g_n5t(u)§

afal pugam tarfium antenaratu-v-E'

(Pugam 122: line 2-3)

Meaning, 'Oh King Kari! your country (nin nitu) belongs

to the saints (antanar & atu) protecting (puran tarfium)

the sacrificial fire (agalw

In this context the subject is ‘natu' ‘eountry' and the

predicate is 'antanaratu' 'helongs to the saints' or

'is that one belonging to the saints'. Here the predicate

’antanaratu' is formed by adding the neuter singular pronoun

'atu' to the noun 'antanar'. There is no element in the

verbal form 'antanaratu' to denote the meaning 'belonging'.



This meaning is derived entirely throngh its predication.

In Tolkippiyar's category verbs of this nature express

the 'posgession'.

The following forms occur in the Cankam texts:
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(a) Verbs formed from ‘abstract roots' or root-adjectives

The following are the main roots.

roots is capable of forming both abstract nOUn and

Appellative verb.

are - to be rare

a1 - not to be so

ali — to be of Sympathetic

nature

an - to be of that nature

11 - to be non-existent

ingfi - to he of bad or

sorrowful nature

igi - to be sweet

utai — to posSess

uri - to be rightful

u; - to exist

eti - to be eaSy

kot — to be bad

(verb — aritu etc.)

(Abst. N. - arumai)

(verb - (a1+tu) : aggu etc.)

(abet. N. - egpai)

(verb - alitu etc.)

(verb - arru etc.)

(verb - anaittu etc.)

(verb - inru etc.)

(abet. N. - inmai)

(verb — innatu etc.)

(abst. N. - innamai)

(verb - initu etc.)

(abate NI'." 111111131)

(verb - utaittu etc.)

(abst. N. — utaimai)

(verb - urittu etc.)

(abet. N. urimai)

(verb - untu etc.)

(abet. N. — unmai)

(verb - elite etc.)

(abst. N. - elimai)

(verb - kotitu etc.)

(abet. — kotumai)

Each of these



nal — to be good (verb - nannu etc.)

(abStu NI "' Kalil-"31)

net - to be long (verb — netitu etc.)

(abet. N. — netumei)

oign- to be short (verb — cigjtu'etc.)

(abet. N. - cirumai)

per — to be—great (verb — peritu etc.)

(abet. N. - perumai)

val — to be able or (verb - valletu etc.)

strong (abet. — venmai)

veg - to be poor (verb - vegitu etc.)

(abet. N. - Vagpmai)

There occur more roots of these type. or the roots

mentioned, val- to be able or strong is of importance.

It is conjugated only in certain persons and aloe it

forms verbs of the ordinary type. The following

belong to the latter type.

2nd Sing. Fut: velluvai (Akam 357)

3rd Fem. Fut: va11uvag (Kali 24)

Agent noun: 2nd Sing: vellunei (Aink 231)

Fem: vallunat (Nag! 29)

let Plu: vallunam (Nan: 171); 3rd Has-Fem. Plu:

vallunar (Pugem 24: 57)

Concessive: lst: Plu: vellunamfiyigum

(Akam 299): Imp: Neg: vallfitimé

(Aink 149: 304); Opt: valiyar (Aink 334)
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Singular

First person

eg: ugeg (K.T. 133: 310) u§aiyeg (Akam 3?6)

: uyaiyég (Rug; 142: Akam 72: Kali 8:C
M

I
3
3

13: 20: 84) vallég (Nagy 275: Kali

140: Pugam 255) agiyég (Nag; 239:

K.T. 293) nallég (Kali 108)

tiyég (Aink 204)

allég (Pugam 209: Kali 94: Aink 151:

K.T. 224) ilén (Kali 89: 145: 145: 87:

Second person:

a1: ariyai (Pugam 20) uriyai (Nag: 16:

Akam 2) utaiyai (Aink 385: Patig

4-9) va11a1 (Aink 237: Pugpm.59)

nallai (Puggm 187) 1gjyai (Puggm

94: 157) kogiyai (Nag; 244)

allai (Akam 73: K311 19: Pugpm 222)

ilai (Kali 98 etc.)

ay: vallfiy (Aink 287: Patig 6-2)

allay (Kali 118)

V20



Third person: Has:

an: uriyagl(A1nk 302: Malai 107: Pugam

69: Tirum 77: 176: 139) 1113::in

(Kali :37: 47: 111111: 253) agaiyag

(Patir 4—1) U139 (Nagy 199: K.T. 125)

igiyap: (KJ‘. 85)

a11ag_(A1nk 15: K.T. 230: Porn 177:

Pugam 338) ilan (Eng; 244: Kali

34: 69: Akam 316: Pugam 333: 257: 361)

Fem:

a1: ariya1 (Kali 140: Aink 191) uEaiyal

(aink 5?: Nag: 399) agaiya} (Kali 9)

allazg (Akam 13) 11a1 (K.T. 115)

Ken:

aritu (K311 107: 137: Aink 230: Nag;

203: Pagan: 121: 154) a11tu (KJ'. 149.

Pugam 109 etc.) u1atu (Puggm 244: 140)

e11tu (Puram 121: 123: 154) petitu

(Pugam 169) illitu (Akam 58: 134:

K.T. 362) vagitu (Pugfim 124: 015p 50)

cigitu (Kali 137) vanatu (Parzl 17-75)

agaiyatu (Kali 68) iggfitu (Kali

49: Pam; 9-3: K.T. 349)
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ugyu (Akam 45: 120: 398: Puggm 107: 110)

nagyu (Pagan 183: Kali 63} anru

(K.T. 204: 366: 26: Pugam 76: 45:

Kali 57) iggu (K.T. 179: 390: Puram 319)

aggu (Patig 4-1: Pugam 22) iggu

(Pugpm 337)

The combination changes such as:

31 + tu anru, 11 + tu = iggu

an v tn 2 arru, in r tn - iggu etc.

have been explained in p. 52 and ‘33- .

When -tu is added to roots ending in i and —a1

the -t- of tu is doubled.

urittu (Aink 210: 302: Kali 105)

u§aittu (Kali 4: Pari 13—13: Nanr 173)

aggittu (Pari 19-27: Puggm 196)

Similar neuter singular forms are sometimes used as

adrerhs- EX: neyitu (Puzgm 172)

' Plural:

First person:

am: iryam (Akam 80) uriyam (Akam 118)

periyam (Pugam 78) uiam (Puggm 110)

agaiyam (Nag: 131: 374) agpiyam

(Aink 70)
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allam (Puggm 80) 11am (K.T. 168: Puggm

112: Nagy 239: 150)

em: utaiyém (Puggm 112: 384)

agaiyém (K.T. 164)

allém (Punam 144: Akam 186: Aink 80:

240: Nag; 330: PatigyG-S: Kali 9: K.T. 244)

Second Eerson:

—ir: uriyir (Mala: 187)

allir (Akam 239) ilir (Kali 147)

Ir: uriyir (Akam 200) ulir (K.T. 118)

allIr (Pari 15-34)

Third Eeraon: Mas-Fem.

ar: u§ar (Nag; 50: 104: K.T. 86)

u§aiyar (Kali 112: KQT. 29: 213)

a}iyar (Nalai 494: Puggm 51) i§;yar

(Ray: 1, Puggm 167) vallar (Puggm 27)

allar (Akam 85: H.T. 43: Nag; 208:

Aink 464: 64) ilar (Nag: 261: 130;

Akam 237: 247: Kali 56: 137)

Egg:

ariya (Akam 2) a11ya (Aink 455)

uriya (K.T. 225) ugaiya (Pugpm 156.



skew 267) ula (Pugem 56: 167: H.T. 117)

eggs (K.T. 358) katiya (Kali 11)

eliya (Nagy 141) ig;ya (Aink 143: 398)

nalla (Aink 120: 166) 3113 (Kali 98:

Pugam 157)

In the Post-Cafikam period many of these neuter plural

finites are used also as adjectives.

(b) Verbs formed from nouns:

The following Appellative Verbs have nouns as their

stems. When the pronominal terminations are suffixed to

nouns there occur many changes:

(1) The inflexional increment in_or —tt- generally

enters between the final letter of the noun-

stem and the termination. Both '1n' and -tt-

also function as possessive suffixes.

man + ig_* e1 2 manninai 'you who possess

the land' or you possess the land.

maruntu - in — En = maruntigég

uyir - ig_+ an a uyirinag.



In forms like 'maruntinégf, the final vowel -u- of

'maruntu‘ is elided. Similarly, when -tt- is suffixed

to nouns ending in consonants generally that consonant

i3 elided o

ullam * tt t a1 : ullattai

perumitem ~,tt # ai = perumitattai

Changes like the following have been explained in the

earlier pages (13. 6'2. and 92.).

mute} — to = mutaggu

cigeppn - in_— to = cigeppiggu

Sometimes the pronoun —ot and not the pronominal termina-

tion -tu is suffixed to the noun-stems:

ken - atu - kannatu.

pulam — tt - atu = pulattatu

Rarely both the suffixes ‘13} and ‘tt' appear in the

same form.

mukam t tt T in + al a mukattinel

Singular

First person:

5n: parieilé§.(Pugam 209) maruntigég

(Kali so) mfinpigé'n (Nerg 3.28)
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Second nerson:

ai: magavai (Nag: 34) kaviggi (Pugam 4)

maggiggi (Pugam 20)

u}%attai (Kali 12) perumitattai (Puggm 122)

Third person: Mas:

ag; uyirigag (Nagy 115) agpiggg_(Akam 352)

iyaliga§_(Patig_6—1) elliggg_(K.T. 45)

mutirvigag,(Puggm 159)

Sn: ayyilfig (Nagy 120)

Egg;

31: kappigal (may; 253: 201) mukattigg;

(Nagy 122)

Egg}

atu: ka§§atu (Pugam 309) ticaiyatu

(Puggm 132) pulattatu (Puggm 117)

etu: cemmaggu (Kali 40: Pari 8—27:

(Pugam 33) mallaggu (Hag; 93)

mévaygu (Patin 6—10) mutazzu (Pugpm 55)

pagiggu (Kali 108) pagpiggu (Kali 43)

cigappiggu (Pari 8—46) pugaviggu

(Nag: 121) varakkiggu (Pari 11-71)

makkattu (K.T. 159)
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alarafikagyu (Aink 279) is a peculiar form.

Probably this may be split alar ? afikag - tn 2

alarafikafigu

In the following forms the -t— of the suffix -tn

is doubled:

nilaittu (Pari 15-32) vakaittu

(Pari 21—45) uraittu (Pugpm 5)

nirttu (Kali 92) ayittu (Puggm 173)

céyttu (Pugom 173) aruvittu (Kali 41)

kugumittu (Puggm 32) putuvarttu

(K.T. 385)

Plural:

First paracn:

am: nacaiyinam (K.T. 75) tannigam

(Akam 92: Nagy 344) marufikiggm

(K.T. 370) virumiyam (Puggm 78)

Em: kanngm (Eng; 61)

Second Eerson: —

Eg}rd person: Mas-Fem:

ar: agpigar (Ray: 208)
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Neu:

a: pafikiga (Akam 141) agpggp

(Aink 284)

kanna (Puggm 31)

(c) Verbs formed from ronouns:

Two forms formed from the demonstrative pronouns

avag— 'that place‘ and intai --'this place' occur in the

Texts:

lst Sing: quaiyég (K.T. 54)

3rd Mas—Fem Plu: avagar (Mag: 64)

One form formed from the interrogative pronoun

yivaq u 'which place' occurs: Heu: Sing:

yavaqat(u)5 (Nag; 306)

Coggounds

(i) Angellative - Auxiliagx verb.

As the Appellative verbs usually indicate only the

'present', conjugated forms of fiku — 'to be‘ were com—

pounfled to the Appellatives to eXpress the past or the

future tenses.
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EX: ariya - fiyiga a ariyevéyige

means 'they became rare'.

aritu , ikum = aritakum means

'it will be rare'

Similerly optative forms 'akuka' 'akiyar' formed from the

auxiliary root 'Eku' were compounded to the Appellatives.

Even in the Modern Tamil these forms are in use.

aritu - Ekuka : 'aritfikuka' means

'may it be so rare'

The following forms occur in the Texts:

Past:

 

Neu. Sing: peritékiggu (Aink 403)

vagitfikiggu (Aink 17)

illfikiggu (Kali 120: 144)

A peculiarity of these compounds is that the root '11'

when it forms the first member, is not conjugated.

Neu: Plu: ariyavayiga (Reg; 352)

Present—Future:

aritékum (Akam 28: K .T. 207)

ariyavakum (Nag; 4: Akam 283)

Future:

illakutum (K.T. 290)



Ogtative

(a) aritakuka (Pugam 246) illikuka

(Aink 5) agnavika (Pugem 135)

In the compound valvatfika (Akam 271), the first

member is ’valvatn' - a future singular form formed

from the root val- an appellative root in

Tolképpiyar’a View. (Ref. p.‘1fl+i

agaittfikiyar (Puyam 196) ilékiyar

(Pugem 190: 232} u;at§k1yar (PUEgm 190)

(b) kfilén Ekuka (Puggm ?2)

matavamfika (K.T. 20}

(c) avanataka (Akam 337)

avanarfikuka (Nagy 84)

(11) Angellative & Appellative

In the following cases the Appellative neuter

singular form angu - ‘it is not 30' is compounded to

Appellative affirmatives, in order to negate the affir—

mative meaning.

EX: aritu means 'it 13 rare'u

aritu - earn = aritangu means
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'1t is not rare’

aritaggu (Ray; 138) urittaggu

(Malai 2402 Pugam 213)

a§aVaittag§u (K.T. 102)

urivatagyu (K.T. 143)
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Verbal roots of the Cafikam Tamil.

A 911: (at 0°. k1) to be reduced; compressed.

akal (akangu, akalv) to leave: to separate.

akagr (akaggi) cons: to remove: expel.

akav (akavi, akavuv) to sing: to utter sound.

okay (akarntu, akafv) to dig out, excavate.

(akarkkuv) to dig out.

akail (akaintu) to flourish: to Sprout: to burn:

(akaittu, akaipp) cans. to sprout.

akai (akaittu) to break.

acE (Neg. acfivfi) to droop: languiSh.

acai1 (acaintu) to move, stir.

(acaittu. acaipp) cans. to shake: stir.

acaiz (acaii - K.T. 303: Tirum 176) to stay,

remain.

afio (afici. aficuv) to fear.

3?? (ayyi) to place: put.

atafik (ayafiki, agénkuv) to Submit, to obey.



atakk

atar

atul

atu

Btukk

ani

aquk

auai

atir

BPP

amar

(atakki) onus. to control.

(atarntu) to fashion: mould by heating.

(attu) to cook, to kill. to pound.

(atuttu) to be next, near.

(atukki) to pile up: arrange in series.

(ataintu) to_join: become close.

(ataittu, afaipp) cans. to shut, close.

(ataicci) to put: plant.

(auuéntu) to look upward: to hold

the head erect.

(auantu) to lift the head.

(auafiki) to suffer: to interlace in

growing together as bamboos.

(guintu agikuv) to be beautiful,

decorate, to Join with, Surround.

(Part. agukupu) to draw near, approach.

(Quinta) to approach:

(agaittu) onus: to tie up in a. bunch.

(atirntu, atirv) to echo, roar.

(appi) to stick as sandal paste etc.

(amarntu) to abide.
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amarz

amal

amai

ayar

0

ayar‘

ayil

arakk

Bragg

ari

arukk

aruk

arunt

arutt

arump

arul
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(amarttu amarpp) to he at strife.

(amaggu) to be close; thickly grown.

(amaintu amaiv) to become still, to crowd.

(amaittu, amaipp, amaikk) cans— to effect:

accomplish.

(ayarntu) to worship: do: perform: to

decorate.

(ayarttu) to forget.

(ayirttu) to suspect.

(ayiggu) to eat: drink.

(arakkuv) to wipe off.

(Pre~?ut. araggum) to about with excitement.

(Pre-Fut: ariyum) to cut.

(arittu) to gnaw, as white ants.

(arukki) to appreciate, value.

(Neg. aruki) to happen rarely,

to disappear.

(arunti) to eat: to contain, hold.

(arutti) cans: to feed: to cause to

experience.

(arumpi) to bud: to sprout.

(aruli aruluv) to be gracious, favour.
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31k

ela

alafik

alapp

alar

ale;

alai

avi

avir

avir
N

egal

ayi

Br“

31

erufik
vl

(allfintu) to suffer: to rejoice.

(elki alkuv) to Stay abide.

(alantu, alapp) to suffer.

(alafiki) to move: shake.

(eleppi) cane: cause to suffer.

(alarntu) to open up: to become

large: to blossom.

(alagg) to spread out; to bellow; bleat.

(alaittu, alapp, alaikk) cans: to haresez

afflict: to roll down.

(avintu) to diminish: to be subdued:

to blow: stoop; to cease.

(avittu, avipp) cans: to subdue, cease.

(evirw) to shine.

(avifntu) to open: expand.

(avigttu, avigpp, avigkk) cans:

to loosen: open.

(agangu) to burn.

(agintu agiv) to perish, to be ruined.

(efipp, afiikk) cans: to leave eff.

(as-um, a'll‘uV) to weep, cry.

(ayufiki afufikuv) to be disfigured, to

dispense with.
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grunt

afutt

ale

ali

alai

i

ari

am

(afunti) to become pressed: to sink.

(afutti) cans: to shoot.

(agentu) to consider: to define.

(aiittu, aiipp, aiikk) to be gracious

to give.

(aiaii) to mix up.

(agintu agiv) to know-

(agxu) to cease: become extinct.

(agpntu) to break.

{aguttu, agopp, agpkk) cans: to excel,

break Off.

(ageintu} to sound, to heat upon.

(Ev. Pre-Fut: am; Pagan: 134) to become.

(Eki Ekuv) to occur: to become: etc.

(fikki) cans. to effect: make.

(Egi, fiyuv) to wallow in: to go:

to proceed: to dance.

(Egyi, Egyuv) cans: to harass:

afflict: move.

(Syntu) to examine; seek out. praise.

(Erato, Erkuv) to eat: to experience.

(firttu, Erpp, Erkk) to roar, to vilify.
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1ka

ikal

ikaf

iku

1oai

(Ertti) cans: to give;

experience.

(511) to make noise;
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to cause to

roar, dance-

(Eggu) to be fit, to be subdued.

(avittu) to sigh.

(if?) to be immersed.

(iota) to rule: reign over-

(égi) to he appeased:

(5:21 firruv) cans:

to rest.

to appease-

(ikantu) to go beyond.

(ikali) to disagree: to hate.

(ikagntn, ikagv) to despise.

(ikuttu, 1kupp, 1kkuk) to pour forth,

to hang down; to sound; to heat, as a drum.

(ioaittu ioaipp ieeikk) to sound.

to signify.

(igantu) to dig, to be broken.

(igagi) to stumble.

(itittu itikk) to roar: to thunder.

(iggu iguv) to put: to hit against.

(inaittu) to fasten together; to tie.

(1m1rntu) to sound: hum.



II

imai

iyafik

iyakk

iyamp

iyal

iyai

ira

irafik

ira§§

iragg

iru

irul

irai

ilafik

111;:

ivar

ira

(imifntu) to sound: to Sprout.

(imaipp, imaikk) to wink, shine.

(Pre-Fut: iyafikum) to move, go.

(iyakki) cans: to cause to sound.

(Pre~Futs iyampum) to sound.

(1yagyu or 1ya11) to dance,

to happen, approach.

(iyaintu iyaiv) to agree.

{irantu irapp, irakk) to pray, seek aid.

(irafiki, irafikuv) to repent, feel pity.

(Pre—Fut: irayyum) to double.

(Pre—Fut: iraggum) to utter a shriek,

as a bird.

(irintu) to flee away.

(imntu impp, irukk) to exist, to remain.

(1ruqyu or 1ru}1) to become dark.

(iraukk) to hiss.

(ilafiki) to shine.

(PreaFut: iligrum) to flow,

to fall in drops.

(1varntu) to move about: spread: leap.

(ifiantu, ifiapp, igakk) to lose.



iri

ifuk

igukk

irai

II

113k

ilakk

1&31

133

iggfik

1;;

I
”
. E.

iggifib

iggi

H
!

(ifintu iyiv) to descend.

(ifuki) to Spread:

(gpukki) to lose:

to

to Suffer:

(igaintu) to rub against.
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blow.

to slip.

(ifaittu iyaikk) causi do: construct

grind into powder.

(Inf. i;aka) to become tender.

(Pre—Fut: ilakkum) Gaus:

(ilaittu) to be emaciated.

to make less firm.

(igantu iggpp igakk) to go beyond:

depart: to excel .

(Inf- iggfika) to descend.

(igfiyinir-

(irru) to break: to end in.

Malai 249) to scrape off.

(igpttu iappp. igpkk) to pierce throngh.

(iggifip) to scatter: straw.

(1gg1fic1, igaificuv) to bow, bend.

(iggintu 1gpikuv) to be afraid.

(inaipp) cans:

consvme.

(iv) to give:

(ittu) cans:

to torment:

agree 0

to give:

flestroy:

distribute.



ukai

ucav

uca

ucfiv

J

unagg

utk

uyal

utarr

uyu

(313191 inpuv) to be close together:

to abound.

(Iggi) cans: to acquire: earn.

(iyntu) to give.

(irntu) to be drawn out.

(Irttu, irpp, irkk) cans: to draw.

(£13191) to bring forth.

(ukantu ukapp ukakk) to be glad.

(Pre-Fut. ukalum) to leap, frisk.

(ukku ukuv) to melt: languish, to fall.

(ukuttu) cans: to let fall: to cast.

(ukaittu ukaipp ukaikk) to stir up,

to drive.

(Pre-Fut: ucavum) to ponder.

(Fut- ucatir - Kali 143) to inquire of.

(unavuv-l to inquire of, investigate.

(Pre-Fut: diagram) to urge, incite.

(ugki) to be afraid: to feel shy.

(utangu or ugali) to be enraged.

to wrangle.

(utaggi) cans: to provoke, enrage, fight.

(unattu ugupp) to surround, encircle.
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nyai

ugafik

ugakk

“1131'

ugartt

utav

utag

utir

utai

unt

umir

“Y1

uyz

uyafik

(ugaintu) to break: to he dispirited.

(upaittu utaikk) cans: to break.

(ugyu ugp) to eat.

(inf. ugafika) to dry.

(ugakki) cans: to cause to dry.

(ugarntu ugarv) to be conscious of, know.

(ugarpp) cans: to pacify, to cause to

do, instruct.

(uqartti) cans: to wake tram sleep.

(utavi) to help.

(Pre—Fut: utagpm) to shake off.

(utirntu utirw) to drnp off.

(utirttu utir'pp utirkk) cans:

to cause to drop.

(utaittu) to kick.

(unti untuv) to push forward-

(umirntu) to emit.

(uyntu uykuv) to live: to be relieved

from troubles.

(uyttu uypp uykk) to direct, send.

(uyafiki) to grow thin: become emaciated.
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uyar

uyav

uyir

urav

are?

urav

uri

urifi

urifio

uru

uruk

urukk

uruv

urn;

urai1

uraiz

ula

(uyarntu) to rise; to vanish.

(uyarttu) cans. to elevate.

(Pro—Fut: uyavum) to suffer.

(uyirttu uyirpp uyirkk) to revive

bring forth.

(Root. Forum 350) to be in constant motion.

(uragj) to resound: roar.

(urfiy) to move away, spread.

(urittu) to strip off.

(urifii) to rub.

(urifici) to scrape.

(uruttu urupp) to burn: to get angry.

(uruki) to melt.

(urukki) cans. to destroy.

(uruvi or urii) to unsheath.

(uruntu or orati) to turn aboot: go.

(uraii — Akam 128: 222) to move about:

spread.

(uraii) cans: to rub into a paste.

(uraittu, uraipp, uraikk) to speak.

(alantu ulakk) to become.

diminished: pass away.
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ulamp-

ulag

ulav

ulai

uva

uvar

uvag

uvagg

ular

(Pre-Fut. ulampum) to roar.

(ulagl) to dry up:

(ulay) to move about.

wither.

(ulaintu) to be dispersed:

V43

to be disordered.

(uvantu uvapp uvekk) to rejoice.

(uvarkk) to dislike:

(uvagi) to Spring up.

(uvaggi) cans:

to flow.

(uvittu) to boil.

abhor.

(ugantu uyapp) to suffer.

(ugakki ufakkuv) to trample

down:

(uralv) to whirl, to wander.

(ufiut)

(ulli ulluv) to think of:

(ulki) to think of.

devastate:

to dig up:

to play.

plough I

(ulnntu ulapp) to suffer.

to cause to swell up:

recollect.

(PreéFut. ulompum) to stir up,

to howl:

(ulerntu or uleri) to adjust:

shake:

to make noise.

to shake:

to draw the fingers over to stir.



nee

unk

ukk

fitt

ut

ur

UP

(ulaintu) to disperse: to Suffer:

(Inf: ugefika) to sleep.

(ugegntu) to change:

(ugegntu) to resemble.

(urru uguv) to occur: befall.

(ugettu ugppp ugpkk) cans. to put

up: afflict.

(ugeiv) to live: reside.

(ugeikk) to resemble.

(ugeipp, ugeikk) to drop, as rain, to

fall down: inereese: grow:

(uggi) to consider.

(Efiki) to swing.

(fikki) cans: to swing: shake.

to miss the mark.

(fiei) to shave2 cut off in slices.

(Eel figuv) to feign displeasure, to be

eulky..

(figgi figguv) cans. of no; to feed.

(Eti) to feed on as bees honev.

(firntu, firv) to mount: to be relaxed.

(fifttu fifpp) to decay, to blossom.
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at

59:

ekk

efic

etu

eyupp

cm

0.

ctir

(ugi) to Spring-

(3321} t0 stop in a place: to plant.

to press down.

(ekki ckkuv) to rise up: to throw up.

(afici) to be Spoiledl injured.

to tranSgress, to go beyond.

(cyuttu eynpp egukk) to bear: carry,

to produce.

(cguppi) ccus. of cru— to raise:

to banish.

(61.11.11 81:11:11.1?) to think

(ctirntu or ctiri) to be opposed: to

Join together.

(eyttu eykk) to_fail in strength.

'(eyti cytuv) to approach, obtain.

(crintu) to burn, to flame.

(erukki) to harass: trouble:

to cut: to strike: to aestrcy.

(eguntu) to rise: to spread.

(cguti) to produce by art, to sculpture.

(elli élluv) to ignore, ridicule:

to equal.

(eggi) to cut: cleave.
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(egintu) to fall, to blow, to drive

as a nail: to shower: to kill.

to out.

(egittu) to shine; to suffocate as smoke.

(eggu egp eykuv) to say, utter.

(Imp. émati) to go.

(ékuv) to go.

(Enki éfikuv) to long for; to be in fear:

to be panic-striken.

(éeuv) to abuse.

(énti éntuv) to rise high: to be elevated.

(Etti éttuv) to praise.

(émfintu émfipp) to desire.

to be overjoyed: to be distressed.

to make certain.

(éyi) to be fit.

(éypp éykk) cans. to resemble.

(Part. érpu) to rise.

(Sago or Eggs, égp) to oppose in battle:

to awake.

(évi) to command.

(3:31 grin!) to ascend.
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err

oci

ott

oti

otufik

otukk

otunk

0?

oru

011

01k

011

0112

74?

(33:1) cans. to lift up.

(ottu, opp okk) to resemble:

to be suited to.

(ocintu) to break: to bend.

(oeittu, ocikk) cans. to break.

(otti) to betake one'self to, as for

protection.

(Neg. otiyfi) to break (intra)

(otittu) cans. to break.

(otufiki) to be inactive: to become reduced.

(otukki) to subdue.

(otufiki otufikuv) to step aside, to walk.

(oyv-) to give: to dragaflong: to send.

to escape.

(or-I1, Neg. orial, Inf. oruva.) to escape:

to abandon.

(olluv or 01v) to agree: to tolerate.

(olki olkuv) to he disheartened:

to be injured: to shake: to come in contact.

(olintu) to grow well: to shoot forth.

(olikk) to shoot forth.

(olitt olipp olikk) to sound, roar.



0113

ovv

ori

oruk
l1

ogukk

011

0%13

cm

0:1:

(olipp) to cause to shine, clean.

(Neg. ova) to be similar.

(ogintu ogiv) to cease, die.

(ofittu efikk) cans. to destroy.

(oguki ogukuv) to be in order, to behave.

(ogukk) to drop.

(o;1ntu) to hide: to rail.

(agittu ogipp o1ikk) cans. to conceal.

(o;1§uv) to shine.

(ogppp) to rebuke: to reprove: punish.

(oggi) to spy out, to attack.

to embrace: to fell down: to approach.

to decide.

(0931 ogguv) to be on intimate terms with:

to agree.

(Neg. oggfi) to agree.

(Efiki) to rise high: to expand.

(Skki) onus. to raise.

(3e01) to drive away: cause to go.

(Syi ayuv) to run: flee away, to suffer.

(Sggi) cans. to drive.
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kaci

kafial

W3?
kata

kagavl

kayav‘

katav

kaéil

kagia

kaful

kagu

kacuk

ka§a1

kann

749

(Eti) to Sing.

(Eppi) to drive away.

(Empi) to preserve: to nourish.

(Neg. Eyegka) to cease: change.

(Erttu Erpp Erkk) to think,

to listen attentively.

(Neg. Evalai)

(kacintu) to ooze: to grow tender hearted

(kafieli)to be close: crowded.

(ka§§1) to bind, to tie.

(Recentu kacakk) to measure, openly resist.

(kagavi) to enquire: urge.

(kagavi or kayaii) to drive a vehicle.

(Inf. kayiva) to enquire

(keyintu kagiv) to discard: reject.

(kagittu) to bite: hurt, pinch.

(kaguttu) to run fact.

(kacuttu) to resemble.

(ketuki) to move fast: increase: blew.

(kaiaintu) to churn.

(kanni) to consider: to be attached to.



katar

katag

kati

ketir

katuv

kamaf

kara

kari

karut

karai

kal

kale

kelafik

kalakk

kalav

kali

£3113

(katarntu katafv) to be hasty.

to be furious.

(Inf- ketare) to rear: cry.

(katitt) to be angry With.

(ketirtt) to shine: to increase.

(katuvi) to grasp.

(kamarntu) to appear: spreafl, smell.

(karantu, karapp, karakk) to conceal.

(karintu) to be charred.

(karuti) to intend.

(karaintu) to call, invite.

(kergu) to learn.

(kalantu kalapp) to mis, to copulate.

(kalafiki kalafikuv) to he agitated,

perplexed.

(kalakki) cans. confuse: cause to suffer.

(Inf. kaliva) to mix, unite:

to be perturbed.

(kalittu kalipp) to grow luxuriantly,

to increase, to rejoice, to grow arrogant.

(kaligntu kaligv) to weep: troubled:

to change position; to shine forth.



kalur

kalai

kavv—

kavarl

kavar

kavar

kavav

kavazr

kavi

kavir

kavig_

kavai

karal

karar
|I -—

(kalurntu) to Shine forth.

(kalaii) to disperse .

(kavvi) to seize; grasp with eagerness.

(Root Malai 510) to call: summon.

(V.N. kavart) to seize: catch.

(kavarttu) to separate into: to fork.

(kavai) to embrace; to copulate.

(Inf. kavarra) cans. to cause anxiety

or sorrow.

(kavintu) to cover: to crash: fall.

(kavittu kavipp kavikk) cans.

to cover.

(kavirntu) to turn down

(havinru or kavini) to be beautiful,

gracious.

(karaii) to include: contain,

surround: to embrace, to fork.

(kayanru) to run away, to protrude.

to become loose.

(Ragga; karaguv) to thunder:

to be angry with.

(karintn) to pass through; to finish.

(karittn karikk) cans. to unsheath:
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karfipp

karu

ll

ka§i

ka;ai

Rage

kagafik

kari

karu

5
"
"

F
5
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Roger;

Rage?

Rani

kayail

kagaig

(kagippi) cans. to spend time, to complete.

(karii - Herr 42: 366: Pugem 311.

Akam 368: Malai 43.

v.14. keg-51 — Akam 356.

Inf. kayuva) to remove: to wash:

to purify.

(ka%ipp) to rejoice.

(Regaintu kalaiv} to weed, to remove.

(kerantu) to milk.

(Pre~Fut. karefikum) to sound.

(kagittu) to chew: to eat by nibbling.

(kagpttu) to mature: come to a climax.

to get angry with.

(taggi) to mature: to be scorched, to suffer.

(kagaggu) to glow, as fire: to be angry.

(Inf. kananra) caus- to render warm.

cause to burn.

(kaggvuv) to dream.

(kagintu) to become complete.

(kagaintu) to be intense: to Sound.

(kageittu) to mature, to grow round.



kits

kiyapp

kint

kiyi

k11¥

kiln

k1§ai

ki§

kir

kufi

kuysi

(kittu kipp, kikk) to guard, to preserve

(ki?§1 k5§§uv) to show: to prove.

(kantu kinp) to see-

(kaykuv) to become dry, to be angry:

to be wearisd.

(kfiyttu) to bear fruit.

(Ragga) to leap forth: as water fall:

to reveal.

(kigantu Rigakk) to 11s.

(kigappi) cans. to cause to lie down.

(kisgi) to poke: to dig up.

(kifintu) t6 be torn: broken

(kigittu kigipp kigikk) cans. to cut,

to consume.

(k1§}1) to pluck: nip.

(ki}antu kilakkuv) to express clearly

(k1{arpp kigarkk) cans. to rouse.

(kigaittu) to branch out, to excavate.

(kiq§u ki;v) to split: to burst into.

(kigi) to pass beyond.

(kugikk) to drink.

(kutaintu kugaiv) to churn:

to work through.
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kutt

kumur

kuyil

kurai

kulav

kulei

kuvav

kuvi

kuvai

Rural:

kufi

kurum

kuru

I:

kugail

kugaia

(Rutti) to plant.

(kumurj) to gush out: to burst with.

(kuyiggu) to bore: perforate:

to tunnel.

(kuraipp) to jubilate; shout.

(Root. Pugem 11: Aink 153) to bend:

to lie heaped.

(kulai) to bend.

(Root. Pagan 24: M3131 108) to heap up.

(kuvintu) to close: to decrease.

(kuvittu) cans. to heap up.

(kuvaii) to heap up: to become round.

(Inf. kurage) to cry as bird.

(kurintu) to he hollowed out.

(kurittu) cans. to inscribe: engrave.

(kugumi) to gather together: to roar

in company.

(kugii) to crowd: to assemble.

troubl ed: to bend .(karaintu) to melt:

(ku'raittu ling-3113p) cans. to cause

to Sprout.
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kuli

knee

(ku;1ttu) ku;1pp ku;1kk) to bathe:

to hide: to enter the thick of a fight.

(15111331) to strike: pound: crush.

(kugittu) to intend: contemplate.

(Ragga kuguv) to pluck, pull up.

(kugpki) to grow short: to approach.

(kugeintu) to diminish.

(kuggittu) cans. to lessen: to out.

(Neg. kunni) to diminish.

(Pre-Fut- kfium) to crow.

(kfiti kfiyuv) to join, to increase.

(kfitguv) cans. to unite: to gather up.

(kfimpi) to loose courage: to close.

(kfippi) cans. to Join hands:

to heap up.

(kfirntu) to be abundant: to bend:

to contract.

(kfirttu) to be abundant: to be sharp.

(kfivi kEvuv) to crow: to trumpet.

(kfigi kayo?) to say.

(kfigi) to curve: to bend down.
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keyu

269%

Earn
.f

kerum
I],

30%?

kogu

koqar

koti

key

kol

kolai

kogi

karat

kol

(keygu keyuv) to perish: to decay.

(Regatta, kegupp, kegukk) cans.

to destroy, injure.

(keggi) to dig:‘ to cut.

(kerii(yi) to unite.

(kegumi) to attain: Join.

to become ripe.

(Ragga ké§p) to hear.

(kaipp) to feed with the hand.

(kogkuv — or koép—) t0 whirl.

round: revolve.

(koggi) to beat.

(koguttu, kogupp koyukk) to give.

(koyarntu) to bring.

(krtittu) to burn: to boil.

(koytu koykuv) to out: reap:

to bristle as wanes of a horse.

(konnu) to kill.

(kolaii) to kill.

(korittu koripp kogikk) to rise up.

(koruti) to pluck: to rend; tear.

(kogyu ko}v) to grasp; to take.

(ko§11 or knluvi, ko}uvuv) cans.

to cause to hold: to urge on.



0311113

05y

car

cirtt

oil

c522

05!!

citar

cite;

?5?

(kfittn kapp) to Join: to string

(kayi) to bend.

(kaggi) cans. to bend, break.

(kfili) to enclose: to stretch round.

(cavaggi) cans. to chew: masticete.

(cettu - Aink 151-160: Pre—fut. cam)

to become dry: die.

(ciyi) to trample: to tear open.

(citti) to put en; te wear: to smear:

to close.

(campuv) to wither, dropp, to perish.

(cfiyi ciykuv) to be troubled: to grow thin.

(cayntu) to hang down: to bend.

(ciyttu efiypp) cans. to cause to bend.

to destrOy.

(carntu) to unite.

(cartti cirttuv) cans. to join.

(cfiggu) to be great.

(c5531 cégguv) to announce:

(05:21) to £11; with water:

(citarntu) to be strewn: to scratch.

(citagi) to disperse: to give liberally.



citai

cinti

cirag

oiri

011k

cilamp

cilai

civa

oivag

ciao

cigpk

ciao?

(citaintu, citaikuv) to be spoiled.

decay, to be dispersed: to be broken.

(citaittu oitoipp citaikk) cans.

to waste: to injure.

(Reg. ointiyég Pugpm 376)

to think over.

(Part oiragppu) to Hulk, to disagree,

(cirittu) to laugh.

(cilki) to become few, dwindle o

(Inf. oilampa) to make a tinkling

noise; to echo: resound.

(cilaittu oilaipp oilaikk) to roar.

to beat: as a drum.

(civantu oivapp oivakk) to be red:

become angry.

(civagi) to go with.

(cigantu eiggpp) to be illustrious,

abundant.

(ciguki) to diminish, shrink.

(ciggntu) to be enraged.

on the analogy of togptta (Patig'2-3)

(cigovi or oigoii, ciggvuv)

to be angry.

o
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cil (cfi. Neg. civatu) to scrape off:

clean.

ciz (cittu cipp cikk) to sweep off: remove.

cig (cigi) to he infuriated.

any? (cu§§i) to point out, consider: honour.

sugar (Inf. cu?ara) to shine- (cuyarntu — Akam 68)

cuyu (outta cuyuv) to burn.

cuma (cumantu cumrapp) to bear: support.

cura (ourantu curakk) to give abundantly.

spring forth.

curi (curintu) to curl: to whirl.

cumfik (cumfiki) to shrink.

cur-ukk (cumkki) cans. ta reduce.

curugf. (01111113131) cans. to roll up: twist.

aural (Inf. cuvala) to shine: burn.

ouvai (cuvaittu) to eat: suck.

aural (Pre-Fut. curalum) to whirl.

curagr (curagguv) cans. to whirl.

our; (cugri curguv) to revolve.

cfif (cfigi) to wear: bear.

c5§§ (cfi§§1 cfiyguv) caus. to aéorns

to Spread over.



cetu

cepp

eey

ceyir

ceru

cerukk

eel

celutt

oerr

cegil

(c511) to become pregnant.

(cfifntu cfirv) to consider: to construct.

(cfirpp) to wind: to wrap round.

(Imp. oil) to take an oath.

(cekuttn cekukk) to destroy.

(cettu p. M : 211-) to think:

consider.

(Boot. Pagan: 261: Akam 6:3) to be

weak, lose lustre.

(ceppi) to say:_ to agree.

(ceytu ceyv) to do: perform.

(ceyirttu) to be angry with: to afflict.

commit an offence.

(cerii) to put in: insert.

('ceru' is the earlier form of 'ceruku')

(cerukki) to be proud: vein: to he

infatuated.

(cegru celv) to go: spread.

(celutti) cans. to drive: cause to go.

(08351) to kill: out: to set.

(cerintu) to be Joined: to increase.



761

033:2 (cegjntu) to be tight: to he cantrnlled.

(cegittu ceggpp) to block, sut: Suppress,

fasten.

cegpl (cerru ceruv) to prevent: torment.

segue (cegpttu) to comprise: to cantain.

cegpg (cegpttu cegppp cegpkk) to be

angry at: to kill: overcome.

0&1 (cgntu cgkkuv) to dwell: remain: to sleep.

052 (céntu) to redden.‘

053 (céep — Pari 8-104) to obtain.

cEr (cérntu) to be in contact with, to reach.

cartt (cértii or cérttu) cans. to join.

cori (corintu coriv) to flow down.

call1 (60111 colluv) to say: speak.

coll2 (00111) to remove: alleviate.

coli (colittu) to strip off: peel off.

0021 (oozintu) to scratch in order to

allay itching.

car (cfirntu cfirv) to droop: to fade:

to trickle down.

gamar (Inf. fiamara) to Spread.

'fiaral (Inf. fiarala) to sound: make noise.



$51 (fiangu) to decline: descend.

fiekif (fiekigntu to nekafi, nek4pv)

to become lease: to melt: ta blossom.

(nekigttn) cans. to lessen.

'hemar (Eemarnts) to spread: extend.

'fiemal (Root. Peri 8—44) to wander.

iemi (Inf. Eemiys) to break: to give way.

Hemis‘ (gemisi) to crash: to rap.

fiemir (fiemirntu or'fiemiri) to spread.

campressed.

‘Bemufik (Inf.'£emufika) to be squeezed: pressed.

fiemukk (aemukkuv) cans. to press hard.

geli CPre-Fut. geliyum) to rub.

§o%k (fiegkil to diminish.

taku (takk(u)) to be fit.

takail (takaii. Inf. takaiya) to be

beautiful.

takaiz (Neg. takaiyfitfig) to stop: resist.

(takaittu‘takeipp) to Stop: check.

to bind: to wind round.

tahk (taski) to stay.
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tatk

t...

tatav

tati

tayu

tatai

taut

tana

tagi

tatt

tatump

tatai

tRPP

tapu

tayank

talai

(pne-Fut. tatkum) to remain: to bind.

(tayyi) to obstruct: hinder.

(ta§311 — Neyu 69 etc. Part. tayavupu)

to sway to and. fro.

(tafintu) to gut off, kill.

(taguttu tayupp) to hinder: obstruct.

(tag-flu - New 149: LT. 134 etc.)

to become larger: to groW.

(139131 tazgyuv) to trouble: to be eager.

(tagantu tagapp tagakk) to depart:

remove.

(tagintu tagikuv) to he appaased.

(tagittu) cans. to relieve.

(tatti) to go by leaps and jumps.

(tatumpi tatumpuv) to increase.

to overflow: to be satisfied.

(tataintu) to be crowded: to be shattered.

(tappi) to err: to escape.

(taputtu) to destroy.

(tayafiki) to sway: move to and fro.

(talaii, Neg. talaiyitu (Patig 2-10)

to join: mix: spread: give: to rain.
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tava?

\

tavir

tavirz

tavu

tafafik

tayuv

ta;1

ta].2

talar

(tnvafntu) to extend: spread over:

to creep.

(tavirntu) to stay: remain.

(tavirttu tawirpp tqwirkk) to avoid.

(Neg. tarfia - Patig_5-3g

tavaaliyar - Pa$1§_2—4: Akam 338)

tavu :1. tapu - to destray, perish.

(Root. :11th 24) to sound: roar

(tafiuvi or tagii taguvuv)

to contain, to surraund: to compress.

(tattu) to prosper: Prob. tram talai

(Neg. ta4§fi) to decrease: loose.

(tagarntu) to droop: faint.

(talarkk) cans. to loosen.

(taiittu) to drip as rain.

(ta4irkkuv) to prosper: to grow

luxuriantly.

(tantu taruv) to give.

(tEyi, Inf. tava) to leap: to spread:

to be luxuriant.

(takki takkuv) to attack: to beat:

to out.
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tank

tef

biker

tikei

tigi

timir

tirafik

tire}

tiri

tiruk

tirunt

tirutt

tirai

tigai

(tafiki tafikuv) to protect: guard.

to beer.

(tfirntu) to be low: to obey.

(tikarntu) to contain: hold.

(tikaittu) to he perplexed.

(tieintu) to be crowded: dense.

(tiyittu) cans: to stuff: set.

(timirntu or timiri) to rub.‘

to apply to: to throw: scatter.

(tirafiki) to dry up: to faint: Group:

(tirantu) to accumulate: to abound.

(tirieéu) to be twisted: to change.

to be confused.

(tirittu tirdpp tirikk) cans.

to turn: to break.

(tiruki tirukuv) to be intense: severe.

(tirunti) to be perfect: to be elegant.

(tirutti tiruttuv) cans. to

improve.

(tiraikk) to cover:

correct;

contain.‘

(tigaittu , tigaipp, tigaikk)

to play.
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tier

N“

tune

tutakk

tuyai

tugar

tugi

(tiggntu tigppp tigekk) to open.

(tirampi) to change: deviate.

(tiggu3 to eat.

(tintu) to perish: to be burnt.

(tigyi) to beat: to touch.

(tiggi) cans: to rub: to

smooth as the hair.

(tiyntu) to be burnt: perish.

(tirntu tirkuv) to be non-existent:

to be over

(tirttu tirpp tfrkk) cans. to remove:

to cure.

(tiggi) to feed.

(tufici tuficuv) to rest, to stay: to

abide: to he indolent: to die.

(tu§akki) to tie: bind: to entangle.

(tuyaittu tugaipp tuyaikk) to wipe:

to polish.

(tuqarntu) to cluster, as flowers.

(tugintu) to cut.

(tapikk) cans. to cut.
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tuni

tugai

tutai

tumi

tuy

tuyar

tuyal

tuyil

tuyigr

turn

tulefik

tuver

tuvel

have}

tuvsnr

tuvagg

(tueintu turikuv) to become clear.

to resolve.

(tugeittu tugaipp) to string, as a garland

(tuteintu) to be crowded: intense.

(Pre-Fut. tummum) to sneeze.

UnwintH) to be out off: _te perish:

(tumittu tumipp) cans. to cut off:

to obstruct: to saw.

(tuyttu tuypp) to experience, to eat:

to feed.

(Pre—Fut: tuyarum) to grieve: lament.

(Root. sire 265) to sway: wave.

(tuyigru) to sleep.

(turyirrgi) cans. to put to sleep.

(turantu turepp turakk) to drive.

to beat, to be active.

(Root. Kali 13) to hang: to swing.

(tuvari) to dry: to wipe off moisture.

(tuvaggu) to be full.

(Neg. tuvali) to be flexible: to shrink.

(tuvagri) to fill up: to be heaped up.

(Pre-Fut. tuvargum) to scatter drops.

sprinkle.



tuvai

tuvv

tura
u

tufav

tugfiv

turai

ma

tu}a

tugafik

tu%akk

tu§ar

tu;1

tulump

tun:

tug;

turn

(tuvaittu tnvaipp tumikk) to make

great noise: to be praised.

(Neg. tuva) to eat: enjoy.

(tufanta) to stir: as with a ladle.

(Pre—Fut. tugavum) to pass

through: review 1n.m1nd.

(PreaFut. tugavum) to seek.

(tugaii) to propel by oars.

(tuljuv) to leap, tremble.

(tugantu) to stir, as with a ladle.

(tu}afiki) to move: shake: to be

uprOoted.

(tugakki) to move: shake.

(tu§arntu) to hoe; to spread.

(tu;1PP) to rain.

(Praunt. tu}umpum) to shake.

agitated.

(tart-1) to eat.

(tuggntu tuggpp tuggkk} to avoid.

to abandon.

(tuygu) to undertake:
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tugi

tugpi

tank

tfikk

tn9t

tur

tuv

tfirs

teri

tern}

tev

tevil

teviyy

tevu§§

tori

(tuggi) to approach. to be near.

(tunittu main?) to abhor: to be Bulky.

as in a love-quarrel.

(tuggintu) to hasten.

(tfifiki tfifikuv) to swing: to dance:

to abide: to walk: to be crowded.

(tfikki) to lift! raise: to hang.

(Root: Akam 9) to pound.

(tarntu) to be filled up: to be closed.

(tfirpp tfirkkuv) cans. to fill up.

to insert.

(Inf. tfiva) to Sprinkle: straw.

(tfirri) to spread: to defame.

(terintu teriv) to know: to choose.

(Info teru;a) to be clear: lucid.

(tevi. Preufut: tevvum)

to obtain: to £111.

(Inf: tev1}a) to overflow: increase.

(Pre-Fut. teviygum) to chew the

end: to make noise.

(Pre-Fut. tevuygum) to chew the cud.

(tefipp) to utter threats, to suhaue.
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1
tagi

teliz

te41r

tee:

tag;

tai

(tegintu teQikuv) to be some clear.

to understand.

(tegittu te}1pp) cans. to take an oath.

(tefittu) cans. to sprinkle: scatter.

(te;irrp) to sound! to be fertile: to be

happy .

(teggi) to stumble: to string up.

(tegittu tagipp taggkk) to he apringled.

to leap: to be full.

(Inf. tege) to punish: destroy: to be

angry at.

(tegppp) to heap.

(teyfiu) to seek.

(tampi tampuv) to fade: to wither.

to grow thin: to suffer: to perish.

(téyntu) to lessen: to be destroyed.

(téyttu) cans. to 1:111.

(térntu) to seek.

(tag-1 téguv) to be clarified.

(taggi) cans: to make clear: convince.

to swear.

(ten) to make: create: to tie:

weave: to string: to adorn: to enchaae:

to wear: to paint: to surround.
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toku

totafik

totar

tutu

toy

tolai

tolaicc

(tokkn) to accumulate.

(tokuttu tokupp tokukk) cans. to

bring together.

(totafiki) to begin.

(totarntu or totari) to follow

uninterrupted: to increaae: to hang.

to he close-knit.

(tottu totuv) to put on: to dig:

to pierce through: to play a drum: to

fasten: insert: squeeze out.

(toyuttu totupp) cans. to bind: to

shoot: to preserve: to surround.

(Neg. tonytu) to parish: to labour:

(tolaintu) to perish: become extinct.

defeated.

(tolaittu) cans. to destroy.

(tolaicci) to kill: to exhaust:

to pay.

(togut toguv) to worship.

(tottu) to pertaraté: bare with

an instrument.

(tagti) to dig: to unload: to

fetch water.
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t5§£

tauv

nakk

naco

nacai

naga

natu

napufik

1161212

nant

naya

(toyntu) to become wet.

(tfiyttu) owe. to wash: cleanswe.

(tfiyntu) to reach: to touch: to

embrace: to resomblo.

(taggo) to be defeated: to lose.

(123131 tam.) to be visible.

(tauvi) to be dim: .to ruin.

(nakki) to burn.

(nakku nakuv) to open: expand.

to bloom as a flower: fl) laugh.

(naoci) to desire: long for.

(nacaintu naoaiv) to love: desire.

(naganto no§app nayakk) to walk.

(Hog. nagfia Kali 112) to plant.

(nayufiki noyufikuv) to tremble.

to nod one's head o8 a Sign of

appreciation.

(naggi) to approach.

(nanti nantuv) to be luxuriant,

to prosper: to be proud.

(nampi) to long for: desire:

(nayantu nayakk) to rejoice.
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narel

nalk

nali

navil

navirr

navai

nal

naii

narai

nagei

(Pro-Fat. naralum) to Sound:

(nalki nalkuv) to give: to rejoice.

(Pre-Fut. naliyum) to suffer: to

perish:

(naviggu) to practise:

to say.

(Pro—Put. navircum) to investigate

(navaittu) to kill.

(nattu) to befriend:

(naiintu) to be close together:

(naiipp) cans. to be close together.

(nageipp) to he fragrant.

(naggintu) to become wet:

to appear.

to yield before a foe-

to desire.

associate with.

to bud:

(nagpipp nanaikk) cans. to wet.

(nfiygi) cans. to set up.

roar: cry.

crowded.
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(niti nfituv) to desire earnestly, to seek.

(ngoi niquv) to be shy.

(Pre—Fut. nilum) to hang.

(naggi) cans. to hang.

(nfigi) to appear:

fragrance.

arise: to emit



nikag

nikar

nina

nimir

nira

niramp

nirapp

nirav

nirai

n11

nilav

nilai

niva

nifatt

nigal

nirarr
.. 0--

(nikggi) to be similar.

(nikarkk) to be similar; to rival.

(nikagntu) to happen: occur.

(nigantu niqakk) to tie up: fasten

(nimirntu) to bend: shake: to be

excessive: to become erect.

(nirantu) to Spread.

(niramvi) to terminate: to bonnie full.

(nirappi) cans. to £111.

(niravi) fill up: to level.

(niraittu) to arrange: to crowd.

(niggu nigp nigkuv) to stand: to

be subdued.

(Opt. Nbgg nilavagmir Pugpm 375)

to exist: stay.

(nilaii) to remain permanent: stay.

(nivantu nivapp nivakk) to rise:

to grow: to Spread: to overflow.

(niFatt1} to wane: to lose: to reduce.

(nifaggu) to give shelter.

(nixaggi) to shed radiance: hr shade:

to ring.
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nigei

nigei

ni

nink

nikk

nit

niye

mint

niv

nivz

nukar

hunk

nugafik

nutakk

nunefik
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(nigpttu or nigii nigypp nigpkk)

cave. of mil. to plant: to set; to decide.

(nigeintu nigeiv) to become full.

(nigeipp) cans. to £111: cans. to pervade.

(nigeintu nigeiv) to reflect: remember.

(nigeittu nigeipp nigeikk) to remember.

(nittu nipp) to separate from, leave.

(nifiki) to leave: depart.

(nikki nikkuv) cans. to remove.

(nigi niyuv) to eelay: lengthen.

(niggi) cans. to lengthen.

(ninti nintuv) to get over: to relinquish.

(nivi) to cease, to transgrees: to break.

(nivi, nivuv) to stroke: rub gently.

to wipe off: to smear.

(nukarntu nukerv) to experience.

enjoy: to eat, drink.

(nufiki) to swallow: to devour.

(nneefiki) to shake, wave.

(nugakki) cans. to wash: destroy.

(nugafiki nnnafikuv) to shake; move.
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nuquk (nuguki) to become-thin.

nuval (nuvalv) to say, to utter.

nuvag, (nuragj) to file.

nurei (nuraintu) to be keen: acute,

to get into.

(nuraittu nuraipp) cans. to put: insert:

nfikk (nfikki) to break: out down.

nfil (nfiggu) to spin: to compose.

nfir (nfigi) to strike: destroy: out down.

to reduce to powder.

nekir (nekirntu) to become loose: to slip off:

(nekirttu nekirpp) cans. to make

loose: relax.

nay (neytu) to string: to link together.

neri (nerintu) to be oruShed: to be crowded together.

(nerittu) cans. to approach.

ne;1 (Inf. ne}1ya) to he hollow: bend: suffer.

neg; (negjttu) to press firmly with the hands:

to curl in ringlets, as hair.

nér (nErntu nérv) to seize: to agree.

n31 (naittu neipp) cans. to destroy: to burn.

noci (Neg. nociyi) to bend: to suffer.



noti

notu

nfikk

pakai

pace

paci

pater

patarz

pati

(Inf. notiya) to tell:

(notittu) to.3peek of strange things.

(notuttu) to sell.

(nontu - Akam 230) to walk lamely.

(nontu n6v.:Pre-Fut. nam)

to feel pain.

(nfikki nfikkuv) to look at, to

arrange.

(naggu) to endure:

(Heg- nfigin Akam 44) to endure:

(pakarntu pakarv) to give:

(Inf. paka) to be divided.

(pakuttu pakukk) cans. to distribute:

(Neg. pakaiyém:

to be in enmity.

(paeantu pacapp pacakk) to

lose lustre:

(paeittu) to be hungry.

(petarntu paterkuv) to reach: arrive at.

to run.

(patanntu) to think of:

(patintu pativ) to rest;

speak 0

to do penance.

bear.

indicate.

Akam 186) to hate,

to turn pale.

to sing:

to settle.
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give.
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patu

patai

Pane

pani

pauai

pati

patai

pump

paya

payir

peyil

Pavia:

para

.(peyinru) to be close:

(pattu patuv) to rise; to enter.

to rain: to set: to perish: to hang.

to sound etc.

(patuttu patupp patukk) cans. to smear,

to east down: to entrust to one‘s care.

(pataittu) to get: obtain.

(pauui) to make suitable: to cook.

to sing in an instrument.

(pagintu pauiv) to be lowered:

to be’humble. .

(pauaittu) to miss: to £311.

(path) to be imprinted: to sink in:

to fix.

(patittu) cans. to impress: imprint.

to plunge.

(pataipp) to throh.

(pampi) to be thick.

(payantu payakk) to blossom: to yield.

(payirntu or payiri) to call: cry.

thick:

(payiggi) to repeat many times.

(parantu parapp parakk) to Spread:

to extend.
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to roam about.



paruk

palk

parak

a I

P {1

parice

paru

parucc

pagan

Pafiufl

P32?

page

P321

(parani) to-mature:

(paglttu parjkk) to unload:

(parappi) cans. to spread:

(paravi or paraii) to worship.

(parintu) to break off: to cut.

(parikk) to run: proceed.

(paripp parikk) to surround.

(parikk) to heart conduct.

(parintu) to suffer: distress.

to establish.

(For the contexts of pari1 pariz par13

5w-

(paruki) to drink, to enjoy.

pari4 and par15 refer p.

(palki palkuv) to increase:

(pafaki) to become acquainted.

(pagittu paripp pagikk) to blame.

revile.

(pagicci) to praise: extol: adore:

(paguttu) to grow mature: to ripen.

(Fafiucei) to praise.

(paging) to mature .

(pagri Fargo?) to graSp.

(pagentu) to fly.

)

to pluck.

to be full or perfect.
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pagai

peg;
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pieir

picai

pigi

piyakk

pigi

pigai
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(pageintu) to be wasted: worn out.

(paglpp peglkk) to become cool.

to shiver with cold: to tremble, to

quake: to swell.

(p591 page?) to sing: praise: declare.

(payntu piyv) to leap: to cut.

(parpp parkk) to see: observe.

(parittu) to arise: appear.

(parttu) to go to ruin.

(pagi) to be scattered: to be torn:

to be in disorder.

(Inf. pieire) to drizzle: sprinkle as rain.

(picaintu pieeiv) to rub: to strike

against.

(pifiittu) to grasP: to hold.

(pigakkuv) cans. to intertwine.

to fasten.

(pieittu pigipp pigikk) to tie: fasten.

(piqaintd) to unite: to be.

crowded tugether.

(pigaittu) cans. to Join: to clasp

each other's hand.



pitir

piri

pilirg

:43:

pigai

p1§a

pill:

pigiz:

pige

pigefik

pigekk

pigeg

9122

puka]

poker

puku

(pitirntu) to fall to powder: to be torn.

(pirintu piriv) to part: separate.

(pirittu) cans. to divide.

(Inf. pilirra) to drizzle: to @111.

(Pre-Fut. pifdyum) to pour: to shed.

(pigaittu) to miss: to escape.

(punt-.11 pigake) to be split.

to be pierced.

(p1;1ri) to trumpet: to rear.

(p1%1yri) to make a roaring noise.

(pigentu pigekk) to be born.

(pigafiki) to be high: lofty: to be

abundant: to overflow: to grow large.

(pigekki) to heap: pile up.

( pig; gntu or pigegi) to lie in

disorder: to flop: leap: to move:

to break: to die.

(piggi) to embrace: to bind.

(pukagru pukalv) to desire.

(pukerntu pukagv) to praise extol.

(pukku or pukuntu, pokuv)
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pukai

pagai

punar

punar

punartt

putai

Pu?

para

para}

pura§§

puri

purai

pull

to reach, to enter: to mount upon.

(pukuttu) cans. to cause to enter.

(pukamntu) to smoke: to fume with anger.

(pukaipp) cans. to cause to smoke.

(pugaittu pagaipp) to beat! to roar.

(Root: P113311: 11) to be fit: to suit.

(punarntu punarv) to Join: to unite.

(punarttu flunarpp punarkk) cans.

to fasten: unite.

(punartti) cans. cause to unite.

(Inf. putaiya) to be coverefi.

(putaittu) cans. to bury: to close.

(puyttu puykk) to pull out: uproot.

(purantu or puraii, purapp purakk)

to protect.

(Pre-Fut. puru¥um) to roll over.

(Pre—Fut. pura§§um) cans. to roll.

turn over.

(purintu) to investigate: to abound.

to shake: to be twisted.

(puraiv) to resemble: to occur.

(pulli’ to embrace: to copulate.
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polo

pulamp1

pulampz

pular

pulartt

pulav

pugufik

pugukk

puli

pugei
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(pulantu pulapp pulakk) to

dislike: to Bulk.

(pulempi pulampuv) to sound

to speak:

(pulampi) to be lonely: to fade.

(pularntu) to mature: to fade.

to dawn-

(pularttuv) cans. to cause to dry.

(3rd Fat. pulavuti: Puggm 219)

to dislike: abhor .

(puxufiki) to bail: to be hot: angry.

(pufiukki) cans. to search: to boil.

(pu{1kk) to turn sour: to fenment.

(pugeitu pugeiv) to make: to

adorn: to paint: compose: plait,

bind: wear: to put in order.

(pfittu pfipp pfikk) to flourish: to

blossom.

(pfieuv) to smear: to clean.

(pfiggi) to attach: to yoke: to put on.

(pfiygu) to put on: wear.
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pari

pegk

P3?

‘peyar

peruk

Peg“

pen

pér

pai

pofik

p091

pott

(parittu) to £111.

(Pro-Fat: peykum: Inf. peypa)

to desire: to love.

(peytu) to pour down: to draw water.

to fasten: to spread: to wear.

(peyarntu peyarv) to turn about.

shift: to be agitated.

{peyarttu peyarpp peyarkk) cans.

to remove: drive avay: to absorb:

to lead, to separate.

(peruki) to increase: to grow.

(pergu peruv) to obtain: to know.

(p391) to protect: to care for:

to adorn: to worship etc.

(pérv) to move.

(paitta — Porn 69 Prob. an. adj)

to Spread the hood: to become green.

(pofiki) to shoot up: to jump.

(po?intu pogiv) to be blighted, as

grain: to despise: dislike.

(potti) to light, as fire: to hide.

to mend, to stitch.
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poti

potul

P0?

pori

porunt

p011

pori

po}1

(petintu) to cover up: to contain.

(petu;i) to prosper: to thrive.

(poyttu peypp poykk) to fail: to

go to ruin: to deceive.

(Pre-Fut. poriyum) to be parehed.

to be dried.

(porutu poruv) to-fight: to compete.

to blow: dash against:

(porunti poruntuv) to reach:

approach.

(polintu peliv) to increase: to

be high: to shine.

?85

(pogintu) to pour forth: shower: to settle.

(pagintu) to chisel: pick.

(pelikk) cans. to here: to tear into

strips.

(porittu) to impress: to inscribe;

(pogpttu pogppp) to bear with.

(909:1) to perish: to die.

(pantu pay. Pre-Fut. pan)

ta go: to separate: to spread:

(paki) to go.

to write
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pakk (pakki) cans. to send: to bind.

par (parttu pfirpp) to wear: cover: to surround.

p31 (pfigru) to resemble.

p53 - (pfirntu} to split: cleave.

p53: (parri) to praise: to fleeire: to protect.

makir (makirntu) to rejoice: to take in: drink.

matafik (matafiki) to become bent.

meti (matintu) to be inactive; to sleep.

to shrink: to be diapiritea: to die.

matu1 (matuttu matupp) to pierce.

to obstruct (See Akam 17)

(
'
3

meta (matuttu — K.T. 304) to be in

front: to join.

meet (mayti) to move swiftly: to thrust in:

to attack: to insert.

weer (margi) to make: to polish:

to wash: to Smear: to immerse.

mega (magenta magakk) to be mingled.

to copulatewith: to embrace.

mati (matittu matikk) to decide: value

matai (mataii(ya) p.|79 , may be interpreted

as adjective as well)

to he arrogant: to be beautiful.



mayafik (mayafiki) to be distressed.

to be disturbed: to be in doubt,

resemble, to engage in fight.

mayakk (mayakki) cans. to mix up.

to destroy: disturb.

morn (marii) to arise: as a custom

to approach.

maru; (maruqyu maruQV) to be afraid

to wonder-

maruyg (maruggi) cans. to cause to be

changed.

molar (malarntu) to be expanded: to be

wide open.

(malarpp) cans. to cause to flower.

to turn the face or mouth upward - as

of a pot.

mali (malintu meliv) to be proud: to increase

malir (Inf. malira) to come frequently,

to drop: to leak: to flood.

malail (maleintu) malai milai.

to wear: decorate.

malaiz (malaintu) to oppose, right.

lava-iv



mafuk

magufik
'.

may;

maggl

may;

magp

magyk

magpi

(malaittu malaikk) to fight: to oppose

to be confused.

(mafiuki) to‘become blunt: to be dim:

(mqyufiki) to be blunt: to disappear

to be dim.

(maggntu magapp maggkk) to

forget.

(maggli) to oppose.

(magintu) to return: to bend:

to be twisted.

(magpttu magppp magpkk) to object.

(magpki magpkuv) to be distressed.

to wander,

(maggintu maggikuv) to disappear.

(maggittu maggipp magaikk) cans.

to hide: to cover.

(maggi magguv) to endure.

to be permanent.

(maggi) to fasten on: to light: burn.

(13151991) cans. of mix. to destroy.

(Reg. magi) to be great: to become

excellent.
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mant

may

mal

mark
0|

mal

m5;

mErr

miku

ricai

mitai

mint

.-

zita

miti

milai

rilaice

miragy
I

(menti) to eat, drink.

(mayntu) to vanish, to

become lustreless: to

(ngypy riykk) cans. te

(m5ggu) to be confused:

(nigki) to he bewildered:

(nintn) to perish.
I.

(mini niguv) to become changed.

to withdraw: to sell:

(mfiggi) cans. to expel:

(nikku or mikuntu, miku

to increase: to crowd.

die, to

forget.

hide, destroy,

perturbed.

to remove:

to fail.

v)

(nikuttu) cans. to surpass.

(mieaintu) to eat: to

{mipaintu) to be crowded:

enjoy.

(riggi) to thrust: to uproot.

(mitapp) te float: to rise high:

in excess.

(nit-1 ttu mimpp mitikk) to clash

against: to tread on.

(milaintu) to put on: wear.

(nilaicci) to wear.

(migagyi) to prattle.

to he lost

to be distressed}

to be
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miiir

migg

mil

mukk

muka

mukig

mukai

muéé
mugafik

magi

muyuk

mugukk

muqakk

munai

mutir

munt

(Inf. miiira) t9 be upset.

(miiirpp miiirkk) cans. to roll: upset.

(miggi) to emit lightning: to shine.

(miiv or migkuv) to return.‘

(mukki) to eat in large mouthfuls.

(mukantu mukapp mukakk) to

take up: to draw'as water.

(makigttu, mukigpp) 'to appear:

to bad.

(mukaintu) to bud.

(muggi) to be hindered: to dash against.

(mutafiki) to lie down.

(mu§inbu mugiv) to appear: to end.

(mugittu mutipp mugikk) cans. to

accomplish, to decorate with.

(Inf. muyuka) to hasten.

(muyukki) cans: to drive in: to

plough: to bite off hurriedly.

(Inf. mueakka) to contract:' to bend.

(mugaii) to dislike: feel aversion to.

(mutirntu) to become mature.

(munti - munticigfir - Patig_7-e)

to go before: precede.
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muyafik

muyal

murafie

muracc

murag

mural

muri

murufik

murukk

t

mugank

muru
q

mufukk

mu1k

muli

D

mugai

mus:

mug;

murpk
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(muyafiki muyafikuv) to eepulate with:

to Join: to cling to.

(muyaggu or muyali: muyalv)

to practise: to take pains.

(murafici) to be full: abundant.

(muraeei) cans. to accomplish.

(muragi) to he at variance. I

(muralp) to sing: to cry.

(murintu) to break off.

(inf. murufika) to break.

(murukki) cans. to destroy: to crush.

to break.

(murafiki) to rear.

(muruttu) to be whole: entire.

(mugukki) cans. to plunge: dip in.

(mugki) to embrace: to enter; to pierce.

(mu11ntu) to eurdle: #3 dry: to burn.

(mu}aittu) to spring: to rise: appear.

(muggi) to abiae: to finish: to surround.

(mug;ntu) to break.

(Inf. mugpke) to twist: to mature-

to hasten.



muggkk

munn

311112.112

mug;

13111331

11111

mu0

mark

melk

mel

meli

meyuk
I

(mugukki) to break.

(muggi) to think: cofltemplate.

(muggi mugguv) to Swell: rise: reach.

(mugintu mugikuv) to dislike.

to be angry with.

(mugaii) ta dislike: to fight.

to be angry with.

(mfittu) to become old; to end.

(mfici mficuv) to swarm about.

to gather.

(mfigyi) to put into: to cause to enter.

(mfiyi) to cover, to fill.

(mfirttu) to close: as a bud: to swarm.

round.

(marki markuv) to be hidden.

to reach: enter: remain: to sink.

(Part: melkupu) to chew: to make soft.

(manna) to chew: to abide.

(melintu) to be weak: to suffer.

(mefiuki) to smear: to cleanse

the floor.
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vacai

vagti

vayi

(Root: 3311 4?: Past: maga: Patig'2-3-

me 1 1 + n + a a meyina ;> maga)

to Join: to exist: to be attached to.

(niéyntu) to graze: to roam: to feed:

(méypp) cans. to graze.

(mévi) to join: to be attached to.

(mocintu) to swarm.

(mocittu mocikk) to eat.

(moyttu moypp) to crowd: to swarm.

(mogintu mogiv) to say.

(manta or mfiyi) to smell: to faint.

(yattu yapp) to bind: to tie.

(vakuntu) to split: to cleavé.

(vakuttu) to divide, to distribute.

(vakaii) to divide: cut.

(vacintu) to Split: cut.

(vaoittu) to wheedle.

(Agent—Bonn: vacaiyunarkku) to

censure: to blame.

(vagyittu vayyipp) to revolve: to tie.

(vagintu) to become beautiful.

to be perfected.
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O

vaqank

vagakk

vanar
I

vati

vayafik

vayE

vari

varn?

varunt

var-111:1;

varai

vala

valil
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(vatittu) cans. to refine: polish: comb.

(vauafiki vagafikuv} to bend.

to worship.

(vagakki) cans. to bend: to

make submissive.

(vagarntu) to bend:

(vatintu) to dwell:

(vayafiki) to shine,

reaplendent:

(Pre—Fut.

to curl as the hair.

to sleep.

to he

to abound .

vayiam) to desire.

(varittu varipp varikk) to draw:

to adorn:

(Pre—Fut:

massage.

to run: to flow.

varutum) to rub: to

(varunti Varuntuv) to suffer.

(varutti) cans. to cause pain:

(varaintu varaiv) to fix,

to limit:

{valantu) to encircle:

to weave:

become dry.

to leave:

to bind:

to marry.

to Spin,

' (valittu valipp) to seize: to

afflict.



vali

V377

varafik

. 2

735%}.

vari

varig

varu

varukk

vafutt

valar

va;ai

vagg

vaga;

vaggi

(valittu) to decide: to execute

with Undivided attention.

(vavvi) t6 Snatch: to carry off.

(Prevfutu vafafikum, Neg. vagafika)

to move, to walk about: to

swing one'a body: to dance.

(Reg. vagafika) to give, send.

(vagintu) to overflow.

(vagittu) cans. ta smear.

to go astray:(Neg. vagaa) to err:

to slip.

(vagukki) to err, commit a mistake.

(vagutti) to bless: to praise.

(va}arntu vagarv) to grow: to increase

(vagaii) to walk round, to surround,

to paint.

(vagantu vaggpp) to dry up.

(Inf. va§3}a) to dry up.

(vaggintu) to form: shape: paint

(vantu varuv) to some.

(Neg. viva KJ‘. 137: mm; 5—9, etc.

on the analogy of ti - téra Pugpm 157)
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vank

vakk

v5?

var

vfiru

veg

vértt
\I

vikk

V101

vieai

vita

793

(vafiki vafikuv) to dig up: to

draw: pull: to break off: to bend.

(kaki) to pour.

(vifi sign?) to wither: to parish.

to be emaciated.

(vatti) cans. to dry: to destroy.

(vfiyv) to came true: to consent to.

(vayttu véypp) to Join: unite.

(vfivntu) to overflow, spread: te be

long: to comb to be upright, to peel off.

(Neg. veritu) to sift: to play upon.

(vagntu vfigv) to live.

(vagtbi) to praise.

(Vikki) to hiccup.

(vicittu) to fasten: to bind: to become.

swollen.

(vieaittu vicaipp) to leap: to be

forceful.

(vigyu or viyuntu, viyuv) to leave.

to discharge. to pour, to express.

to release: to increaée.

(viguttu vigupp vigukk) cause to send

to receive permission.



vitt

vitir

71mm

viya

viyar

virav

viri

virice

virump

virai1

virai

v11

vilafik

vi 1 alck

vifi

viru

\I

(vitti) to sow:

(vitirttu vitirpp) to tremble. to

Scatter, to shake out:

(rimmi) to rejoice; to heave a sob-

(viyantu viyekk) to esteem: admire.

(viyarpp) to sweat: perspire.

(root. Nate 2?) to mix: mingle.

(virintu) to expand: to be loosened.

(virittu viripp) cans. to Spread: open.

(viricei) to wait for the

utterance of an invisible Speaker.

(virumpi) to wish: long for.

(viraintu viraiv) to be swift.

(viraii) to mix: pour.

(Neg. 71115 - Nag: 146) to sell.

(vilanki vilafikuv) to be transverse.

to destroy, to deviate from.

(vilakki vilakkuv) cans. to forbid,

prohibit.

(vigipp virikk) to open the eyes.

(viruntu viruv) to fall.

to impress on one's mind

79?

to cut into pieces.



vifiai

v11

v1§afik

viaakk

v1§amp

viaar

Vi¥11

vi§1

vi§ai

vigpv

viggi

vi

vifik

virl

?98

(vigaiv) to wish: to covet. I

(viggu) to open out, to unfold.

(vilafiki) to shine.

(v1%akk1) cans. to make clear, explain.

(vigampuv) to Speak.

(v11arttu) to become white or pale.

(vigintu) to die: to diminish: to cease.

(v1}1pp vigikk) to call: to sing.

(vi;aintu) to mature: to ripen.

(vigavi vigavuv) to question, to pay

attention.

(viggii - Akam 300) to question.

(vintu) to parish: to cease: change.

to die.

(vinki vifikuv) to increase: to

become tight.

(vici) to throw: to straw: to Spill,

to fan: to give liberally.

(Inf. viya) to cease: to perish.

(vigyi) cans. to remove; destroy.

(viyntu) to perish.

(vigntu vifiv) to falls

to hang down.



vir

veku}

vamp

veyar

veruv

veg:

Vern

vai

Vaik

V8.11?

(virttu virpp virkk) cans. to cause

to fall: hang down-

(vifntu - Herr 174 etc.) to desire.

(ve.% k1) to desire ardently, to covet.

(vekuggu VGKU%V) to be angry, to hate.

(vempi) to be very hot: to fade.

(veyarpp) to perspire.

(veruvuv) to be afraid.

(vegru velkuv) to conquer: to subdue.

(Past-part. veriyi) to be frenzied.

to be frightened.

(vegpttu) to abound.

(ventu - Pre—Fut. ram) to burn,

to be angry.

(véggi vegguv) to want, to listen.

to request.

(véyntu) to wear: to be fitted with.

(vé§§u véekuv) to desire for.

to sacrifice.

(vaittu vaipp vaikk) to put: to possess.

(vaiki) to dwell: stay, to dawn.

(vauvi) to sieze: to snatch.
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